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LOCAL AFFAIRS.

FOR

SALE.
—

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS THIS WEEK.
Divorce libel.
Wm O Buck—Notice of foreclosure.
In bankruptcy—Arthur C .rioore
Legislative notice—Telephones and
Exec notice—Est Sarah R Richardson.
Admr notice—Est Sarah E Yonng.
Admr notice-Est Lillian B Fitzgerald.
J A Haynes—Cash market.
Ellsworth Greenhouse.
Union Trust Co.

MAILS BECBIVBO.

BAR HARBOR.

in

Fourth Street,

K

W. & F. L. MASON,
Building.

Th© /ETNA
was

I

Ellsworth. Maine.

Insurance Co.

9i> years ago, and has been paying losses
in Ellsworth for nearly ftO years.

organized

1

am

Mrs. F. C. Burrill left Friday for a visit
of several weeks with friende in Boston
and Providence.
Mrs. Salley Leighton, of Uoionville, is
visiting her sister, Mrs. W. L. Thomas,and
other

“REFRESHO”

K
■

try this delicious and delightful coffee to-day.

I

sell it at only

I

way

You'll wonder how I

"Cash

can

relatives and friends in Boston and Saco
past three weeks, is at home.
Fred L. Mason spent a few days laet
week at Hebron visiting his son Fred who
is a student at Hebron academy.

the

A State
held at the

If. A. HAYNES,
I

relatives in Ellsworth.

Kegister-of- Probate T. F. Mahoney and
wife are receiving congratulations on the
birth of a boy, born last night.
Mrs. II. W. Dunn, who has been visiting

I'm selling this splendid coffee it seems as if all Eiiawortb bad
gotten the “Rctresho" habit. If you have not already tried Hefresho coffee at your bouae there’a a smacking good surprioe in atore for you. Do

By the

8 State St.,

Grocer

Down”

and

Marketman.

UNION TRUST OO.
OF

auxiliary of the Congremet yesterday with Mrs.

J. R. Brimmer.

ARE LOUDLY PRAISING

I

The Kebekah sewing circle will meet
Tuesday afternoon. Supper will be
The woman’s

W. TAPLrBY.

»

Feb. 26.

served at 6.30.

ELLSWORTH COFFEE DRINERS

+

Mrs.-John F. Whitcomb and son, B. B.

Whitcomb, are visiting friends in Boston.
Irene chapter O. E. S. will give a sociable at Masonic ball next Friday evening,

gational church

ELLSWORTH.

teachers’ examination will be
Ellsworth high school Satur-

Surplus and Undivided Profits, $33,898.85.

DEPOSITS,

FES.

John a. Peters, President.
Leonard M. Moore, Trees.

24, $1,210,672.74

Henry W. Cushman, Vice-President.
Henry H. Higgins, Asst. Trees.

Designated depositor; of the United States District Court for Hancock
Connty.
Depository of the State of Maine, County of Hancock and City of
Ellsworth.

THIS BANK RECEIVES ACCOUNTS
OF BANKS, CORPORATIONS, FIRMS AND INDIVIDUALS ON FAVORABLE TERMS
and

will be pleased lo meet

making changes or opening

or
new

correspond with those

who

contemplate

acocants.

It is understood that the railroad hearing
the Ellsworth Fails crossing announced
to be held to-day, has been postponed
until Saturday afternoon.
on

R. Burrill and wife have returned
from New’ York, where Mr. Burrill has
been located this winter in the interests
of the Kebo spring water.
The Congregational church committee
for March are requested to attend a meeting at the home of Mrs. J. A. Cunningham next Saturday afternoon at 3 o’clock.
Misa Margaret, daughter of Henry M.
Hall and wife, observed her twelfth birthday last Saturday by entertaining a
group of her young friends at her home
High street.

on

Roy C. Haines

has returned from a visit
days in Boston. He was one of
the speakers at the reunion and banquet
of Hebron acade r.y alumni in Boston last
of

a

few

Thursday evening.
The social circle of the Baptist church
a supper and apron sale in the
vestry Wednesday evening, March 3. The
committee in charge is composed of Mrs.
Ida Byard, Mrs. C. S. Donnell and Mrs. U.
G. Hodgkins.
will have

Common-sense Banking
The management of this institution believes that banking
connections formed on a basis of perfect service at reasonable terms will endure; that reasonable terms do not mean
something for nothing; that a bank with ample capital and
reserve in proportion to its deposit liability, making safety
its first consideration, and operated along conservative lines,
is entitled to and will receive the patronage of a discerning
Dublic.
We pay 2 per
Will YOU bank with ns on these terms?
cent, on deposits subject to check.

Powder

*/Ibsoluteljr

The musicale and soeiable given last Friday evening by Philip H. Sheridan council,
Knights of Columbus, at Grand Army and
Society halls, was largely attended. After
an enjoyable program of vocal and instrumental music, dancing and cards were in-

Named
Candidates
Democrats Withdraw from Contest.
The republicans and democrats of Ellsworth held their caucuses last Thursday,
to nominate candidates tor municipal
officers.
—

Hie

Royal Grape

'hallpn’c

printed

J^iption

STUART, Attorrwy

tir °2g£m& ^^srsssx
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Cream of Tartar.

ever-increasing

with

success

for

&

three

the ice

on

was

injured by a
again.

week ago, is about

a

Fred Simmons and wife have gone to
Chute’s mill.

W’ork at

city, and following a
by i’ooles’ orchestra, there
will be dancing from about 9 o’clock
until the early hours of the morning.
The doors will open as early as 7 o’clock.
Tickets for the evening will be 50 cents

by

March, “Chicago Tribune”.Chambers
Overture, “Jolly Robbers”. Suppe
“Amina Egyptienne Serenade”.Lincke
’Cello solo.Selected
Mr Sprague
“Pas des Amphores” .Chaminade
Sextette from “Lucia”.Donizetti

Coleman Bates is ill.
Mrs. Olive Leach, ol Ellsworth, is with
Maddocks.

Mrs. Alvin

Mrs.

Alvin

Maddocks

and daughter
with grip,

Asenith. who have been very ill

improving.
Thomas, of Ellsworth, has
bought the Salisbury farm of H. R.
Phillips, and will occupy it in a few

are

Frank

weeks.

ladies’ church aid society will give a
home of Mrs. N. A. Mitchell
Saturday evening, Feb. 27. Refreshments
will be served.
The

concert at the

j
;

EVENTS.

COMING

I
ELLSWORTH.

|

Friday evening, Feb. 26, at Masonic
haU--Sociable by Irene chapter, O. E. 8.

____

You Must Think I’m Santa Claus,
All In, Down and Out.
Bert Graham
Think of the Girl Down Home
Nobody Knows, Nobody Cares
Chas K Harris
Owen Duffee
Studies in Black and White,
Ralph Fernald, assisted by Lewis Fernald

Pullen’s orchestra, of Bangor. In recognition of the day the concert opened with
“The Star Spangled Banner”. The concert program follows:

ELLSWORTH.

NORTH

short concert

___

!

All Masons and members of their families invited. Tickets, 35 cents a couple;

ladies, 15 cents.
Friday evening, Feb. 26, at Paul Revere
hall, Mechanics building, Boston
Annual Ellsworth reunion. Tickets, 50cents.
Saturday, Feb. 27—State teachers’ examination at Ellsworth high school, 8 a. m«
j Wednesday, March 3, 6 p. m., at Baptist
vestry-Supper, 15 cents.
Wednesday to Monday, April 7-12Sixty-second annual session of East Maine
extra

—

Methodist conference, at Ellsworth.

Advertising brings
assists

the

customers and

the salesman.

Mandy Lane,
Dixie Dan
Walter Scott
Selected
Cornet Solo.
Winifred Joy
Exhibition of Ambidextrous Manipulation of Various Articles,
C Stanley Johnston

“Spanish Gaiety”.Eno
Clarinet

fall

dance halls in the

each. This is ail the expense involved.
The idea has been to make the price as
Refreshments will be
low as possible.
served to holders ol the coupons attached
to the tickets.
To assist the secretary in filing an accurate list of those who attend, ticket holders
are requested to fill in the blank lines on
The concert and ball at Hancock hall the back of the ticket.
under
the
of
auspices
Monday evening,
The American's special correspondent
the Village improvement society, was one will
try next week to tell those who had
of the moat enjoyable musical and social to
stay at home just what kind of a good
|
events of the season in Ellsworth.
time they missed, but his advice to all is to
The ball was a colonial affair in honor
come, if the trip is a possibility. This is as
of the day—Washington’s birthday—and
good a time as any to visit Boston, and the
many of the ladies appeared with hair reunion itself should be all the attraction
dressed and powdered in colonial style. needed.
The hall was appropriately and prettily
Carnival Minstrels.
decorated with evergreen and flags, and
There was a good attendance at the
small flags pinned on the lapels of the |
gentlemen’s coats took the place of dance amateur minstrel show given last ThursPortraits of Washington were day evening at Hancock hall, for the
tickets.
conspicuous in the decorations. An origi- benefit of the carnival fund. The pronal copy of the Ulster County Gazette, of gram follows:
Kingston, N. Y., dated Jan. 4, 1800, loaned Opening Ensemble —I, Monkeyland; 2,
June Moon; 3, Can’t You See I’m
by Miss Addie Salsbury, attracted much
Lonely; 4, Harrigan; A, Summertime;
attentiou. It contained an account of the
6, Kiss, Kiss, Kiss; 7, Capt Willie
death and funeral of Washington.
Brown.Chorus
a concert
The ball was

preceded by

Mr. MacPbersou, who

succession. This is the fourth
meeting, and it ought to be four times as
large as was the first one.
The gathering place is one of the largest
years in

solo.Selected

Old

Bass

>

r-,
YOUR

VALUABLE

solo.Selected |
J A Cunningham

Big Chief Battle Axe.Allen
Big Night To-night.. Williams & Van Alstyne
Charles P Halpin
Dancing Divertisement,

Eastern Trust & Banking Co.

PRIMROSES

only baking powder
from

secretary.
Dr. F. F. Bimonton was re-nominated
for mayor by Harry L. Crabtree, the
KMX WORTH FALLS.
ELLSWORTH REUNION.
nomination being seconded by John U.
I
Redman, who in the coarse of bis remarks
The embroidery club will meet with
drew some interesting comparisons be- Every Indication of a Record-Break- Mrs. A. E. Foster
Thursday afternoon.
tween city expenditures now and twentying Success This Year.
David A. Foster was at home from ths
five years ago, when he was mayor. The
Boston, Feb. 23 (special)—This is the University of Maine from Friday until
nomination of Dr. Simonton was made
last call for the Ellsworth reunion in Paul Tuesday.
unanimous, the secretary being instructed
Revere hall, Boston, next Friday evening,
Edmund Giles, of Amherst, was hers
, to cast the vote of the caucus.
The city committee was empowered to Feb. 26. The big event is all arranged. Tuesday, the guest of Charles W. Smith
and wife.
fill vacancies on the ticket.
Success is assured; but such success as the
The caucuses of wards 1, 2,3, and 5 were committee in charge looks for will not be
Eugene Whittaker and family spent a
of last week
with
relatives alt
held immediately after the general caucus,
part
deleis
a
there
unless
good-sized
possible
Franklin.
and ward candidates were named. Ward gation of the
present residents of Ells4 held its caucus at North Ellsworth. The worth or other Han cock
Frank A. Cottle cut the thumb of his
county towns on
full list of candidates appears at head o hand to
greet the hundreds of former left hand quite badly on a saw on Friday
the editorial column.
of last week.
residents who will be there.
The
following city committee was
No doubt about the number of particiIt is planned to have the play “Mrs.
chosen: Ward 1, R. E. Mason; ward 2,
pants in the reunion. There is a big crowd Briggs of the Poultry Yard”, now being
Henry E. Davis; ward 3, John W. Mc- coming; they are coming from ail direc- I arranged by F. E. Cooke, on the evenCarthy; ward 4, George W. Patten; ward 5, tions. Several hundred have already ing of March 4, in the vestry.
F. C. Burr ill.
bought tickets. Mrs. Bullard, president
DEMOCRATIC CAUCUS.
of the reunion asso< i ition, has sold tickets
GREEN LAKE.
The democratic caucus was held in the in no less than a dozen towns herself.
evening at the municipal court room. E. Mrs. Fred L. Kendrick sold thirty-three
Mrs. Frank Benson, Mrs. J. Appleton,
E. Brady was chosen chairman and J. A. tickets in two
weeks, and is still selling, i Mrs. Banger, Eugene Bavage and wife,
Cunningham, secretary.
Others are stirring up enthusiam in their ! Wingate Cram and wife, Margaret DillingQeorge B. Stuart nominated Frank S. own neighborhoods. An attendance of ham and a few other friends were weekLord for mayor, and the nomination was over 500 is
end guests of Miss Carrie Chapman.
confidently expected.
made by acclamation.
To those who arv not already informed
Miss Gladys Lowell entertained a party
The caucuses of wards 1, 2 and 5 were
it
be
said
that
let
through The Ame/.ican
of twenty young people Monday.
held immediately after the general caucus. the reunion is a very informal annual 1
Recent callers at the lake were Geo. H
Wards 3 and 4 held theii caucuses in
gathering of former and present residents Nutter and
wife, Henry Ober and wife, A.
their respective wards.
of
other
and
of the city of Ellsworth
The city committee was chosen as Hancock county towns. It has been held H. Babcock, Mr. Hamilton, Mr. Perkins,
tish and gam'1 warden, and W. F. Chute.
ward
Ward
C. H.
follows*:

Mr Cosmey
Kentucky Home” Fantaise... Langey
“My
The floor was then cleared for dancing
dulged in.
The
to music by Pullen’s orchestra.
The board of registration is in session
march was led by “George and
grand
this week at the aldermen’s room in HanMartha Washington” in costume, imcock hall. The hours are from 9 a. m. to
by Eddie Moore, the eightpersonated
1 p. m., 3 to 5 and 7 to 9 p. m. The board
year-old son of Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Moore*
meets to register new names and revise the
and little Eleanor Kincaid, aged six,
voting lists. No new names will be regis- daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Kincaid.
tered after 5 p. m. Friday.
The little folk received hearty applause.
MAINE.
was enjoyed until a late hour.
BANGOR.
The degree team of Lejok lodge, I. O. Dancing
Light refreshments were served.
Branches at Old Town and Macliias, Me.
O. F., which worked at the recent conThe affair gave ample evidence of hard
vention at Bar Harbor, is especially re- and effective work on the part of the comt
which deserves much credit. The
quested to be present at the meeting of mittee,
committee was
composed of John O.
the lodge Friday evening. Lejok lodge Whitney and wife, L. F. Giles and wife,
work
the
been
invited
to
third
has
Mason
and
OF
L.
degree Fred
wife, and Harry W.
SPECIAL SALE
and publishers
at Bluehill, Thursday, March 4.
Haynes and wife. The girls of the O. K.
C. club acted as ushers.
8AVE TIME sod MONEY by using
Wm. H. H. Rice post G. A. R., at a meet,
THIS WEEK
a
of
vote
SAVINQ
Monday
LABOR
evening, passed
25c and ing
Business Notices.
Fine plains just coming into bloom lor
iVU °
thanks to all those who helped to make
RECORD BOOKS. 350.
PARKER PIANO CONTEST.
the Lincoln anniversary so great a success
Following Is the standing in the piano conOrsenhouso
Ellsworth
and Indexed for
*ck
TELBPHOME *3._ in Ellsworth; also to Dr. H. Greely for the test at W. R. Parker Clothing Co.’s store at
Eutry and Reference.
of
an
old
revolver, formerly noon to-day:
presentation
Miss Annie Emery, Ellsworth.
1.
Removal Notice I
belonging to the late Beth Tisdale, who
2. Bayside grange, Bayside.
in
Record, Advertising Record,
it
England, to which country
purchased
3. Harvest Home grange, West Ellsworth.
tr'iltr 8 Record, Job Printer's Record.
at Law he went in a ship built by him in Ells6E0R6E B.
4. Pamola grange, Hancock.
worth.
5. Arbutus grange, Surry.
Sample pages sent on apPlans are being made for extensive alter6. Mariaville grange, Mariaville.
Plication. Published by
Burrtil National
roc ms over the
ations and improvements in the auditor7. Nicolin grange, Nicolin.
Bank, Main street, Ellsworth, Maine.
E
CHILD,
ium of the Baptist church. It is proposed
8. Methodist church, Franklin.
133 WllKan,
Telephone: 63-2.
s«., New York.

Perusers

Fur*

Renders the
food more wholesome and superior in lightness and flavor.

Leland;
2,
1,
day, Feb. 27, beginning at 8 a. ra.
W. H. Dresser; ward 3, Frank L. Heath;
Henry W. Cushman and family, now of ward 4, Alvin Staples; ward 5, H. C.
Bangor, spent Washington’s birthday in Jordan.
The nominations of Mr. Lord for mayor
Ellsworth, the guests of Henry M. Hall
and Mr. Higgins for alderman were made
and wife.
Frank Nash and wife, of Cherryfleld, without their consent, and they declined
The refusal of these candito accept.
were in Ellsworth Monday night to attend
the Village improvement society concert dates was followed by the withdrawal of
all. At a meeting of the democratic city
and ball.
committee and a few prominent demoRev. W. F. Emery will give his third
crats Saturday afternoon, it was decided
lecture in the Sunday evening series
! to leave the fi Id clear to the republicans,
next Sunday. Subject, “The Battle on
i aud there will be no other ticket.
Lexington Common.”
Irene chapter, O. E. S., will hold its
CONCERT AM) BALL.
annual roll-call Friday evening, March 5.
There will be work in the degrees, with
Enjoyable Affair I'nder Auspices of
refreshments after work.
Village Improvement Society.

C.

Capital, $100,000.00.

Royal
Bakintf

class-

REPUBLICAN CAUCUS.

next

Prompt Settlements.

large

The republican caucus was held in the
afternoon at Hancock hall. C. L. Morang
was made chairman and W. H. Dresser,

Mrs. Bertha Joy Thompson is visiting
Boston.

issuing their policies.

Lowest Rates.

_O.

m.

George A. Parcher has been ill the past
few days with erysipelas in his face.
Mrs. Elba W. Mayo, of Brewer, has been
a recent guest of her uncle, C. H. Grindal.

ELLSWORTH.

two

Republican

POSTOPFICB.

Going West—10.46, 11.80 a m; 6.80 and 9 pm.
Going East—6X0 a m; 4 and 5.80 p m.
No Sunday mail.

ONE STORE

First National Bank

■

effect Oct. <5, 1908

MAIL CLOSBS AT

provide

FOR MUNICIPAL OFFICERS.

SCHEDULE OF MAILS.
In

will

The psrtition will be arranged to
be lifted so that both rooms may be
thrown into the auditorium. New pews
and windows arq also to be installed.

AT ELLSWORTH POSTOPFICB.

From Wbst—7.18 a m; 4.89 and 6X8 p m.
From East—11.07 a m; 12.06, 6.66 and 10.62 p

AT

1C.

partition

S&SX;_

:iat>*memrai«

rooms.

Baboo*, Ms:
Eastern Trust A BaukingCo.
Shaw's business college.

ONE COTTAGE

on

tele-

graphs.
Legislative notice—Judiciary.

I

!T"»

to pot in a false ceiling at a height of
seventeen feet fthe present height is
twenty-four feet) and run a partition
across the rear, catting off sixteen feet.
This will reduce the cubic feet of air
space in the auditorium about one-half,
and greatly facilitate and lessen the expense of heating. The part cut off by

Rata

Cant

pmr

merit ail

Messrs Graham, Duffee, L Fernald,
Sinclair,
R Fernald, L Sinclair, H
Moore, Harrigan, Clement
Finale, Lanky Yankee Boys in Blue,

PAPERS?
I
I

A ItE you running the risk of
losing them bykeeping them
arouml the premises? It so,
you had better rent a safe deposit
dox at once.
They cost you f.3.00
and upwatd, according to size,
in the
modem vaults of the

r\

;

|

Chorus

furnished by the carnival
organized for the occasion—Miss
Phillips, piano; Miss Winifred Joy,

Music

was

orchestra
Rubie

Messrs. Ous Kincaid and Richard
violin; Fred Beal, drum. The
show was under direction of Charles P.
Halpin. Dancing followed, music being

BURRILL
NATIONAL

BANK,

cornet ;

Moore,

furnished by Monaghan.
This show was repeated Saturday
ing, with a change of program.

OF

ELLSWORTH.

Correspondence Invited.

Tdl. 15-2.

even-

A record is better than a prospectus.
Newspaper circulation is what counts fm
advertisers.

ttueineM Cart.

XlICE

H. SCO I i\

SPECIALLY MADE

uF

TYPEWRITING, ACCOUNTING,
AND

The procession of low prices is moving
right along, headed by advertisers in
THE AMERICAN.

GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.
Cor. Main and Water sts. (over Moore’s Drug
Store;, Ei.swjrth, Maine.

This column is devoted to the Grange, esto the granges of Hancock county.
The column is open to all grangers for the
discussion of topics of general interest, and
for reports of grauge meetings. Make letters
short and concise. All communications must
be signed, but names will not be printed except by permission of the writer. All communications will be subject to approval by
the editor, but none will be rejected without

MADGE".

pecial'v

Meeting Topic For the Week
Beginning Feb. 28, 1909.

It$

By REV. S. H. DOYLE.
Topic.—Home missions; present day pioneers.—Eccl. xl, 1-4.
Present day pioneer missionaries are
In nowise different from those of the
(past. They are those who stand alone
In their work. It may be on the frontier of our country or among the foreign immigrants in various parts of
our country or in our cities, the islands
Hinder our control or among the exceptional populations of our land. The
the first missionaries.
are
%ey sow the seed, but do not always
gather it when they might expect to in
Hnore settled and permanent fields
Hr hen the sowing hiis been of long
gtanding. The injunctions to them, as
get forth In this passage from Ecclesiastes, are most striking ones and apply
jto all interested in missions as well as

Motto:

“Helpful and Hopeful”

The purposes of this column are succinctly
uated In the title and motto—it Is for the mutual
>eneflt, and alms to he helpful and hopeful,
ttelng for the com non good. H Isf-rthecom
In
non use—a public servant, a purveyor of
formation and suggestion, a medium for the In
Ideas. In this capacity It solicits

writer will not be printed except by permission
Communications will bo subject to approvalor
none
rejection by the editor of the column, but
will be rejected without good reason. Address
ill communications

Kood

d&t&kJk

orchangcof

communications, and its success depends largely
>n the support given it In this respect- Com
-nunlcatlons must be signed, but the name of

Slowers

to

March 6-

Pomona grange ith Verona grange.
Saturday, March 6 Meeting of Green
Mountain Pomona grange at Agricultural
hall. North Ellsworth.

Feb.

[new

recipe

And

please
w'e

Tribute to Christian Endeavor.
In the Christian Endeavor Times of
London Hon. George Nicholls. M. P.,
gave his testimony to the value of
Christian Endeavor. Speaking of hi9
actual experience, he says:
i
First I was a humble but active mem- I
ber of a small society in a country church
during the early days of the movement |

Vegetaole Compound.
In almost every community you will find women who
have been restored to health by Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound. Almost every woman you meet has
either been benefited by it, or knows some one who has.
In the Pinkham Laboratory at Lynn, Mass., are files containing over one million one hundred thousand letters from
women seeking health, in which many openly state over
their own signatures that they have regained their health by
taking Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound.
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound has saved
many

to

with

dines,

and

a

short

out.

MASSAPAQUA, SOUTH BLUR HILL.

special meeting

a

officers

and

Massapaqua grange

transact
a

from

Women who

to

j

j

j

night bring them in and fold from the rack. :
If the clothes are not quite dry I set them in ;
the dining-room and in the morning the heat !
from the legister has finished the Job all
right. Try it and save cold fingers and the j
chilly sensation that always accompanies
hanging out clothes in cold weather.
B. J.A.

Dear Aunt Madge anti M. Be.:
1 had intended to write before this, as there
is a call for Be for February, and as I did not
want to be left out entirely, will send a line.
I have not been to a reunion, but always think
of you all and wish that I could be there
Kind wishes to you all.
M. B. B.

|

1

We shall count you in twice, once with
once with the 8a., and we shall
be glad to hear from you and all others of
the family “between times”.

the Bs. and

1

!

Dear Mutual*:
Don’t suppose

there can
be any more
shirking at present now that Aunt Madge is
calling the roll. Now we as dutiful children
must be ready to respond when our turn
comes.
February seems to be my month, so I
answer “Here.”
Our letters must necessarily
be short, or there won’t be space for all.
1 enjoy the letters and look for new ideas
each week. Am still ironing, though I have
been called an old fogy and crank, but that
doesn't hurt as much as wrinkles in the
clothes would. Do I hear an echo, or is it the
wind? Greetings to all.
C.

Thanks to each ot you from
Aunt Madge.

Cures piles,
itching instantly.
salt rheum, tetter, itch,hives, herpes,
At
Ointment.
scabies— Doan's
any drug
store.—Advt.

Stops

eczema,

again

\

Not Bull Run.
The story was told of an American
who happent* to be crossing the ocean
some years ago on the Fourth of July,
which national holiday was celebrated
With great enthusiasm by the Americans on board.
“I say." asked one of the Englishmen, “what la this the anniversary of
anyhow? Isn't It to celebrate the battle of Bull Run or something of that
kind?”
“No," promptly spoke up an American. “not ttnii Ron-John Bull Run."
HEXAMETBVLKXKTKTK\MINK
The above is the name of a Herman chemical, which is one of the manv valuable ingredients of Foley's Kidney Remedy. Hexamethylenetetramine is recognized by medical text books and authorities as a uric acid
solvent and antiseptic for the urine. Take
Foley’s Kidney Remedy an soon as you notice
irregularities, and avoid a serious
any
malady. H. A. Parohkr.

_

WEST

EDEN.

Mountain View grange held its regular
meeting Friday evening, with sixty j*.
Irons present, including visitors from
Bay
View grange.
After business the second
degree was conferred on five candidates.
There will Ik* work in the second and
third degrees at the next regular
meeting.
During the lecturer’s hour the question,
“Should automobiles be run on this i»land?” was discussed, and a vote
being
taken, it was decided in the negative.

soon.

Highland grange held no meeting Feb.
1V», having accepted nn t ivitntion to meet
with Penobscot grange that evening, ia
company with Rainbow grange.
There

g.x»d attendance. The third and
degrees were conferred in n pleasdegrees were conferred on two candidate*, ing way, snd the banquet served, together
and five applications for membership were with a
finely rendered program, madel
received.
At recess a bountiful supper
very enjoyable evening. Highland grange
was served.
malted a special meeting Feb. 20 to renter
After recess the lecturer presented the degrees and listen to communications.
following program: Hinging, choir; read- At the next regular meeting. Feb. 2r». Cating, Bet nice Varnuiu; reading, Nina Var- tine grange is expected to be present and
num; diahgue, “How She Made Him Prothere will be degree work.
The grange it
character song. Grace EL Leach;
pose
invited to meet
with North Hluehill
reading, Lixxie Staples; singing, grange. grange Feb. 27.
There were remarks for the good of the
order by visiting members. About ninety
HCHOODIC. WINTER HARBOR.
patrons

were

present.

Alamoosook grange held

its regular
Not many

meeting Saturday evening.
were present ow mg to the travelling.
A
g 'od program wan furnished by the lecturer.
is
be

The committee

busy arranging for

given

an

on

entertainment

entertainment to

in about two weeks.
HANCOCK

was

a

fourth

Hchoodic grange h 'Id its regular meeting Thursday evening. Owing to t><< much

ALAMOOBOOK. EAST OttLAND.

illness, only

twenty-six

After business

a

were
pi* sent.
program was listened to.
evening the fourth degree

Next Thursday
w ill
bo worked and ice-cream ami take
w ill be served.
The receipts from the icecream sociable for •Sinter Bernice Moore
were £38.
_

CASTINE.
POMONA.

Following
program
ing of Ha/udck Pomona with Verona
grange, Bucksport, Mari b 0:
is the

for the

meet-

most stupendous dwelling place ever Opening exercises; music
Even If wc Address of welcome.Jennie Whitmore
built for a mortal uiau.
M Keye*
regard the ancient de» rlptlou* as Response--...Fred
business
somewhat exaggerated It n-innins one
Topic: In wbat way would you suggest
of the largest royal bouses ever built,
prrroautut improvement* ou our highand the Internal decorations seem to
way*?
have been lueomiiarabl} magnificent. Question box
It was surrounded by parks, woods Recess
and |tools of great size, w hi, h appear ('ail to order, with music
to have been eutlrely within the walls. j Conferring fifth degree
The colonnades of the house Itself ex- Address. .-State speaker
host grange
tended a mile In length und crossed Entertainment by
Closing exercises.
one of the main thoroughfares of the
city. The cities of the east were ranGRKKN MOUNTAIN POMONA.
sacked for masterpieces of Greek art
Following is the program for the meetfor the Interior. The walls shone with
ing of Green Mountain Pomona to be held
gold and pearls, and the roof rested on with
Kayside and Nicolin granges, jointly,
marble columns of enormous size and
at Nicolin, Saturday, March 6:
York
American.
beauty.—New
Opening in form

j

Jan. 14. 1909.
Dear Aunt Madge and Si»ter»:
1 don't know whether I belong to the Ba. or
the Sa. but I send my greeting to you all and
want you to know that your dear helpful
letters in the column and the occasional pe*sonal letters and cards make a bright and
pleasant spot in my life. I am g'ad of the
bond of sympathy and kindness that helps us
to help each other.
How 1 should like to know the name and
address of each one. I think it makes the tie
seem closer when we know each others’ names
We that have met at the reand addresses.
unions have the happy privilege of having a
are
s«« many others who cannot
there
list, bat
meet with us whose letters and quotations
help and cheer, and we often wish we knt a
1
who they really are and where they live.
think it a grand plan to report ourselves when
our initial letter is called, and want to get in
with the rest of you Just where Aunt Madge
With good wishes to all
thinks 1 belong.
HlSTKK B

him here

sponded to the invitation to meet with us
Friday evening. The third and fourth

Nero'* Golden House.
The "golden bouse" of Nero st-cuis
from all accounts to have been the

way.
1 have only attended two reunions, but I did
meet Meb, C.. S. J. Y.. and all the rest who
were among the first reunioniats, and those
who will always be missed in the future.
Day, Ruby and her husband.
Now 1 could write a lot. but it would not be

wish to

Great credit is due

Despite the threatening weather am}
bad travelling, a good number of pptrons
from Highland and Rainbow grange » re-

suffering from those distressing ills
to
should not lose sight of these facts
their
sex
peculiar
or doubt the ability of Lydia E. Pinkham s
Vegetable
Compound to restore their health.

her

see

with

was re*

HIGHLAND, NORTH PENOBSCOT.

are

up to our motto I am afraid—hopeful or helpful. But I would like to tell you of one helpful thing, and as “Mol” tells how to avoid cold
fingers. I will tell you another way. My John
ia quite handy with carpenter’s tools, so I had
him make for me a large clothes rack with
two parts, hinges at the top and four bars in
each sections. Then I have another made,
the old-fashioned folding, rack. I hang the
clothes on the racks in the kitchen where it is
warm, then set them out on the pinna and at

»

number

A

in.

Thursday

discussed.
MOUNTAIN VIEW,

PENOBSCOT.

surgical operations.

try and answer to my name as she calls the
roll.
1 could not be at the last reunion, bat was
much interested in the report of Aunt Maria
and others, and wasn’t Charity’s fine! As I
read her report I thought of the first reunion
and the ride borne in the rain, and felt, dear
Aunt Madge, that you were not the only one
who had a,Jnarrow escape from the camera.
Hut 1 am afraid if “Novice” and “Ann” had
taken the picture in the linen hat, it would
1 shall
have been anything but dignified.
always remember the kindness of the hostess
in loaning the bat if it did get wilted on the

ably

of applications were
Bro. Foss
for the impressive way in which he installed officers, and thanks are extended
to him for his interest and help.
All hope

given

met

One candidate

scrap basket were interesting. The i|Ut*.
tion: “Which has the more influence on
a child, parentage or environment?'

an

was

served.

fair attendance.

reived by card. A good entertainment
was furnished.
The question box and

song, Anothy Bye. Kccess was declared
and clam stew, cake, pie and cocoa w ere

“I want this letter made public to show the l*cneflts to be
derived from Lydia E. Pinkliam's Vegetable Compound.”—
Mrs. Jobnti.Moldan,211A Second St.North, Minneapolis,Minn.

Brambles—One cup of chopped raisins, one
one-half cup sugar, juice of one lemou.
three common crackers rolled, butter size of a
wa nut.
Make crust as for tarts, roll thin, fill
like turnovers, and bake in hot oven.

j

to install

Austin Smith; remarks, Bro. Foss;
song, Mrs. Emma Small; recitations, Ellen
•Snowden, Annie Coolen, luiura Stinson;

Minneapolis Minn.“I was a great sufferer from femala
troubles which caused a weakness and broken down condition
of the system. I read so much of wt.ut‘ Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound bad done for other suffering women, I felt
sure it would help me, and 1 must say it did help me wonder*
fullv. Within three months I was a perfectly well woman.

egg.

societies,

Wednesday
Owing

rfir momberabip was received
literary program was carried

and

Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound is made exclusively from roots and herbs, and is perfectly harmless.
j
The reason why it is so successful is because it contains
ingredients which act directly upon the female organism,
restoring it to healthy and normal activity.
Thousands of unsolicited and genuine testimonials such
as the following prove the efficiency of this simple remedy.

ac-

in this country.
It furnished several of
us
(young people) an opportunity for
service other than the Sunday school, and I
these workers became the pastor’s “handy
men,” and a branch mission three mUes
away from the church was formed, and
the services were conducted for years by
these young volunteers until a church Dear Aunt Madae:
was built.
In response to the roll-call I send a few
My second experience was as pastor in |
and kindly greetings to all the
charge of another country church, where quotations,
M. Bs. whose letters and poems I enjoy readI remained nine years. A glorious revival
broke out during the first year of my seting. Charity's letter was good. No need of
tlement.
Then .a Christian Endeavor soa camera; the pen-picture was true to life.
ciety was formed, and the young people
B. E.S.
became like “David's helpers” to me.
If you ure acquainted with happiness introThey were the life and soul of every duce
him to your neighbor.—Brooks.
prayer meeting, open air service and
Week night preaching service. The look- Because in a day of my days to come
There waiteth a grief to be.
out committee was always on active servShall my heart grow faint and my lips grow
ice, and our sunshine committee carried |
dumb
gpgr
sunshine into many a sickroom. The EnIn this day that^ie bright'for me?
deavorers also ran a Band of Hope.
—Margaret Sangnter.
I knew every time I entered the pulpit
to endeavor to preach that my Christian ! Dear Mutual»:
Endeavorers were praying for me. Week
After so.long an absence from the column I
day and Sunday alike they were ever a feel almost too much of a
stranger to claim
source of joy to me, and this did not end
when I left them to take up the work at membership, but nevertheless I am always
interested
in
hearing.from the others. Aunt
another church, for they still hold up the
Madge's reference to the good old prayerhands of their present pastor.
During recent years I have moved in a meetings where the members waited to be
wider field. Since my election to parlia- called by name, reminded me of the way some
!
ment I could not continue my pastorate,
of those dear modest
people would respond by
but am preaching every Sunday some- saying: ‘*1 feel that some one
else can occupy
where. This has given me ample opporthe time much better than I can,” and that is
tunity %> see the good work Endeavorers
just about the way I feel in regard to the space
are carrying on, often under trying conditions, and also to hear the splendid tes- in our column. 1 had much rather some one
timony of both pastors and deacons to else would “occupy” in my place. Borne one
fne effective work of the Endeavorers In said we were sort of onlour honor to respond,
both the church and the Sunday school.
and as f never go back on Aunt Madge, I will
I admit there are a few exceptions. Not
aU are perfect. Not all the ministers and 1
C. B. Kluger, the Jeweler, 1060 Virginia
deacons are perfect.
I Ave., Indianapolis, Ind., writes:
I was so
| weak from kioney trouble that I could hardly
j waik a hundred feet.* Four bottles of Foley's
World’s Largest Endeavor Union.
| Kidney Remedy cleared
my complexion.
I
The Pennsylvania Christian Endeav- cured my backache and the irregularitiesdisappear, and 1 can now attend to business
or onion, the largest in the world, has
every day, and recommend Foley’s Kidney
Remedy to all sufferers, as it cured me after
4,600
nearly 235,000 mem- the
doctors and other remedies had failed.”
I
bers.
G. A. Parch kr.

women

in

gram

We know of no other medicine which has been so successful in relieving the suffering of women, or secured so
many genuine testimonials, as has Lydia E. Pinkham’s

reunion.

j

12

impressive manner. A nice pmprepared by Lecturer Ida M.
Pert, consisting of a dialogue, enrollment ol officers by Hattie Smith, Ida Pert,
Austin Smith and Nina Pert; song, L. E.
Stinson, Anthony Bye, Clarence M. Pert
cers

that we all cherish very pleasant memories of her as} we recall the last

assure

average attendance.

and stormy weather there have been
n0
meetings for two weeks. One applicatioi

The installation was
public. Deputy A. I. Foss, assisted by
Nina L. Pert as marshal, installed the « di-

cept thanks for her good letter and the
which follows?

an

regular business.

A. M. M.

member

BJK>OK3VIU,E.

llarhorside grange met

Hancock

BEAOIRT. SOUTH DEER I8LK.

If you have hard work to do.
Do it now.
To-day the skits are clear and blue.
To-morrow clouds may come in view.
Yesterday is not for you;
Do it now.

our

IIARHOKHiDK. ftOfTII
of

Meeting

w

no IT NOW.

Will

O. Johnson; grange paper, Mrs. Evt
Htm.‘
“Do hens pay’"
mond; discussion,
b,
mom tiers, opened hy H. O. Johnson
in tbs
affirmative and George Graham in
ib,
The queetion was
negative.
decided in
the affirmative.

PATE*.

Saturday,

Seagirt grange held

Isa. xxxll, 20; Nab. 1, IS; Matt, x, 42;
xxvlii, 19, 20; Mark xvi, 15; Acta I, 8;
Rom. lx. 1-5; x. 12-15; Gal. vl, 1, 9;
Rev. xxil, 17.

Friday. Thirty-,lx members w«,
present. A Lincoln pro* r* fa was enjona
1 as follows;
Lincoln’s address it
Untvw
burg. Doris Hatch; Lincoln atory, U^i0B.
j Johnson; original poem, Clara
JohnsonLincoln res flint's, Mrs. Addie
Orcutt, h'

reason.

THE AMERICAN,
KUsworth, Me.

sney.
1. The command to preach the gospel regardless of no assurance of imme“Cast thy bread upon
diate returns.
If you have a songjto sing.
Sing it now.
fche waters, for thou shalt find It after
Let the notes of gladness ring
Intany days.” Palestine bad irregular
Clear as song of birds in spring.
droughts and downpours of rain. When j
Let every day some music bring:
the signs of rain appeared animals |
Sing it now.
trod the dried, baked banks of the
have
kind wrords to say,
If
subsided
rain
as
the
and
then
you
streams,
j
Say them now.
seeds were cast upon the waters, sank j
To-morrow may not come your way.
Into the now softened soil and brought
Do a kindness while yonfmav.
Some seeds might be
forth fruit.
Loved ones will not always stay;
some
future
at
and
washed away
yet
Say them now.
the
This
is
figure
time grow and ripen.
If you have a smile to shew.
bread
referred to here. Christ is the
Show it now.
He is to be proclaimed. The prospects
Make hearts happy, roses grow.
In the pioneer's preaching may not be
Let the friends around you know
The love you have before they go;
great, and yet he is to keep on preachShow it now.
ing. for “after many days the results
Charlet R. Skxnner.
Results are with
will be manifest.”
Selected by C.
God. and in His time they will come.
«ind in heaven, if not before, we may
Dear M. B. Friends:
be surnrlsed at the largeness of these
Tbe A. B. Cs. have responded nobly, as
results. Tliis Is true of all Christian
you will see. Any others w ho come under
and missionary work. “In due season
this list will have a place given them in
we shall reap if we faint not;" hence,
the March roll-call, which will include D.
regardless of prospects, we are “not to
and E., so do not think any are counted
be weary In well doing.”
out because they failed to get their re2. The rospe! is to be preached to all.
in this month's list.
Christ is the universal Saviour. “I. if I sponse
Aunt Maria, here is your sunshine girl
be lifted up. will draw all men unto
heard from, and she has the first place in
me." “Give a portion to seven and
week’s column, as she is an “A” and
also to eight.” The numl>er Is indefi- this
this letter makes her a member.
nite. symbolizing that all are tp Ik? fed
Stoninotom, Feb. 16.18W
upon Christ, the It road of Life—the rich
the poor, the high, thg low. the crowds Dear Aunt Madge.
1 have thought many times since I returned
In the city, the few on the frontier,
home that I would write a few lines expressevery nation, people, kindred and
ing my thanks for the kind invitation to visit
as
the
as
well
the
outcast
tongue,
the Mutuals and the kindnessextended by one
of
the
house,
child
cherished
elegant
and all. I shall ever remember it as one of
those
who
remain
at
home
and
those
the pleasantest trips of my life, and when
Who travel to sparsely settled portions Charity thinks of attending your reunions in
of our country. And a reason is here the future she need not be afraid of offending
me by extending an invitation, for 1 should
put forth for so doing, "for thou knowunless prevented
est not what evil may be upon the accept immediately,
1 enjoyed the ride to Surry very much
earth” or what evil may befall you.
it
was
fire
and smoke every where.
although
The wheel of fortune terns rapidly In When
nearly there we were much worried for
this life. The rich may become poor the welfare of the townspeople, as the fire
Even those who raged terribly, but when we discovered that
and the poor rich.
much fear had been centered on a pile of
are spiritual should lift up the fallen,
“considering themselves lest they also pumpkins, yon can imagine the relief to
our riistorted'roinds.
be tempted” and fall and need the help
After arriving, arrangements were made for
of others to lift them up. And what
dinner, and each a dinner! There was everybetter claim to It can we have than
thing that is good, and it was thoroughly enthat In the day of our power we have
joyed by all present, and I don’t know wbat
Therefore one sister would have done if it had not been
administered to others?
have men for an extra set of teeth.
"whatsoever ye would
As all good times come to an end, so did
should do to you do ye even so unto
this, and as the hour for departure arrived,
them.”
3. The conditions of the times are every one was busy bidding each and all
would all meet again.
not to he considered. The man who good-by hoping they
As we started homeward every one seemed
watches the seasons too closely will to be in the best of
spirits, especially so after
not sow and therefore cannot reap. A being treated
by Aunt Madge. We had
soul may be saved at any moment. not gone far, however, before we experienced
God Is always ready and able to bless a pitiful sight, there was Dell and her husband
We are not to wait, as and others moving their furniture from their
our labors.
missionaries or as Christian workers. home expecting at any time the fire would get
Xor the seasons to be propitious. "All beyond control, but I was happy to learn their
home was spared.
seasons are Thine. O Lord." and all
We arrived home safe, and hope that some
The gospel
seasons are also ours.
time in the future we shall enjoy another
rewill
at
time
produce
preached
any
good time with the Mutuals. Little did 1
sults. “In season and out of season” think when a few days after the reunion 1
we are to sow, and “they that sow In
met Day in BluehiU, that it would be the last
time, but it proved to be so. Though she has
tears shall reap In joy.”
departed this life, she will not be forgotten.
BIBLE READINGS.

_
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3mong tl)t Grangers.
_

EDITED BY "AUNT

|Tr.y.r

atbmtBcmrntft.

fflutnal Benefit (fioinmn.

r CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR.

Hon. George M. Warren left for New
York Thursday, to consult a specialist.
He was accompanied by his roti Ray- ;
mond. Mr. Warren baa been seriously ill
several mouths, but has shown aom? -light
improvement recently, and is was thought
be was strong enough to undertake the

journey.
VERONA.
1/tura A., wife of John Whitmon died
vean,
Sunday, Feb. 21, aged aeventy-thr
after several months'illness. Besides her
husband, she leaves three sons Joshua fief Cambridge, Mass., Richard A. and
George A., of Verona, and one dau thterMiss Laura E. Whitmore, of Bangor.
amjmisnnfTiu.

I
I

| Hingiug.Choir

I

; Address of welcome.
H E Austin, Nicolin grange
Response-.Albert Garland. Marisrille grange
Report of granges
j Paper.Mrs Louis Jordan. Pamela grange
Topic: “Resolved, That it would be better for Patrons to bold an agricultural
fair and not hold a field meeting as in
|
the past." Affirmative, Julien Emery;
|
negative, Augustus I Foss
Recess
Call to order

Song.«.....
Conferring fifth degree

•••••••••

Choir'

Paper—“Dairying,"

Mrs Bewail Brimmer, Mariaville grange
Entertainment by Bayside and Nicolin
granges

Closing in form
JOHN DORITY, SULLIVAN.

I

John Dority grange held its regular
meeting Saturday evening, Feb. 13, instead

panne. **
it the best remedy
for old and young.
Relieve* Constipa*
lion, regulates the
Stomach and Bowel*, and expels all
worm*. Pleasant
to take. Chihlirn
like it.
mean

t

^AtAll Vntt'sU
t|jt. fee., f >■<«>•

j

|

I

iwln came Into the girl's eyes. She
liehl out her haod to
stop him.
"Don't!" she said. "Don't!
I cnu't
bear It."

i Where the
| Heart Is.
By
■

ly

Associated
1309.
hy
Literary Freaa.

copyrighted.

The hansom rolled slowly up the
the mellow sunshine
avenue through
Its
the Indian summer afternoon.
broad shouldered
sole occupant, n very
man. leaned back on the cush-

young

a contemplative cignions and smoked
watching through
abstractedly
jotte,
closed eyes the stream of truffle

half
whirling past.

natnred. Indolent
man. one of the kind
young
looking
at
who very evidently enjoyed being
yet in the dark eyes was a cern certain
tain light of determination,
that made one
latent
power
of
bint
Inclined to forgive his apparent
j[e

was

a

Northrroft caught Ms breath sharp-

good

quite
laziness.
Suddenly the young man sat erect.
intentHe leaned far forward, peering
on
the crowded sidejy at a figure
walk, lie watched It steadfastly for
while his Indolence fell
* niomeut,

were

was

impolitic.”

“What, you?'
which the work was to be
“Yes. I. And, what’s more, I’m gofew days after we got the
ing to give It to you. Listen. There
message a man from the agency appeared at the nearest station to Hun- was then in Williams service a man
ker's farm, hired a horse aud drove whom he consulted more on matters
out to see the farmer.
He worked of statecraft than even Von Bulow.
openly, talking about the case in Baron Trengel was during the period
presence of any one who happened to of his Intimacy with the late emperor
be about. After several days spent in between the ages of thlrty-flve und
He was handsome as a picthis kind of detective work he went forty.
j ture and
would have been attractive
away.
“Sume of the people thereabout who to women had he taken any Interest
But he was a pronounced
knew a thing or two remarked that In them.
the fellow was a queer detective, let- woman hater.
“While traveling in Egypt Trengcl
ting everybody know what he and his
business was. He wouldn't be likely fell In with a party of yonr countryto learn much that way. The way to men from New York, among them a
She had come
work a detective case was for the de- Miss Rebecca Wray.
tective to keep in the dark himself over and remained with her fellow
and put a •bullseye’ on everybody else. travelers by permission, having, It was
They gave up any expectation of Hun- understood, been graduated from
ker ever seeing any of his money school the previous spring. Her trip
was Intended as a finisher to her eduagain.
“In about ten days another man cation.
“Trengel had never before fallen unfrom onr office went to the neighborhood, though this one didn't spend der the Influence of one of your unconmuch time with Hunker. He went ventional, coquettish American girls.
about among the farmers, told them His ideas of women were derived from
all that be was a detective and en- the German frauleln of noble blood
gaged In bunting for the man who and more especially from an old
stole Hunker's money. This man didn't maid sister ten years his senior who
Miss Wray
ask many questions. He didn't tell kept house for him.
anything except what I have stated. made nothing of visiting the ruins of
Then he went away, leaving the farm- the temple of Karnak with him uners to talk about his visit and to specu- chaperoned or sailing alone with him
late from what he had (not) said as to on the Nile.
“The neat heard of Miss Wray she
whether he was getting on to a clew.
Within a few days after his visit the was In Berlin, chaperoned by an ennews of It was
spread all over the tirely different party from that which
she was supposed to have traveled
county.
“It xAs about two weeks later that with In Egypt. She had not been there
another man appeared In the same lo- long before she received Invitations to
cality. This man was more like what houses whose owners were In high
people expect a detective to be. He life and dined with the late emperor
went ostensibly as an agent for a and the now dowager empress. She
spent some time ostensibly visiting
steam plow, but he took so many people into his confidence that within a Trengel’s old maid sister, and while
week after his departure everybody there she was riding, driving and
knew that another detective had ar- hunting In madcap fashion with the
baron.
rived. detected and departed.
“One morning Trengel was summon“The next man that went on the Job
put on an air of profound thought. ed to Berlin by the emperor for conHe stayed among the people several ference. Your countrymen were getdays before he let It out that he was ting rather too thick with the JapaBut by this time they had | nese to please his nmjesty. and he dea detective.
become wrought upon by so many de- sired to bead them off. At this intertectives coming among them that he view a number of different matters
had only to ‘let the cat out of the bag' were taken up, all of them of Importo have the news go like a prairie fire tance In European complications. Trenall over the country. He made no mys- gel when in conference with the emtery of the matter. Indeed, he told peror was accustomed to Jot down the
Hunker that the discovery had been points discussed; also William's views.
made that the money had been stolen On returning to his schloss he found
by a man living in the neighborhood ( Miss Wray, who had remained during
his absence with his sister, and was
and it would soon be recovered.
‘Why doesn't he get away with it?’ so delighted to be reunited with her
that he did something he had never
asked Hunker.
He tossed his notebook
‘If be should move he would at-j done before.
knowledge himself to be the thief. You on his desk in the library to hasten
wouldn't need a detective to tell you out for a ride with the girl who had
that any one leaving this region just infatuated him.
•‘That was the last he thought of the
now would be going to spend his stol-,
notebook till the next morning. Then
en money somewhere else.’
“After that the farmers began to be he hurried to the library to find it
distrustful of each other. They didn't gone. Breakfast was waiting for the
talk any more about the case. They guest, who had not yet come down.
Every After waiting some time for her the
were uncomfortable about it.
baron sent to her room. She as well
mau felt that lie was being shadowed.
No farmer could go into his house or as the notebook had disappeared.
“The consternation that seized upon
out of it without fancying that some.
one stood beliiud a tree watching him., the baron was nothing to that of the
Berlin
They began to wish Hunker had let emperor when Trengel went to
the money go without subjecting them and told him the story. The police
were notified, and the secret service
to such surveillance.
“About a month after the loss one of men got on the case in a hurry. Not
the farmers sent word to the agency a train in Germany that was not unasking that a mau he sent to him. der surveillance of government emisWhen the detective arrived he found saries, each having a detailed descripa pale, haggard man who looked as if tion of the American girl. They faded
he had been keelhauled. He took the to catch her. A hoy excited some susdetective back of his house and told picion. but got across the frontier
him to dig in a certain spot. The de- without being detained, the German
tective dug and brought up a cigar box detectives having been instructed to
It was aftercontaining the stocking with Hunker's look out for a girl.
gold in ft. When tin? money was count- ward supposed that this boy was the
slippery Miss Wray in disguise.
ed every dollar was there.”
“Miss Wray’s identity and position
The speaker paused, and some one
asked. "Well, how did it all come afterward became known to those of
us in the secret. She was the daughter
about?”
“The Urst man sent up did not ap- of a poor professor in an American
She was twenty-two years
pear as a detective. He learned that university.
had been to the house old at that time and had taken nearly
no stranger
about the time the money disappeared. every honor In a woman's college for
The gold had been kept in the same which she was eligible for competito
place for years, and a knowledge of Us tion. Leaving college, she went
location had doubtless come to some New York and worked on one of the
one of the community, who had been principal papers there. It was this patempted to steal it. Chadwick, the per that sent her abroad for news of
of intergreatest detective genius I have ever certain diplomatic questions
known, conceived a plan for forcing est to the people of the United States.
“Miss Wray, who had always known
the culprit to confess. He sent the |
first man, who appeared openly for the the want of money and consequently
Its value, saw a chance for a
purpose of spreading abroad the news knew
that the
neighborhood was being fortune. She wrote out an Interview
watched, sending others to confirm with the emperor of Germany and sold
this and to keep it in the people’s It to a London paper for $100,000.
minds. By thus agitating the matter ( Since she could show Trengel's notehe worked through anybody aud ev-. book containing coutirmatlon of what
crybody upon the guilty party. The she put In the emperor's mouth she
man told me after his arrest that he. had everything her own way.
“Now comes the part taken by the
couldn't go among his neighbors with
He never visited on bts
out hearing his theft discussed. "There's emperor.
another detective here,’ was the usual friend Trengel any punishment or disgreeting. ‘Have you seen him?" Then pleasure, bearing the obloquy heaped
when worn out with the constant npon him for doing too much talking.
shadow hovering over him ha resolved Trengel, however, shut himself up In
to go somewhere else he learned what hla schloss and was never again seen
the detective had said about any one at court. Three years after the affair
who should leave, thereby acknowledg-. of which he was the unknown cause
he committed suicide.”
tag his guilt Then be confessed.”
J. ANTHONY TWINING.
NORMAN P WHITE.
plan

done.

ways.”

Foreheads.
changed, Patty,” he said flatly and
Stand before a mirror and look at
back?
ulth something like
disappointment In your forebead. Does it slope
*“ voice.
“You used to say that yon If so it denotes a fondness for art and
***» Ylrglnlan to the backbone—that a talent for music or painting—or both.
wag no place on earth like It."
If your forehead Is high It is a good
;
*Th«t was before I had seen the sign, particularly If it is well develplaces," aald she.
oped about the eyebrows. Should these
are a
“I see," said
he, with a certain odd have a perceptible bulge you
«Mtralnt, “of course."
calm, cool, deliberate thinker.
Bit by bit he drew out of her an arYou will probably be successful In
of her travels and experiences ; business if, with bulging eyebrows,
™™>g the past three years.
He IIh- you have a short, narrow forehead.
Breadth of forehead indicates broad
thoughtfully, but with clouding
mindedness. Of course a broad fore/®f course.” he observed at length. head may be part of a weak face, and j
TWd find || in very <jUn ijipij theie. a weak face with a broad forehead is ;
face and
*• old life
wouldn’t appeal to yof Dot so favorable as a strong
^here'd
he no fun f°r you to go a narrow forehead.
hi*
If your eyebrows bulge and your
shooting, aa you used to do, or
back you
f** to the bounds down the
valley forehead slopes gradually
are a
over to Clark’s.
sre highly sensitive and—yon
Too wouldn’t care about Tim Falr- poet.—London Answers.

about him."—Baltimore Amerrchn.

lute emperor

j

j

A Cold Snap.
Frost?”
“Why !ld yon name your dog
“Because he has such a nipping way

ciation.)

"Not at all
There was always a
message was sent in to our of- I
method in his madness.”
Gee by Abraham Hunker, a farmer,
“What method could there possibly
that he had lost bis life's savings,
have been in that affair of the supsome $1,000 in gold. He laid kept it in
interview which stirred up
a stin king in his chimney, having tukj1 pressed
the whole world and put the emperor
eu out a brick at one side, leaving a
space just big enough to hold the gold, In a humiliating position?”
"The secret history of that afTalr has
One day while the house was left
It was never
alone some one stole the money. He never lieen published.
asked us to send a man to work up the known to more than three persons besides the emperor and his chancellor,
case.
“Dan Chadwick was in charge of the and lam now the only person living
office at the time and arranged the In possession of it.”

synonyms."

would yon be won-

j

“A

|

jTj®f where In the country we could
I?-* hnnter that could top a six rail
aid make a decent landing."
surprise, a look almost of

|
j

True Story of an
Interview Told In 1918.

“You must admit." I said to Count
Haenant while we were pacing the
deck of an ocean steamer, “that the

genius,

j

T*?* foldings, nor

c The

[Copyright. 1909, by American Press Asso-

ing crowd samples of how the craft
ferreted out crime, “it was a stroke of

j

(TTjy

A fifeto
Detective Method.

J*

[Copyright, 19G9. by American Press Association .J
"As to the Hunker case." said a detective who had been giving an admir-

Northrroft
himself.
straightened
When ho was thoroughly aroused he
was a decidedly handsome man.
and his l
from him like a useless cloak,
His brows were drawn together In
wider.
and
wider
a little frown; there were lines about
eyes 0|Wiied
the
nicked
cigarette the corners of his mouth. He was
Impatiently he
to open
enjoying the unaccustomed luxury of
to the pavement and stood up
thinking deeply.
the trap above bis bead.
“I
Presently he turned to her. There
“HI!” be called to the cabby.
was a great light In his eyes.
to the curb and set
say, there, pull up
“Patty.” he asked, "do you know why
And be quick
«ne down, will you?
II canoe up here?"
about it.
She shook her head.
Tbe bansom swerved sharply and
“I came," said he. "because ever j
drew up at the curb. Tbe young man
since
left I have not had a mo- !
scrambled out, quite forgetful of bis ment'syou
You have dominated
peace.
usual slow dignity In his haste, lie
every thought, every action, every moand
withto
the
bill
a
cabby,
|
up
thrust
ment of my life.
I couldn't stand It
out waiting for his change he went
any longer. When I learned you were
of
tbe
in
avenue
the
pursuit
up
,
briskly
back
from
abroad I came up here to
figure be bad Just seen.
see you, to find you a changed and difHe elbowed his way along, now sideferent
Patty, nnd by so doing to quiet
stepping some group which blocked forever all the old uneasiness nnd
unbis headlong progress, uow all but
rest. I thought you'd laugh at the old
breaking Into a ruu In bis eagerness,
j life nnd
make light of It—that probably
Ahead of him he caught fleeting
you would have outgrown It and forglimpses of a large hat with a blue gotten It. Do you mean what
you have
feather that seemed to serve as a necJust said?" he ended suddenly.
essary incentive to his hurrying steps.
“Every word of It." she said, with
When lie had almost reached it the
emphasis.
blue feather turned a corner into a
"Dearie,” he said gently, "why don't
quiet side street, and the young man I yon come back to It?
Why dot.’t you
In hot pursuit followed after.
marry me? We’ll live on the old place
Here the sidewalks, being less crowdwhere the Northcrofts have lived ever
cd, gave him better opportunity for since Jamestown was built. We'll ride
speed, in a moment he had overtaken i with the Itedfleld crowd, and we'll have
the blue feather and touched Its wear- ; a
stableful of timber toppers that can't
«r lightly on the arm.
be equaled In seven counties. We'll”—
She turned, and her eyes rested on
A light touch on his arm interrupted
him with a sudden eager light In them. him. She was
looking at h<m with ra“Ted!" cried the girl happily. “Ted,
diant eyes.
of all the people in the world!"
"Ted, I will," she said firmly. "When
“You have led me a frightful chase, ! can we
go?"
mock
with
be
severity.
Patty,"
panted,
“Tomorrow, the day after—any time,"
she
“Uow?"
“1?”
laughed.
said he.
“I was In a bansom on the avenue,
“Tomorrow? Oh, that's ages In the
I
he
and
saw you passing,"
explained. future. Today. Ted, today. We’ll be
“I pulled up and gave chase afoot”
married this afternoon and start back
"What are you doing here?" she detonight. Call a cab. We must drive up
manded. although her eyes told plainly to the bouse and tell mother."
that she knew very well tbe answer to
her question. “And why are you here,
The Workman and His Tools.
,
anyway? Surely you are not up here
It Is related In "Voice and Violin”
with horses this time of year. I didn't
"a well known orchestral conductthat
suppose there was any power on earth
much nnnoyed by the con- :
that could drag a Northcroft from Vir- or was once
slant tuning of a violin, which conttn- i
ginia at this season.”
ued long after the musiciuns were at ;
“A little dipping from a morning patheir desks, whereupon he remarked
per early In the week is responsible for
rather sharply to a novice: ‘My dear
“It stated
my appearance," said he.
fellow, do please stop all that tuning!
that you and your mother had Just
You ought to be able to play in tune
returned from abroad.”
when the strings are not exactly cor“Oh, really!" she mocked. "I supposo
"
rect.'
I should feel vastly flattered to he able
This calls to mind two occurrences
1
to bring you up here.
It!
Think of
in Washington. On one occasion a cerThe wild turkey shooting must he
tain foreman of binding iu the governsomething wonderful now, to say noth- ment
printing office was compelled to
ing of the HedQelds bunt. They're ridcall a bookbinder's attention to a poor
ing Just now, of course.”
The binder
of workmanship.
“Yes, they're riding." said he. “But piece some reference to his
made
poor tools,
somehow It's pretty tame sport when
the foreman made the epiwhereupon
you’re not along, Patty."
remark that "a good workShe looked at hint suddenly, and a grammatic
man can do good work with any kind
faint red crept Into her cheeks. “Oh.
of tools."
Ishaw!" she laughed. “You Vlrglulans
Not long ago the newspapers had
Certainly know how to pay complistory of a certain old darky who-e :
beuta, don't you?"
Fie
education was sadly neglected.
She said It lightly enough, but her
was employed In a cigar store on Pennvoice was not altogether steady. The
sylvania avenue.
young man’s sudden and unlooked for
One day after finishing Ills chores the
appearance seemed to have disconproprietor and several others saw him
certed her somewhat.
sitting on a box with a newspaper, ap“WeVlrglnlans,” he repeated thought- parently reading. TR proprietor,
fully. “Then you don't count yourself knowing that he could not read, said
one of us
any longer, Patty?"
to him:
“Well, I fear I’m a hit weaned from
"Why. Abe; where did you learn to
the old place," she confessed.
“You
read? I didn't know you could read,
*ee. since father died and we came
and. by the way, Abe, you've got the
••ck here to live with my mother's
paper upside down.”
People I've been made to feel that I,
“Dut's all right, boss, dat's all right.
w > part of
me at least, belongs up
A good reader can read urns' any“te.
Father was the Virginian, you
know."
The young man stiffened. “You've

o-o

A-A

"Eli?
What's tills?" he cried,
rather dazed by ibis unexpected turn
of things.
He looked at her more
closely. He
saw that her eyes were
moist- She
turned her head sharply front him
anil angrily brushed
something from
her cheek.
“I—I-suppose I’m ungrateful and
unappreciative and all Hint sort of
thing," she confessed lamely, "hut.
Ted. honestly, those very things you’ve
Just been saying I didn't care for are
the very things ! care for the most.
I’m —I’m homesick. Ted; that's the
trouble—Just plain, honest, old fashioned homesick. I’m tired of all this.
I was never fitted for It.
"This life up here—the life they say
Is eminently proper and fit for me—I
simply can’t stand. If you only knew
how I longed to lie back there—not for
a day, as we go now and then occasionally—but forever, you’d never chide
mo again.
You'd pity me Instead.
I
try not to show It for mother's sake,
tint sometimes I can't help It. I suppose It is my father’s blood In my
; veins. To him Virginia and paradise

GRANT OWEN.
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K1TTKKY TO CARIBOU.
Knew Hie Limitations.
“I proph’sled he'd make a living,”
The entire roof of the coliseum at th#
Mr. Hobart said, speaking of a New Central Maine fair grounds, Waterville,
at
a
summer
who
Tork painter
spent
collapsed last Wednesday from the heavy
his farm, "because he knew what he load of snow. The damage to the build-*
and
didn’t
could do, little as 'twas,
try ing will amount to about $10,000, and ie
to fly too high.
{ & serious loss to the Maine Central fair
a
with
“Yes.” Mr. Hobart continued,
association.
thoughtful smile, “you couldn’t get i
According to figures compiled from the
him to attempt any foolish flights.
records of the insurance department, the
Ail that summer he set out in the hen
fire loss in Maine during 1908 was nearly
yurd, painting hens, or else out back twice as
great as two years ago. The total
f>' the barn, {tainting pigs. And when ! value of the property which went up in
X said to him, ‘I.ook a-here, when Abe
smoke last year is estimated at $4,084,234.00.
Fowler comes to paint the house I’ll
These figures are greatly swelled by the
get hftn to show you how and let you ; two
|
great Portland conflagrations. The
take a hack at the side end. where 1
loss in 1907 was $3,073,420.00, while in 1900
'twon't show so much and allow It on <
the total was only $2,218,729.00. There
your board,’ he just shook his head were
2,348 fires last year.
snd smiled that kim o’ gentle, sorrowful smile o’ his, and says he: ‘I couldn’t
To Prolong Life.
think of It, Mr. Hobart
I should Just
To preserve our mentality we must
ruin the looks o' the house. I’ll

keep

systematically employ our faculties; we
must conserve our energies by regulation
of our work; we must take regular physical exercise, mental diversion and repose;
we must recognize that mind deteriorates
with body, and that all things that con-

to the pigs and the hens, for I know
my limitations.’
“Well, ’twas a real relief to me, for
I suppose likely he woVUd nave botched the Job consld'able. And I said to
him then real hearty. 'Young man,
you'll earn your living yet, for you
ain't ail ct up with pride and ambition,’ and my words have come true,
by what I hear.’’—Youth’s Companion.

duce to the health of the one conserve the
integrity of the other; be content—the
greatest folly of old age is silently pondering on the mistakes of youth and sighing
for tbe pleasures, friends and days that
are no more.

ELLSWORTH MARKETS.

He serves his party best who serves his
country best.—Hayes.
It is easy to affect to despise the things
give the range of

The quotations below
prices in Ellsworth.

retail

cannot

we

understand.

Country Produce.

Batter.

fc>» U'H KO.NIA I
Your grocer has Gold Medal Flour.

Creamery perl*.35340
Dairy.28«35 I
Kjnr*.
fresh laid, per do*.30935
Poultry.

GwynmA*

&trftcrtigrmnitfi.

1

Chickens.....iJ8«23

Fall

Fowl.14@18
looee, pm ton.1««'8
Med.lf@a>
Beit

Straw.
Loose.
Baled.

ml Iijirsfl His Beet

8®J1

16

Vegetables.
20
02
03
10

Potatoes, pk
Turnips, lb
Beets,
Lettuce, head

Thirty yean ago James C. Lee, of UN
9th 8t., 8. E., Washington, D. C., fell from
a scaffold and seriously injured his book.
In telling about it he says:—“My suffering
was terrible; from the small of my back
all around my stomach was just aa if I
bad been beaten with a club. I tried
kinds of plasters, belladonna, capcine and
porous, without getting relief, and bought
so-called electric belts, but none of thorn

<’4
Onions, ft
05
Parsnips, tb
02
Carrots, !b
0»
Cabbage, tb
02
Squash, th
C*lery, bunch II @25

Fruit.

Oranges, do*
Cranberries, qt

25350
15 ^18

Lemons do*

25935

Groceries.

Coflee—per I*

Rio,
.16®.25
35
Mocha,
35
Java,
1*—
Tea—per
.45®.65
Japan,
.30® 65
Oolong,
Sugar—per ft—
Granulated,
5@06
Yellow, C
OttftCtiX
08 810
Powdered,
Molasses—per gal
.35
Havana,
.50
Porto Rico,

Rice, per ft
.06® os
20 925
Vinegar, gal
M
wheat,
.20
Oatmeal, per ft
.04
Buckwheat, pkg
.id
Graham,
.04
Rye meal,
Granulated meal,ft 02)4
Oil—per gal—
Linseed,
65®.7C
12
Kerosene,

did

and

Meats and Provisions.

Beef, ft:
Steak.
Roasts.

Corned,
Tongues,

15*30
1042.'
08®10

13

Steak,
Roasts,

Lamb

■

Pork, ft.
Chop,
Ham, per
Shoulder,
Bacon,

in

ft

Salt

Veal:

23 325

-1U9.J5

me

Lard,

good.

do

can

the

as

much work

shop, although

1

now as
am

any mfcn

sixty-seven

I would not be without Sloan’s
Liniment for any consideration, and recommend it to anyone suffering pain.”

years old.

15®18

19

15

any

One day, while working near my daughter’s house, my back pained me so badly
that i had to quit. 1 went into the house
and lay down for ease.
My daughter had
a bottle of Sloan’s Liniment in the house
and she rnbbed my back well with it and
gave me some to take home. I used six
and a half bottles of Sloan’s 25c. Liniment

Cracked

10@li
15.9-25

10@13

12 9 6

10 925
Lamb,
C5
Tongues, each
Fresh Fish.

Cod,

06

Haddock,

Halibut,
8melts, ft*

Health

25

Clams, qt

06 Scallops qt
12418 Oysters, qi

40

50

15
Floor. Grain and Feed.
Oats, bu
6T@65
Flour—per bbl—
r0
ft 75 a 7 50 Short*—bag—
Corn.lOOft bag 145alfo Ml*.feed, bag 15f@l (50
Corn meal,bag 45@ t 50 Middlings,bagi 50 91 60
Cracked corn, 14591 50

Never Falls to Restore

Gray Hair to Its Natural
Color and Beauty.
No

matter how long ithaa been gray
Promotes a luxuriant growth
of healthy hair. Stops its falling out,
and positively removes Dandraft. Keeps hair soft and glossy. Refuse all substitutes. 2K times as much
in $1.00 aa 50c. Bize. Is Not a Dye.
$1 and 50c. bottles, at druggists
or faded.

LAW REGARDING WEIGHTS AND MEA8URB8.

A bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh 60
pounds, and a bushel of Turk’s Island salt shall
weigh 70 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of potatoes
In good order and flt for shipping, Is 60 pounds,
of upples, 44 pou nds.
The standard weight of a bushel of beans In
good order and flt Worshipping, la60 pounds;
of wheat, beets, ru:a-baga turnips and peas, f>»
pounds, of corn, 56 pounds; of onions 52,
pounds; of carrots, FngMsh turnips, rye and
Indian meal, 50 pounds; of parsnips, 45 pounds; |
of barley and buckwheat, 48 pounds; of oats
32 pounds, or even measure as ov agreement
[

Stop

Your

Setd 2c for free book •• The Care of the Hair.”
Philo Hay Spec. Co., Newark, N. J.
f

Hay's HarUna Soap cores Pimples,
red, roueh and chapped hands, and all skin dia*
eases.
Keeps skin fine and soft. 23c. drugjrista.
Send 2c for free book “VbeCare of the Skin.**

Cough

Three or four drops of Johnson's Anodyne Liniment on
sugar relievestickling in the throat and stops the cough. Colds,
if unchecked, may cause serious throat and lung troubles.
To avoid risk, apply Johnson‘s Anodyne Liniment promptly.

Johnson's ANOOVNE
Liniment
Ha:-- been a successful family remedy for nearly a century,
for both internal and external uses.
Internally for Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness, Bronchitis
and most respiratory disorders.
Externally it dismisses any pain. Cuts, Wounds.
Sprains. Muscular Rheumatism, Swollen and Frost-bitten
Feet. Pain leaves the moment the liniment is applied,
liimrantced

under the Food and Drugs
Serial number 61*.

Act,

Druggtnta, SAc. and 6O0. Wet
KKKP IT ALWAYS IN TH"

At all

a

June

Battle

so,

f.ws.

now.

—

1. S. Johnson A Co.

KINEO

RANGES
will

satisfy the most
They are
quick bakers and concritical.

sume

but

They

are, in

little

fuel.

fact, the

most economical stove
on

the market.

F. B. AIKEN, Agt.,
ELLSWORTH, ME.

Noyes & Natter Mfg. Co.,
Bangor,

Me.

~

*ftU0uortl)3Unci'uan.

c

AL AND POLITICAL JOLKNA1
fCBUIBID

AT

ELLSWORTH, MAIN*HT THfc

*OOCX COUNTY PUBLISHING CO
W. Rollins. Editor and Manager
W. H. TlTCS, Associate Editor.
si*
Si
riptlon Price—$2 00 a year; $1 On lor aid
i....nth»; 50 cents for three mohtbe; It
cents
strictly In advance, $1 5*-, 75 and ;JSA.t
arr> -]>f«'tively.
Single copies 5 cents.
of $2 per
aragee are reckoned at the rate
-.

»-«r
n>

rtistrg

»de

Rates—Are reasonable an.i will l>e

known cn

application.

»tu*l ness communications shouHt be a id reaped
•o and all checks and monev rders made pnv
abb to Thk Hancock county Publishing
Ellsworth, Maine.
C<>

l>een

_

This week’s edition of The

American is 2,350 copies.

sea-level

increased just

canal.

The President

has

How has the money been expended?
could not be
One contingency which

Plans for the conservation of the
natural resources of the country have
passed the experimental stage, aud

expense of fighting
The fires within the city

have become continental instead of
Canada and Mexico are
national.

foreseen

Average for the year of 190S,

2,528

was

forest fires.

the

giving enthusiastic co-operation
the great enterprise.

limits this year cost upwards of |3,000.
The city expects to get some of that hack
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TICKET.

Central railroad, which, it

I

Senator Hale the quotient is an extremely interesting figure. A few days

to

ago the quotient was most discouraging,
but it has been growing gradually smaller
and

smaller, and what wise

men

said

a

days ago was likely to be impossible
really proving to be possible.
Things are going along so nicely,
although busily, and the days till Washthe !
ington blossoms out in her beautiful decore- r
few

to

is

Maine
The Boston Herald
printed
alleged, caused many of the flres.thougb rumor that Senator Frye waa to
a
head
on
its flrst page; j
big
suit sign under
probably w ill be necessary to bring
it buries his explicit deuial under a

from the

REPUBLICAN

schedules may be for some sections of the
country, the law is still aa beneficial for
the various industries of Maine aa the day
it was signed
William
by the late

IH.mtit)

~~

» «® took
Tt,T AN.to•™“Bd
»M. ooumy.
M
gp,-.

!.|

month, permon. nk c R.
Namrymon, Mnnohmicr, Conn.

thi«

**

*

Co,,

—

KKT WEDNESDAY AFTERS* H)N

jldv

as a

Waiting for Inauguration Day—Passing of the Dtngley Tariff Law.
sent a special message to Congress on
McKinley.
until his final aettl- ment with the city
Washington, D. C., Feb 22 (special)
the subject, in which be characterizes
this month.
now at the capitol—the Maine j
farther advocacy of the less desirable Everybody
A Maine man, who has made good in
people among them—is looking over into
There were bills to be met, including and less
expensive sea-levei canal as the next administration. The inaugura- j Washington-Dr. George O. Smith, of
$579.23 in unpaid orct. rs ‘rom the previous “foolish”.
Skowbegan, director of the geological
tion of President-elect Taft is now so close
survey—is in fine feather these days beadministration, and before the year's taxes
at hand that everybody is counting the
The silly story of Senator Frye’s
cause Congress has been taking care of his
were available, two t
nporary loans of
till the fourth of March. Senator Hale 1
days
was quickly
bureau. He has been appealing for a new
The eomtemplated resignation
be
anto
is
had
than
more
each
negotiated.
else,
making
anybody
*5,000
j building for the survey. Thus far it has
of by the Senator himself.
disposed
of
is
number
other
the
count.
That
the
daily
emergencies which have arisen during
been
occupying rented quarters. The
“Not until I die,” he said, with a
appropriation bills he has yet to pass. House had listened to his
to redeem
appeal and there
year have made it impossible
smile, and yet with emphasis when the Then he takes the number of those bills,
is now a good chance that the appropriaA payment
this temporary loan in full.
rumor was brought to his attention.
net yet enacted by the House or the Sention will be voted before March 4.
Inciof $3,000 bas been made on it, and in ad- “You can tell them that I will not re- ate, as the case may be, and figures how
dentally it migut be mentioned that the
and
of
each
times
into
number
it
will
the
of
$103
go
dition to this, two bonds
sign until 1 die.” He said he did not many
Maine men in Congress helped him to fret
Thus
know how the report could have origi- days of the session of Congress remain- the
one old note of $200 have been paid.
appropriation.
ing.
the interest-bearing debt ol the city has nated.
It is a feverish problem at division, for

C:
H

taxes;

FROM WASHINGTON.

ground, have expressed their preference for this type rather than for the

matter of fact, Collector Foster did not turn over to the city
treasurer this year one cent of the 1907 tax
from 1907

ftflp ifianlrt.
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bln girl
good plain cook and ne»t
Address, with references. Bos
be

Uood
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v
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Maine._* hll*wort^
*ptdat

A flit

NOTICE.
HERR BY give to my minor son,
Barter, his time during the
his minority. I shall claim none of
ings nor nay any debts of l»,«
after this date.
J« »t
k. h
Isle au Haul, Me. Feb. 6. ,9o*.

I

reinmin^u

hVIir*
contract!:

legal
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STATE OF
County of Hancock as.
WILLIAM H. BLACK.
To tbe Honorable Justice of the .Supreme
William H. Black, formerly of Elladicial Court neat to be
rM at
and for said coun y of
worth, died in Elgin, 111., Thursday, Feb. | within
tbe second Tuesday of April, a. d ic**,
18, aged sixty-four years.
a. ojunplk. of
BioehVn ..
said county, respectfully rei»r*M.M.
Mr. Black was born in Ellsworth, Jan.
that he is tbe bus and of HMtiie N
1,1845, the son of the late William H. and that he was lawfully married ,o said Hauls
Abbie E. Black. He learned the jeweler’s Orindle, at Htonington, in said roust*
John K. Small, a Justice of t >«* peace on’tC
trade with George Dunn, and left Ells- 25th day of January, a d. I9u>; that
the,
worth when quite young to work in the together as husband and wlf at said StoniB/
tou and Biuehill, from the time of
watch factory in Waltham, Mass. He was marriage until the 2d day of July, &.their
<j J,
that your libellant has a)wa>a
among the first to go from the Waltham himself
towards his aaid wife as a faiths
new
to
the
at
III.
factory
husband; that aaid Hattie N. Orindle h.
factory
Elgin,
For many years be had been foreman of been guilty of cruel and abusive
toward your libellant and has
hi»
the asaembling department in the Elgin with extreme cruelty; hat duringtreated
the month
June, a- d. 1907. tbs said Hattie N.
factory, where the different parts of the of
committed tbs crime of adultery withdiven
watches are put together and the watches lewd men whose nam*s are to
your
unknown, that on said as* oud day of loT
regulated. He was obliged to resign his a.
d. 1907. tbs aaid Hauls N. Urindlc dnwrM
position a year or two ago on account of your libsllant without oau»e and went a
unknown to him. since which time la
111 health.
s never seen or beard from her;
W
Deceased leaves a widow and four sisters residence la unknown to him and canthat
not la
—Mrs. M. B. Perry, of Ellsworth; Mrs. Q. ascertained by reasonable diligence. Where,
fore he prays Justice In the premiaea
A. Dickey, of Greene; Mrs. Harvard divorce from the hoods ol matrimonyand£
1
him and his said wife.
Greely and Mias Mary H. Black, of Ella- tween
Bluehlll. February B, 1M9
worth.
Hobaca A. Qatirpti.
Subscribed and sworn to before me thubth
day of February, a. d. IM.
CHURCH NOTES.
Sdwabo E. Chasb

Ella»n,^
Hancock*'4,

Horace

i,.,3
$
lj2

ufi
red, white and blue, and till the
it
hosts come to acclaim the new one in the
conda«2
two-line head on an inside page. White House, are so few that the Maine
Election, Monday, March 1, 1909. to do so.
folks are already making their plans for
We were under obligation this year to Thns it proves that troth is not only
treatneS
stranger than Action, but also harder the time that intervenes.
FOR MAYOR.
build the new shore road on the east side
to And.—Biddeford Record.
From the morning after inauguration
OrSH
FRANK F. 8IMONTON.
of Leonard lake. When the democratic
till the Monday morning when the first
Ward 1.
libellaS
administration last year drew up its
COUNTY GOSSIP.
session of the new Congress comes toFor Alderman—Albert F. Stock bridge.
w ith the Bar Harbor A Union
gether, it will be eleven days. A lot can
agreement
Sullivan
R.
F.
D.
be
The
East
will
route
Beckwith.
For Warden—Milton
be done in that time. Very few of the
River Power Co., on an estimate that both established April 1.
For Ward Clerk—Benjamin S. Stevens.
Maine people will stir out of town. It is
which
of
to
cost
build,
would
S.
roads
|3,800
For Constable—Reuben
Sargent.
too cold to go back home at this time of
Isle au Haut and Stonington will have
the city would pay half and the power
year, after one has become seasoned to the
Ward 2.
to stick to Hancock connty. The commade
climate of Washington. It would
company half, the proposition was
mittee on counties has turned down the sunny
For Alderman—Hollis B. Estey.
hazard a severe cold and the consequent
to give or take fl,900 and build the roads- bills.
For Warden—Henry A. Eppes.
discomforts.
For Ward Clerk- John F. Royal.
The city took the $1,900 and asaumed the
Sullivan and Franklin want slectric
Borne of the Maine delegation will go to
For Constable—Howard F. Whitcomb.
obligation to build the roads.
light audpower from the Ellsworth dam, the inaugural ball. Representative Bur(L.S.)
Notary Public.
Ward 3.
This pretty piece of politics on the part and if sufficient business is assured the leigh, the dean of the House delegation,
OO.VORiKJATIONAL.
STATB OF MAINB.
lines
the
will
be
run
there.
has
B.
been
s
Bee.
B.
Alderman—Ira
company,
named
member
of
B.
the
For
Hancock as.
Hagan, jr.
Mathews, pastor.
democratic administration imrecepof the
Supreme Judicial (W
I
Ellsworth. Feb. tS. A. D.im.
tion committee "at the ball, and will go
For Warden—Levi W. Bennett.
Sunday, FVb 28 Morning service at In vacation.
their financial showing last year
Upon the foregoing Libel, Ordered: That
proved
The
river
and
harbor
bill
to
the
reported
10.30.
WTard
Clerk—Martin
A.
Garland.
thither
be
to
one
of
the
school
For
committee to exat 11.45. Evening tbs Libellant give notice to the aaid L*.
Sunday
I by $3,800, but will eventually cost the city House Saturday carries an appropriation tend a glad band to the new President service at 7 JO.
belles to appear before tbe Justice of our 8%.
For Constable—William H. Brown.
prente Judicial Court, to be bolden at EOh
for
a preliminary survey of Isle su Haut
administration
The
some
when
he has driven down from the White
J
present
$2,000.
Prayer meeting Friday evening at 7 JO.
worth, within and for tbs County of Hancock
Ward 4.
with
the
view
of
there
on
tbe Second Tuesday of April A. D im
harbor,
establishing
House with Mrs. Taft and been ushered
! has completed but one road this year, at a
tnriON OONQ'L, ILIAVORB FALLS.
by publishing an attested copy of Mid Lib*
For Alderman—William M. Hamilton.
a harbor of refuge.
into the magnificently decorated court of
and this order thereon, three week* succta
alwhat
had
Rev.
J.
D.
in
cost
of
additionjto
Prigmore,
pastor.
$1,100
For Warden—Eugene H. Moore.
stvely in tbs Ellsworth American, a oeva
the pension office building.
Sunday, Feb. 28;— Morning service at paper printed in Ellsworth in our County*
For Ward Clerk—Winfred B. Maddocks.
For the first time sinoe W. H. Sherman,
j ready been laid ont.
For a few days after the inaugural, 10.30.
school
at 11.45. Evening Hancock, the last publication to be tuny
Sunday
For Constable—Hoyt E. Austin.
The two roads will cost close to $6,000, of Bar Harbor, succeeded S. N. Rich, of
days at least prior to tbe second Turn
Washington will seem a very quiet vil- service at 7.
day of April next, that she may there •*
as town clerk, there will
instead of the estimated $3,800. Had the Salisbury Cove,
Ward $.
lage. But Congress will be at it again,
thru in our aaid Court appear and aunwer a
at
7.
Prayer meeting Friday evening
be s contest for the office this year. A
said libel.
Aino W Kino,
and the city will once more seem like itto the
democratic
city
government
paid
METHODIST EPISCOPAL.
Justice of tbe Sup. Jud Court
For Alderman—William Small.
three-sided fight is on, with W. H.
lively
1
self.
of
tbe
Libel
and
Order of (.out
A^true
copy
ltev. IF. F. Emery, pastor.
For Warden—Charles E. Alexander.
power company $1,900 instead of grabbing i Sherman, democrat, the present incumthereon.
For Ward Clerk—John A. Lord.
Feb. 28
Attest:—John P. Knowltok, Clerk $
service at
Sunday,
that amount to improve its financial showbent, trying to hold the fort against the
Morning
Gov. Burleigh has been enjoying a joke
1
10J0.
For Constable—
Sunday school .at 11.45. Junior
ing, tooth roads would now' have been assault of Harry M. Conners and James N. with Chairman T. E. Burton, of the river
Bankrupt's Petition fur Discharge.
at 3. Evening service at 7 JO.
Emery.
and harbor committee, over a Maine item league
In the matter of
I
completed, instead of only one, and at a
and
bibte
AaTfira C. Moon,
Prayer
meeting
study
Tuesday
| In Jtonkrupfc*.
in the river and harbor bill, just taken up
City Finances.
cost to the city o( $1,900, instead of some
It looks as if Hancock county rabbits j
I
bankrupt.
at 7.30.
evening
The fiscal year of the city of Ellsworth
by the House. It ia the Item providing
To the Hou. Clarence Hale, Judge of tbeDb$4,000 w hich they will cost the city over would have the same protection as their for the survey of a harbor of ref
BAPTIST.
trict court of the United States for the Disage at laleau
has closed and the annual report has been
brothers of other Maine counties, against
trict of Maine.
Bee.
P.
A.
A. KiUam, pastor.
and above the $1,900 paid by the power
off the Maine coast. The island has
C. MOOKB.of Ellsworth, intte
the deadly snare. Though two remon- Haut,
made up. The year has been a hard one, I
Sunday, Feb. 28— Morning service at
no more public-spirited citizen than Misa
county of Hancock, and State of Maine,
company.
strances against the proposed bill to protn
district,
sgtd
respectfully
Several emergencies having arisen which
represent
10J0. Sermon by pastor. Sunday school
he 2d day
of May, l*«i put,
that on
The street and sidewalk appropriations hibit the snaring of rabbits in Hancock Teresa Damcn, of New York. She spends
*
at 11.45.
Christian Endeavor meeting at he was duly adjudged bank runt un er the
called for increased and unforseen exseveral
weeks
of
summer at her
every
have been overrun about |3,000. The high- county have gone in from Bluebiil, no one
Acts of Ooogress relsttng to bankruptcy; tbil
cottage there. Furthermore she owns an 7. Evening service at 7.30.
be k«s duly surtendeied all his property
pend it urea.
appeared in opposition to the bill at the
ways and sidewalks were found in poor
Prayer
evening at 7 JO.
and rights of properly, and has fully conmeeting
Friday
where
she
maintains
a
island,
adjoining
The financial report for thi year emcommittee hearing last Thursday.
plied with nil the requirements of Mid icu
condition, and expenses for ordinary and
large flock of sheep and other domestic
--*
and of the orders of Mart touching biimkphasizes the fact that we are trying as a
ruptcy.
necessary repairs were unusually heavy.
Yesterday was lobsterman'a day at animals.
BARTLETT'S ISLAND.
wherefore he prays that he may be demunicipality to do too Urge a business
Miss
Damon
has
consistently urged
In addition, permanent improvement has Augusts, and the Lobstermen won out
W. B. Bartlett is home (torn Northeast creed by the court to have a full oischaij**
from
all debts provable against Ms Mtaia
with insufficient capital. The conclusion j
various
federal
in
that
in their fight against the bill
improvements
been made by the laying of crushed rock handsomely
Harbor.
under said bankruptcy acta, esoept »ucb debt*
is evident—we must either increase our
as are excepted by law from anch discharge.
proposing that they shall be licensed. vicinity, and Qov. Burleigh haa done all
in Black’s hollow on the Surry road, on
Ony Leonard will go to West Eden this
Dated this 11th day of Febitan, a. d. IA,
Commissioner
Donhue suggested to the he could to help her program along. She
resources by increasing taxes, or materiAnrnoa c. Moots.
H&noock street. Water street and at Ells- committee on sea and shore fisheries that was one of those who urged the establish- week to work (or Frank Clark.
Bankrupt
ally curtail our expenditures by strict
Feb.
22.
L.
ment
of
a
on
Isle
au
Haut.
lighthouse
_
worth Falls, and the laying of crushed in view of the opposition which had deOrder of N ottos Thereon
economy. The Utter proposition is the
Gov.
secured
the
Burleigh
passage of a
rock sidewalks—a policy which, if pur- veloped, an adverse report be made on the
DisTBicT^or Mama as.
Deafaees CSssst be Cared
measure.
This will be done, and the bill, appropriating fl4,fl00 for that purpose
only one which the people of Ellsworth
On thisAEh day of February, a. d. 1A.M
will eventually result in a saving to
local applications, as they cannot reach
sued,
by
a
or
two
the foregoing petition, U isago.
year
battle is over.
will listen to, but unfortunately the opthe diseased portion of the ear. There Is only reading
Ordered by the court, that a hearing be Ml
the city.
Mias
Damon
cornea to
one way to cure dealoesa, and that la
Usually
by con- upon the same on the Itth dsy of Maid
Washing;
for
curtailment
is
limited.
portunity
Mrs. Eva Oallison, of Hancock Point, ton for a spell daring the winter. On one stitutional remedies. Deafness is caused by a. d. 1908, before sstd court at Portland. jamU
The appropriations
for the common
an inflamed condition of the mucous Halos
As the years have gone by, the people of
at 10 o'clock in the forenoon and ihN
caught a large hen-hawk in her apron one of those visits some years ago. Gov. Bur- of the Buataebaln Tube. Wben this tubs Is district,
notice thereof be published in the ElUmMk
text-books
and
schoolbouses
have
schools,
Inflamed you have s rumbling sound or Imhave
a
worth
demanded
commotion
in
Jills
day recently. Hearing
American, a newspaper printed in said disimprovements— j
leigh took her around to see Kepresenta- perfect
and
when
It
la
hearing,
all been overdrawn.
eottrely
The schoolhouse her hen
all known creditors, aud otter
pen, Mrs. Oallison inveatigated t ive Burton, who ia a bachelor. The latter closed. Deafness la the result, and unless the trict. andinthat
pome luxuries, perhaps—none of which we
interest may appear it the aril
persons
can be taken out and this tube
fund, with an appropriation of $100 and a and found the disturber to be a hawk, was interested In the representations Mias Inflammation
time and place, and show cause, i! any ttef
would like to forego, and gradually the
restored to Its normal condition, hearing will
have, why the prayer of said petitioner sbodd
balance from last year of $232.91, has been which had killed a large ben and was try- ! Damon made about the island, and ever be destroyed forever; nine cases out of ten
not be granted.
necessary yearly expenditures have grown 1
to
off.
Mrs. Oallison since then has been making occasional In- are caused by Catarrh, which la nothing but
carry it
And u is further ordered by the court.that
overdrawn $15.08; the text-book fund, ing
so Inflamed condition of the mucous surfaces.
j promptly threw her apron over the hawk | quiries about her. Meanwhile Gov. Burthe clerk shall send by mail to si. knot*
nntil little margin is left for contingenWe will give One Hundred Dollars for any
creditors copies of said petition and ilmonkr,
with an appropriation of $400 and a bal1
case
of
Deafness
(cmused
Catarrh)
that
and
him
in.
The
bird measured leigh has been seeking the establishment
by
cies and little room for curtailment.
gathered
addressed to them at their places of rtsidcaA
cannot be cured by Hail's Catarrh Cure. Send
ance of $155.66, has been overdrawn
as stated.
$45.18; forty-two inches from tip to tip.
of a harbor of refuge there.
But year for circulars free.
We have asked for better roads, and we
Witness the
Honorable Clarence Hah,
F.
J.
CHENEY
A
O.
CO., Toledo,
the school fund, with an appropriation of
after year Mr. Burton has been doubtful
Judge of the said Court, and the ae* hereof,
Sold by Druggist, 75c.
have them; we have asked for better sideat
in
said
Castine
will
have
a
Portland,
district, on the aoth day
public library, pro- about putting it into a river and harbor
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.
$4,500 and a balance of $682.58, has been |
of February, a. d. 1908.
[
walks and more of them, and we must
vision for it being made in the will of the
because a survey was once authorized
Jambs
bill,
B. Hbwky. Clerk.
\l*.
8.]
overdrawn $726.32, making a total of $786.55
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
late Mrs. Mary H. Witherle, of Concord, whereupon the
Jeep them in repair; we have gradually 1
|
army engineers reported
Notices.
Attest:—Jambs B. Hkwby, Clerk.
overdrawn in this department. The school
increased the number of street lights, not
| Mass. For the construction of a “fire that the expense was not warranted by
the way, was democratic this j proof library building" the sum of |12,000 the benefits that would accrue.
!
board,
by
INLAND MSHEKIK* AND GAME
NOTICE OF FOKECLOSI KK
one of which could be sacrificed without a
is left in the hands of three trustees—RobCommittee on Inland Fisheries and "TIT HERE AS Andrew W Soper. byhisdwl
This year Gov. Burleigh again asked that
year.
dated July 'iA. 1906. sod record** l»
Game will give a public bearing in tta
f▼
••howl”, and still the petitions for lights
ert P. Gay, of Boston, and Amy C. With- the
survey be authorized, reminding room (office of fish and game commiMionersjat Registry of Deeds for Hancock county, Bum
The
road
State
fund has also been overi
crle
aad
come in to the city government; we have
Edward H. Carpenter, of Castine. Chairman Burton that Miss Damon was the State House in Augusta.
of Maine, book *32. page 306. conv.yidton*
Ft b.
Wedursdity,
drawn. The city made only the appropri- The
on petition of B. G. Adams and others, citiin mortgage and in fee certain real estatoi*
library is to be known as the George one of these who recommended the public 24.
improved our fire department by the addithe village of Bucksport. said county, m*4
zens of Hancock and Penobscot counties, askation required by law to secure State aid,
H. Witherle library or the Witherle Meing lor a law to regulate fish ng iu the tribu- forth and described in said deed; and * beret*
work.
tion of horses at an increased expense for |
the
taries
to
condition of said mortgage has bee*
lake.
Hancock
countr.
Phillips
“But the engineers may report against
i but the mistake was made of laying out too morial library, according to the decision
Wednesday, March 3.19('9, at 2 p. m. On pe- broken and continues broken; now, thereto?*,
maintenance; we demand good schools,
of the trustees. The sum of |2,000 was left
pab*
I much road to be built under the stringent
you,” replied Mr. Burton. “You know tition of E. P. Cole and others, citizens of I claim foreclosure of said mortgage, and
Brooklin and vicinitv. asking for a law regu- lish this notice for the purpose of foreewo
pnd resent any attempt to curtail there,
to
the First
Congregational-1'nitarian Miss Damon told you,” said Gov. Bur- lating
the hunting of sea fowl in tbe waters of ing the same.
of the State highway derequirements
church at Castine, to be held in trust for leigh, “that after
even though, because of decreasing num- j
Dated at Grand Lake Stream, in thecooatf
bay and Eggemoggin Beach.
eight or ten years it Bluehil!
On petition of C. L. Parker and others of of Washington, said State, this l?th d»y«
partment. The State road has already the salary of a minister.
would be worth trying again, when the Brooklin
ber of school children, orr return from the !
and vicinity, asking for a law to pre
February, in the year one thousand niw
(cost some $400 more than the estimate and
veni the hunting of deer with horns or bells
hundred nine.
William O Bect.
engineers might be favorable. The eight or
State each year grows smaller. A State
otherwise
Our West Franklin correspondent grows
or ten years have now passed.”
i appropriation, and will cost perhaps $500
law now requires an annual
aubaciloer
give* notice tbd
facetious.
He
nereoy
writes:
The
appropriation
battleships
“Well, 1 guess we will put the Isle au
she has been duly appointed executn*
INLAND FISHERIES AND GAME.
more to complete.
have arrived home from their tour around
for the State road work; there is no chance
Haut item into the bill, and see what
Committee on Inland Fisheries and of the last will and testament and codicil"
Collector John H. Bresnaban has made the world; and we have no war. The
will gi«e a public hearing it. its SARAH R. RICHARDSON, late of ED**,
for curtailment there.
happens.” said Mr. Burton, after a pause, room Game
(office of Fish and Game Commission- in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bosd*
a good showing in collection of
Augusta grao bag is still open. Republi- and it is in the bill.
in
taxes,
at
the
State
House in Auguvta, Wednesers)
Where shall we begin? Shall we stop
being required by the terms of said
can legislators are manufacturing demoday, Feb. 24 2 p. m. On act relating to open All persons having demand* against the **"
of the hard year.
He has collected
reason on certain game birds, Hancock counbuilding crushed-rock roads and go back j
tate of said deceased are desired to Pre*f®J
cratic votes. 1 am afraid the small majority
of
Thi
the 1908 tax $43,140.87, which is some
Maine men here (■> a man regret to tythe same for settlement, snu sll ludcbws
into the mud? Shall we let our side- |
of 7,000 will soon be wiped out. Some of
On pe.ition of L. B. Joyce and 80 others for thereto are
imsee the tine old tariff law that tbe late
requested to make payment
a law to prohibit tbe hunting or
above the 80 per ceut. of the total our citizens are
I
killing of mediately.
Ida M R: habd»o»walks go, and turn a deaf ear to all peti- $2,000
yet drinking poor rum,
j
deer
on
Swan’s
Island
residents of other
built destroyed.
by
Representative
Southwest
Dingley
Peb.
Harbor,
23,1909.
commitment as required by his contract and will continue to do so until they die.
towns or plantations.
tions? Shall we put out our street lights?
Most of them have livid memorits of the
Feb. 28, 2 p. m. On resolve for screening
to be collected before the close of the fiscal i Teddy Roosevelt still lives, in spite of the
subscriber hereby gives notice tW
Donald's pond, Hancock county.
dais and nights that tbe eminent
Shall we sell our fire horses? Shall we
reprehe has been duly appointed adau*
American Congress and Beu Tillman’s
year.
sentative from toe second district, then
istrator of the estate of
take it out of our schools?
SKA AND SHORE FISHERIES
pitchfork. A truth sometimes is almost chairman of
SARAH E. YOUNG, late of HANCOCK,
There remains of the 1907 tax $002.20
ways and means, put in, not
March 2, at 2 p.m. No. 25. On
as bad as punching a hornet's
We believe a great majority of our citinest; but only to frame a
in the county of Hancock, deceased, m
an act to amend Section 38 of
tariff law for the nagood
Chapter 4, given bonds
uncollected.
Under
his contract, Col- congressmen
All ;
as the law directs
than
get
of
the
quiet
Revised
quicker
zens would answer,
Statutes
as
amended
to
the
by
emphatically, “no,”
tion, but also one that would take care of Public Laws of 1906,
having demands against the estate of said ?!
Chapter 143, relative to ceased
! lector Foster should have cleaned up all hornets.
are desired to present the same
all these questions, and yet curtail
the interests of the Pine Tree state. In (be use of seines, weirs ana nets.
if
expenand all indebted thereto are
No. 28. On an act to prohibit the
the 1907 tax at the end of this fiscal
swelling settlement,
year,
Green Mountain Pomona grange, at its spite of all the hard things critics have of
ditures we must, or submit to increased
quested to make Garment immediate'v.
scallops by artificial means
j
H.
but he has been given further time by the
Hancock. Feb. 23, 1999. Rufus
Jo«m P. Kbllby, Secretary.
meeting at North Ellsworth next week, said about that law—and no laws are so
taxes. The only solution seems to be a
I
severely criticized jis tariff laws
tbe
will discuss the question, “Resolved, that
eovernraent.
TELEPHONES AND TELEGRAPHS.
subscriber hereby gives notic*tt*
■light curtailment all along the line, close city
treasury officials say that, from tbe revhe has been duly appoiuted sdo**
it would be better for patrons of Green
Committee on Telephones and TeleThe above figures and statements
merely
trator
of
of
estate of
the heads of departments
supervision
Mountain Pomona to hold an agricultural enue standpoint, it was most wisely made,
s
Rl^Kh8„WIU Rive * public hearing in its LILLIANthe
room at the State House in
B. FITZGERALD, late ot ROBAugusta. Wedneswho have the expenditure of money in emphasize what we have already said:
fair instead of a Held meeting as in the and in that regard has been the best tariff day, March 3,1909, at 3.30 o’clock
p. m. No. 8
in the county of Hancock, deceased*
That strict economy and careful guardianAn act to protect the rights of Holders
ai
of Pre- given bonds as the law directs,
past." The Gossiper has long been of the law this country ever had.
,* their power to see that they do not overferred Stock of Telephone Companies.
sons
Mr. Dingley did much of the hard work
demands against th*
,,
of the city’s finances is
Act to Prevent Monopoly in tbe of saidhaving
imperative, opinion that an effective combination
run their appropriations, and critical ship
"o-7:
deceased
are desired to
»
o? framing that tariff bill in the
tne'
sitting- Control of Telephone Companies.
same for settlement, and all indebted
and we trust the next board of aider- of grangers of both Green Mountain and
of
or
bill
claim
scrutiny
every
presented.
are requested to make payment
Hancock Pomonas. with a committee of room of bis apartments at tbe Hamilton.
ALBuaa 8- u*KWB*
JUDICIARY.
We believe tha present mayor and the men. seeing this clearly, will make a business men and horsemen of
Bar Harbor, Feb. 13,1909.
Ellsworth, His republican colleagues used to come
Committee ou Judiciary will give a
three aldermen who will be re-elected strenuous effort to hold down expenditures would result in a fair in Ellsworth which there in the evening to work with him.
public bearing in its room at the State
House in Augusta.
Tuesday, March2, 1909, at2
would rival any of the county fairs in the Although it was only twelve years ago,
this year without opposition, realize the the coming yeir.
L*,'. 9n An act to authorise the Bar Harr and Union River Power
State. With the farmers themselves back that was daring the days when there were fcm•
Compsny to «csituation to the full. The past year has
ProP*rty and franchises of the Ellsof the
and stock exhibits, no magnificent offices at the capitol, and worth Power
Supply Company.
President-elect Taft and the distin- businessagricultural
emphasised the need of economy in order
it was cosier and more comfortable to
men and horsemen of Ellsworth
guished engineers who accompanied back of the track events, and amusement work at the hotel.
to meet unexpected expenses.
JUDICIARY.
him to Panama have made their reCommittee on Judiciary will
Probably no member of either branch of
a
The new board had turned over to it
features, success would be assured.
L public hearing in its room at thegive
State
and the.froudont in torn has
Congress was ever better informed than
°u** lD
last March by the preceding democratic port,
*»r°a
Ta'*d»7.
IW u
A°*?,u
t,
Mr. Dingley on tariff and fiscal problems. *
sent a message to Congress confirm5® Oo an act•(leaall.lnc the aaoeaa“•ot
The more eyes an adoertieement catch** He had made tariff a matter of
taxea in the r of
co«mlti»eat
administration, just J3.92, after the
daily
Bllaworth. Tor the year. 190, and rm. city
study
ing the information that has already the
ajtare dollar* it i* worth.
March roll had bean paid* Tbs revenue
for many years. So now the preparations
been given that the: look type of
to discard the Dingley law seam to the
•*4 AM WOM HHEIIUt.
from 1906 taxes would*■<* bight until oanal
ie the only one approved by the
Sixteen ounces of performance to every- Maine folks hers as like the
tearing down
June 1, and little could be expsctpdl from engineers and the
pound of promise in the. odtvvftie—fnte of a fins old historic mansion. They know,
the old back taxes or the balance due who, after a very careful study of the of THE AMERICA#.
Of course, that desirable as changes in
Jour P.
is
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STATU SOU)»S.
New. of Interest to Hancock County Reader..
extend the ch.rter of the
The bill to
Trn.t Op. wee given it.
Winter Harbor
reading in the Sefcate Wedne.d»y.
Thursday. Passed
Passed to he engrossed
in House Monday. Passed

•

Reglslatlve

•

•

be

to

engrossed

is-' engrossed in

yesterday.

Senate

engrossed

.n Senate yesterday.
of the city
bill to amend the charter
was given its flrst reading in
Of Ellsworth
Wednesday. Passed to be enth,. Senate
Thursday. Passed to be engrossed
Passed to be engrossed
House Monday.

engrossed

The

Senate yesterday.
Walker, of Castine, in the Senate
a resolve in favor of
WV.im -dHV presented
n of Castine,
tow
the
of Castine normal
The resolve in favor
commithool was favorably reported by
Head and assigned in
,w Wednesday.
Passsed to be engrossed
Senate Friday.
Monday.
Mr. Jones, of
ln me House Wednesday,
of H. P.
Bucksjiort, presented petition
of Dedham, to
Burrili and nineteen others,
of land from the town of
WI off a section
and annex It to the town of
in

Hr.

Bucksport
Dedham.

Tbe act to extend charter ol the Han'Jo. was given first
cock County Railway
Passed
feadioit in the House Wednesday.
Read and as10 be engrossed Thursday.
Tabled Monday.
signed in Senate Friday.
The bill repealing tbe law forbidding
in Hancock county
the taking of lobsters

to

was

April 1,19W.
Tbe committee

on

Judiciary

on

Thurs-

day reported “ought to pass” on bill to
exclude automobiles from Mt. Desert island, but gave tbe petitioners for a similar
Is* in towns of Bnlllvan, Bolon and
Athens, "leave to withdraw.” The Mt.
Desert bill was given first reading in the
House Monday. Tabled in House yesternay; assigned for Thursday.
The bill authorizing William W. Conary
(o construct and maintain wharves in Mill
cove, Jericho bay, has been indefinitely

postponed.
The
incorporate the Bar Harbor
Gas Co. was reported favorably in tbe
House Friday. Given first reading Monday. Passed to be engrossed yesterday.
The act to enable tbe town of Winter
Harbor to purchase the property and franchise of the Winter Harbor Gas & Light
Co. was reported favorably in the Honae
Friday. Given first rending Monday.
Passed to be engrossed yesterday.
The bill to prohibit tbe snaring of rabact to

bits in Hancock county was reported favorably in tbe House Friday. Given first
leading yesterday.
Mr. Harmon, of Stonington, on Friday
presented a batch of remonstrances against
the bill to prohibit tha aaa of weirs in
JBagaduce river.
The bill to prohibit ioe Ashing in Donnell's pond, Franklin, except two days in
the week, was reported favorably in the
House Friday. Given Arst reading yes*
terday.

The bill to extend charter of the Ston-

ingtou Electric Light A Power Co was reported favorably in the Senate Monday.
The act to authorixe
tme to construct and
works for public and

the town of Caswater

maintain

private

uae

was

fa-

vorably rc*|)orted in the Senate Monday.
notes.

The committee

on

education

on

Wed-

nesday reported favorably

tablish
known
school.

a

There
tee

on

on the bill to esschool at Machias, to be
the Washington State normal

normal

as

was a

hearing before the commitThursday on the bill to

counties

separate the towns of Isle au Haut and
from Hancock county. Rodney I. Thompson, of
Rockland, appeared
for the Isle au Haut
people, and Davis T.
Conley, of Isle au Haut, and Ernest W
Bowditeh, of Boston, a summer resident
Isle au Haut, also
spoke in favor of the
blU- Representative Harmon aud Dr.

Stonington

Blake Noyes,

of

Stonington, spoke in favor
Stonington bill. Elmer P. Spofford,
Isle, represented the opponents to
he measure.
Representative Jones, of
Bucksport; Senator Walker, of Castine,
*nd Judge E. E.
Chase, of BlnehUl, also
•Ppeared in opposition to the bills. The'
ootnmittee later voted
“ought not to pass” j
hn both
bills, and so reported in the Sen-

of the
of Deer

|

•

•
*

For Instance, we
have thousands of Russian
refugees among us. nnd we have hundreds of Russian government
spie s to
watch them.
We are as unconsc: ::
of the plot and counterplot
constantly
Kolng on between these two foreign
classes as we are of the vast traffic lu
the subways underlying the
city of
New York.
It Is only when we go
down there that we see life and motion, such as are above, and it is only
wlieu one gets tbe confidence of a
Russian refugee that he Is introduced
to this constant war between
them
nnd the spies.
Fate led me to such an Introduction
and enabled me to tell this story. One
morning, having Injured my watch, I
stopped at a watchmaker’s shop to
have tt repaired.
I found there—I
will call him Ivan Alexleff—a Russian
nnd went there afterward quite frequently to get him to do little Jobs
for me.
One morning I found him
with Ills head resting in bis arms on
his work table sobbing
convulsively.
Then came his confidence.
He told
me that the year before on that
day
his brother had been executed In St.
Petersburg for complicity with a plot
to assassinate the czar. Ivan AlexleS
at the same time fled to the United
States.
He was a gentleman born
Duel, Id accordsoce with a custom
among his peers to educate their children to some trade, had learned to be
a watchmaker.
There were four other refugees, with whom he met at
stated periods for consultation with a
view of tbelr mutual protection. Not
one of them but had lost some relative either by the executioner or in the
desolate wilds of Siberia.
1 became deeply Interested In Alexleff, and be came to confide in me as
Implicitly as in his fellow refugees,
indeed. I did some detective work for
him In this wise: I found him one
morning In great tribulation. He told
me that some time !>efore a
refugee
had come to the place aud been admitted to their circle. They now suspected that he was a spy In the pay of the
Russian government. The man passed
under the name of OblendofT and kept
a little cake and candy shop.
1 agreed to make the acquaintance
of Oblendoff and see If I could gel his
confidence and his secret. 1 picked up
a child on the street, took him In the
shop, bought him candy and chatted
with the owner This I repeated often,
talked bitterly of assassins In Russia
and In time told him 1 knew of several
circles of refugees In that very town.
When I told him of the one I did
know nbout 1 gained his confidence,
and It was not long before I went to
my friend the watchmaker with undoubted proof that the suspect was a

political

"di„g

passed
during tbe winter months,
be enacted Thursday aa an emergency
effect when approved.
measure, going into
In the House Thursday the following
.bills were presented: By Mr. Havey, of
Sullivan, an act to extend charter of the
Winter Harbor and Eastern Hallway Co.;
the taking of eels in
an set to prohibit
Tannton bay during December, January,
February and March; an act to amend the
law relating to the taking of amelia, and
a close time on lobsters
an set relating to
in the bays and towns of Harrington,
Milbridge, Steuben and Gonldsboro. By
Mr. Merrill, of BlnehiU, an act tr extend
Charter of niuehill Trust and Banking Co.,
and an art to prohibit the taking of alewires in Patten pond stream, Burry, from

Circle Handled
One of Them.

foreign Influences.

charter of the Ocean
The bill to extend
railruad was given its first
jt Northern
Passed
in the Senate Wednesday.
engrossed Thursday. Passed to be
In House Monday. Passed to
he

•

[Copyright law, by American Press A.soelation.j
We don't realize here in
America
bow many undercurrents there are
ot

L,

io

The Fate of a Spy.
How
Rui.fan

COUNTY NEWS.

■

spy.
A plan was laid, and a meeting of
the circle was called, at which the spy
The leader locked the
was present.
door and announced to the members
that one of their number was a spy.
He then submitted a declaration to
every member stating that he had voluntarily committed suicide. AU signed
the paper, the spy maintaining good
nerve and signing with the others. He
must have known that he was suspectea.

The leader’s next move was to take
pistol from a desk drawer and show
the members that Its six chambers
After this be put a ball
were empty.
cartridge in one chamber and. holding the hammer, turned the cylinder
rapidly, giving every member permission to do the same with averted gaxe.
Thus the position of the cartridge was
lost. The leader then took the pistol
and slipped a rubber baud over the
cylinder, bolding the weapon under
the table while he did so. presumably
that no one could see where the cartridge lay. Theu be said:
"One of us must die, and the spy,
whoever he may me, must take bis
1 will fire the first
chances with us.
shot at myself and If not killed will
pass the weapon to my left, each man
to fire his In turn."
liaising the pistol to his temple, he
drew the trigger. There was a snap,
but uo explosion. The second man did
the same, with the same result, and so
on till the pistol came to the fourth
He was white as s
man, the spy.
sheet, hut still held his nerve. Possibly he conceived the affair a bluff—
At
that the cartridge was a sham.
temany rate, putting the pistol to his
ple, he pulled the trigger and fell
a

dead.
The next muruiug the papers contained an account of a suicide of a
stranger, supposed to he a Russian.
The deed was committed In a room the
Monday. The billa and reports were renter of which did not appear, but
yesterday in the Senate, on motion the suicide left a paper acknowledging
0
Senator Staples, of Knox
county.
his Intention. As soon as 1 read this
account I knew that the circle had
V'rom the Law Court.
made away with the spy. I went to
dec'8icm °* ttie law court in the case ! once to the watchmaker and found
1
Uand vs. Deer Isle, has beea haaded him, as usual, meuding watches.
He glanced
*own m follows:
showed him the article.
went back
Th»t a poll- tax was assessed against a It over, shook bis head and
to work without utterlug a word.
* K‘ven towa i*
not competent eviluat he had
The same day a member of the cirhome in that town at
**• hint.
cle called on me, thanked me for the
but
a person
voluntarily paid a poll tax Information I had given them,
ed
bim by the tax collector of a told me at the same time that It must
town is competent evidence that
he had be silence or death.
Long afterward
^
*n ***** town at
the time of the sup1 was told how the mutter was maneven
though such tax was
uau?Mwta#*t.
When the leader held the'
fact assessed against him.
aged
A libel for
under the table he dexterousdivorce signed by the libel- weapon
had
WU
ly changed It for another that
WM l®
the
and
evidence,
ing
there by u member with
*W.7!re„.lMtruct*d thAt l® determining been slipped
fourth,
a ball cartridge placed In the

orR*

n*i'n

** th. d.te
«(Utt!nLMbelUntl“dhUhon,e
“l*ht could.r the itik-

chamber from the hammer.
“ to hi. residenceB.ld
I’m not doing each detective work
tku"M
P*rt' »»l»Ulnln« th.t the litxlleat’.
I don't fancy the reepoa*anymore.
wl*
n0‘«* .toted la th. libel, hod
■w^.
involved.
Mllty
“r
«»*ioo.
PBBDBRIOK 8ATWARD.
—options
overruled.

Abbrrttatnunta.

Helpsomehow Barge Ride.

[Contributed.]
or additional County Sewn nee other page*
The third annual barge-ride, candypull, etc., ad infinitum, of the HelpsoraeNORTH PENOBSCOT.
how society took place last night.
It was
The rain and thaw Friday and Saturday nearly 8 o’clock when the barge left the
have spoiled the sledding on the main road. ! church corner with Alexander Weaver on
The ladies’ aid society will have a sup- the quarterdeck and almost a full pasper at the hall Wednesday evening, and senger list. It took him some time to get
tev. Mr. McGrenou will give a lecture on his bearings, but at last he fetched a
course sou-by-sou-west and wp landed in
India.
Frank Grindle, who recently underwent the dooryard of Capl. Boland O. Borsey
on
the Surry roaa, Misses Ethel and
an operation for
at the East-

appendicitis

Maine hospital, is reported
well.

doing Evelyn Bonsey entertaining

Real Estate Bargains.
Tbe

following desirable properties

be bought

on

may
very reasonable terms—

regular monthly payments if desired.

society

the

ELLSWORTH-street; new house, six rooms and bath; new
this occasion.
Water street; store and dwelling.
furnace; nice lawn ; stable.
What might have happened in case of
Union river heights; desirable house-lots on a paying basis.
Farmers are hauling their fertilizers for
shipwreck can only be conjectured, as
spring planting. Three times as large an i there was
HANCOCK POIf||T—New summer cottage; living room, 20x30; hardonly one life-preserver aboard
acreage of potatoes will be planted the and
wood floor; fireplace; line kitchen and pantry; four chambers
that was jealously guarded by the
and bath ; hot and cold water; two piazzas ; tine view of hay
coming spring as ever before in this secTo say that we had a gdod
president.
and mountains. Some very fine shore lots in sizes to suit
tion. The potato fever is running high.
time is only to put a superlative statement
purchaser.
The town fathers have issused their re- in the
positive case. Flinch and crokinole
port of the tinancial standing of the town. were enjoyed and music was furnished
hotel and annex ; thirty-six large rooms; four bath
SORRENTO—Jfew
by
The town is reported with a
rooms complete; extra closets and lavatories ; nine fireplaces ;
balance Miss M. A.
Hodgkins, Miss Ethel Bonsey
over and above its assets of about
and
large
pleasant piazzas ; electric lights in all rooms; hand$15,000. and Mrs. Everett Quinn.
some dining-room overlooking bay ; plate glass ;
beautiful
but about $15,000
of
that is conBut the sweetest time of all was the
grounds. Cottage, twelve rooms and bath: five fireplaces;
sidered worthless as debt-paying propcandy pull. There is a deep and abiding
electric lights; large piazza; bay and mountain view; fine
erty. Our interest bearing indebtedness suspicion that the cook stole a march on
location. Cottage, eleven rooms and bath; lour fireplaces ;
is about $3,000, with $2,600 in the
treasury. us in the making of the candy, for its
electric lights; large piazza; desirable surroundings; fine
The rate of taxation is usually .027
location. Several hundred beautiful cottage lots in sizes to suit
marvelous ductility was equalled only by
Our
townhouse
is in
a
dilapidated its affectionate stickiness. But after ail,
purchaser; miles of shore front reserved for patrons.
condition. The roads wilt not compare it tasted
good and the temptation to eat
SOltKENTO offers every advantage to the summer tourist; comfavorably with some neighboring towns. especially that which was pilfered from
munication often by boat and rail; library; church; boating; bathing;
Penobscot has about fifty miles of road, someone
else, was so great that one memmuch of it hard to keep in
tennis; automobiles; fine roads; nice drives; woods; delightful walks.
repair, and ber will not care for any more of that sort !
not kept in decent condition for
public until the fourth annual. Perhaps the |
travel. The taxes have been well collected
We <lo a general INSURANCE and REAL EST ATE business, and
wont feature of the affair was that some
under the new law.
of the company began to feel haughty
offer the best companies, lowest rates, best terms, etc. Correspondence
Feb. 22.
H.
solicited.
got real stuck-up in fact—and would
hardly speak to the rest of us for quite a
EAST BLUEH1LL.
All business entrusted to us will receive the very best attention#
time.
A. J. Grindle went to Redstone, N.
H.,
It was about low twelve when the party
last week.
were called
to refreshments, and they
There was a masquerade ball in the
were delicious.
A short business session
grange hall Friday night.
was held.
Miss Hodgkins was elected to
Mrs. H. F. Strout left Wednesday for the
secretaryship to take the place of Mrs.
Springfield, Mass.
Higgins, who has recently moved away.
VIAINE.
ELLSWORTH,
Mrs. John Charnley and daughter Other matters were attended to, and then
Agnes came home from North Dighton, each one of the company, as a token of apMass., Sunday.
preciation, presented the Misses Bonsey
Rev. R. L. Olds preached his farewell with a pig, safely penned (or rather pensermon here Sunday, Feb. 14.
He, with cilled).
It was two bells when we embarked for
his family, leave for the West soon. He
Ellsworth, after having enjoyed one of "You talk about posters ana your aas. upon the
will be greatly missed.
Opposite State House,
the best times ever. The next meeting of
fence.
F. D. Long, postmaster, is doing quite a
MASSACHUSETTS."'
BOSTON,
But they ain't the kind o' mediums that appeals
the society will be with Mrs. Quinn at
business lumbering. He has ten men cntto common sense;
her home on Central street, Tuesday eventing stave wood, cord-wood and logs, and
You may talk about your dodgers, and your
ing, March 9.
six teams hauling.
circulars and such,
But I calculate they don’t assist an advertiser
Feb. 22.
R.
" Ives In Maine.
much;
Talk of the return of wolves to Maine And especially In winter, when the snow Is on
For Fourth Ass’t Secretary of State.
recalls to the oldest settlers the time when
the ground,
( Washington cor. Bangor Commercial.)
they roamed these parts night and day, in 1 wonder where your posters and your dodgers
can be found?
Apart from th*» matter of Mr. Knox’s search of prey, and they wouldn’t hesitate
But within the cozy homestead, when the parlor
eligibility but somewhat associated with to tackle a man after dark, writes our Otis
stove’s aglow,
it is the matter of an under secretary of correspondent. Mrs. E. D. Warren, an old
The newspaper Is read aloud to everyone we
Offers rooms with hot and cold water tor
state and also a fourth assistant secretary lady who, when a child, lived near Beech
know."
fl.OO per day and up, which includes tree
of state. In that connection there is an hill lake, a favorite resort for the wolves,
use of
public shower baths. Nothing to
item of Maine interest, for it has been tells of them coming boldly to the barn
equal tnis in New England. Rooms with
baths for |1.50 per day and tip;
private
claimed that Chandler Hale, son of Sen- after sheep in the winter when they were
suites of two rooms and bath for #4.00 per
ator Hale of Maine, is slated for under j housed. She also well remembers the
and np.
day
31rtjfTti*meniiV
Dining room and cafe tirst-class. Eurosecretary. Nothing of the kind is true, j day her father—Mr. Davis, went to Ellspean Plan.
and when the House refused the other day worth and was obliged to walk home, a
ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF
to assent to the creation of the office of distance ot fifteen miles. When he got to
Stone Floors, nothing wood but the doo^i.
under secretary of state, the action had no the river bridge it was dark. It was there
reference whatever either to Senator Hale that a pack of wolves scented him, and
Equipped with its own Sanitary Vacuum cleaning plant.
STOMACH MISERY
followed him home. At times when the RELIEVES
ALMOST
or to his son, Chandler.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
road was near the woods, they would come
IMMEDIATELY.
Long distance telephone in every rooflk
The position for which Chandler Hale so close that he could see their teeth and
If the food you ate at your last meal
Strictly a Temperance Hotel.
When he came to where the did not digest, but laid for a long time
has been slated is fourth assistant secre- eyea.
Send for booklet.
tary of state. That is an office, too, Frasiers lived, the night having come on like lead on your stomach, then you
STORER F. CRAFTS. Manager.
which Senator Knox proposes to create, intensely dark, he called and borrowed a have indigestion and must act quickly.
Of course there are many other
but it will pay if the office is authorized, gun, the rest of the journey being almost
of indigestion, such as
a forest at that time.
Still they followed symptoms
a salary of $1,500 a year, whereas it is
belching up of sour food, heartburn,
proposed to pay the under secretary of | on, with their horrible howls, regardless dizzinoss, shortness of breath and foul
State $10,000 a year. The House has re- of the number which Mr. Davis wounded. breath, and if you have
any of them,
fused to authorize any of the additional Finally he reached home,almost exhausted. your stomach is out of order and
offices, bat they were carried on a pro- j The next morning several sheep were should be corrected.
Mi-o-na tabletB have cured thouvision of an appropriation bill, and it is found dead in a fiock belonging to Grandbelieved that eventually the House will father Warren, whose pasture was near the sands of cages of indigestion and
stomach
trouble.
If you have any
assent.
pine grove at Young’s, where the wolves stomach
distress, Mi-o-na will relieve
gave up the chase ef Mr. Davis.
Why does Uncle Sam, in the office of
instantly.
The Rstort Final.
the National Soldiers’ Home at Togna,
But Mi-o-na unlike most so-called
BORN.
The garrulous old lady in the stern
dyspepsia remedies, does more than employ
Mr. Ernest Williamson
of the host had pestered the guide
it permanently cures dysBUNKER—At Cranberry Isles. Peb 8, to Mr relieve;
Mr. Harold Crane
with her comments snd questions ever
and Mrs Francis W Bunker, a daughter.
pepsia or any stomach trouble by
Mr. Benj. S. Pierce
since they had started. Her week lit- GRAY—At Sedgwick, Feb 12, to Mr and Mrs putting energy and strength into the
Mr. Roy L. Townsend
Fred Gray, a daughter.
walls of the stomach.
tle husband, who was bunched toadMr. Chester C. Fowles
HUTCHINS—At
Feb
to
Mr and
Penobscot,
20,
A large box of Mi-o-na tablets costs
like In the bow, Hshed in silence. The
Mrs Pearl 8 Hutchins, a daughter.
Mr. Martin Cusack
but 50 cents at G. A. Parcher’s and
old lady seemingly exhausted every LORD—At Surry, Feb 24, to Mr and Mrs
Air. Charles Allen
are guaranteed to cure or money
El
win
C
a son.
Lord,
animal
In
fish
and
life,
possible point
Mr. William t. Cross
back.
When others fail, Mi-o-na
Ellsworth, Feb 23, to Mr and
woodcraft and personal history when MAHONEY-At
Mr. Harry N. Foss?
cures.
It is a producer of flesh when
Mrs T F Mahoney, a son.
she suddenly espied one of those curi- MORRISON—At Ellsworth, Feb 21, to Mr and the body is thin; it cleanses the stomBecause their qualifications eminentMrs Joseph Morrison, a daughter.
ach and bowels; purifies the blood
ous paths of oily, unbroken water frely fit them to fill the duties here requently seen on small lakes vqtiich are SMITH—At Ellsworth (Bayside}, Feb 17, to and makes rich red blood.

ern

as

on

—

The George H. Grant Co.f:

Commonwealth Hotel

1

ni=0=NA

Why

Does

Uncle 5am?

_

ruffled by a light breeze.
"Oil. guide, guide,” she exclaimed,
“what makes that funny streak in the
water? No, there—right over there!"
The guide was busy rebaltlng the
merely
old gentleman's hook and
mumbled, “O-m-mm.
"Guide.” repeated the old lady In
tones that were not to be denied, “look
right over there where I’m pointing
and tell me what makes that funny
streak In the water.”
The guide looked up from hls halting, with a sigh.
“That? Oh, that's where the road
went across the ice last winter."—

Everybody's Magazine.

StnjtcUamtrua

A Doctors

Medicine
Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral is not
It is a
a simple cough syrup.

Mr and Mrs Charles A Smith, a son.
TARRANA—At Stonington. Feb 16, to Mr and
Mrs Salvatore l'arrana, a daughter.
WE SCOTT— At Blue bill. Feb 18, to Mr and
Mrs W Brooks Wescott, a daughter.

MARRIED.
COLE-SMITH-At Brooklin, Feb 10. by Rev
to
A Li Carter, Mary E Cole
Wallace N
Smith, both of Brooklin.
DE I IETRANTONIO—FERRANTE—At Stouiugton, Feb 15, by Sumner P Mills, esq, Santa
L>e Pietrantonio to Camillo Ferrante, both
of

Stonington.

m

Wa/Ia

ZJ

testimonial
sixty years.

—

br J. C. A/or Co.. Lowell. Mooo.
Also moaulAoturera of
_

1

SAISAPAMLLA.

ilyersmt,,«.

Wo here bo oooroto t Wo publish
the formulas of all our medlomea.

Ins

one

of

Ayer’s

Pitts at bsdtlme.

at THE

BLACK—At Elgin, 111, Feb 18, William H
Black, formerly of Ellsworth, aged 64 years,
1 mouth, 17 days.
Feb 18,
BUNKER—At Northeast Harbor,
Daniel S Bunker, of Sullivan, aged 79 years.
CHOATE—At Brookliu, Feb 19, John Wilbur
Choate, aged 19 years, 7 mouths, 8 days.
DYER—At Frankliu, Feb 13, Mrs Francena E
Dyer, aged 50 years.
EATON—At Brooklin, Feb 19, Capt John
Eaton, aged 80 years, 9 months, 22 days.
FRIEND—At Bluehill, Feb 16, Mrs Rachel
^ Amanda Friend, aged 53 years, 9 months.
GILFATRICK—At Northeast Harbor, Feb 19,
Mrs Augusta Gilpatrick, aged 71 years.
HARDISON—At Franklin, Feb 20. Gladys,
daughter of Mr and Mrs Henry Hardisou.
aged 13 years.
MITCHELL— At Tremont, Feb 16, Linda, wife
of John B Mitchell, aged 65 years.
Feb 10,
MYRICK—At South
Gouldsboro,
Charles Curtis, infant son of Mr aud Mrs
Charles Myrick. aged 4 months.
PARIS—At Sedgwick, Feb 19, Louise, wife of
John W Paris, aged 38 years, 10 months, 22

and More
for the Drunkard.

Sympathy

j

THE—

CLARION.
Whether it’s a range or a fur-

“Clarion”, it is
requirement.
Made by the Wood Bishop Co.,
Bangor. Sold by
nace—if it is a

|

sure

j

Begin life

anew.

A good

if you are cuied.
Keeley Institute, Portland, Maine.

position awaits you
TBM

AMERICAN'S advertisers art
letting down the price-bare into llie field

of bargain*

to meet every

J. P.

ELD1UDGE,

Main Street,

Ellsworth

ASTHMATICS, READ THIS

Mr. G. F. Alexander, 44 Exchange Street.
Portland. Maine, will tell all who are afflicted
with Asthma how he was cured after s tiering
4f> years. Before paying out your money for
medioine containing Morphlhe and other deadly
drugs, send for full particulars and book, "How
I Was Cured of Astluna.”

CommiBBion fHrrrtjantB.

Help

On the one hand he finds himself
barred front industrial positions, object of censure; on the other hand he
learns that he can be cured of his addiction. Take the Keeley Cure—it is

perpetual.

SHAW BUSINESS COLLEGE.

G. A. Pabcher.

days.

Less

are they so well fitted for the
duties required of them?
Because they are possessed of that
important asset, a sound business
education
Where did theyq ualify themselves*

CURES CATARRH, ASTHMA,
Bronchitis, Croup, Coughs and Colds, ot
j money bade. Sold and guaranteed b’

I

chronic cases of asthma, pleurisy, bronchitis, consumption.
Ask your doctor about this.

quired.
Why

1

DIED.

PUTNAM—At Bucksport, Feb 18, Col Olonzo
G Putnam, aged HO years.
WHITMORE—At Verona, Feb 21. Laura A,
wife of John Whitmore, aged 73 years, 6
mouths.

a

■

(

strong medicine, a doctor’s
medicine. It cures hard cases,
severe and desperate cases,

The best kind of
"
Sold for over

■

i

Please Take Notice!
We sell Potatoes for #7 a
car; Apples for #10. Kefereuces: B. G. Dun & Co.,
United National Bank of
oar

city

and 100 growers

and shippers of Aroostook.

Providence Brokerage Co.,
PROVIDENCE, It.

WINDSOR
W

HOTELl

T. BttCBAKEE,

Manager-

Midway between Broad. (It MfttitB
and Heading Terminal on FI (beet St.

A
■*'

I

per day and up. I
$2.50
American,
per day *1
ft
and up.

European, $1

The ouly Moderate prised Hotel of repietattoo and eoaiaqtaeaoe in

PHILADELPHIA,

S
ft.

f

Charles

Fir additional

as

in

other page*

tee

died

returned

Miss Bernice Dunn
Oouidsboro Thursday.

Jessie, youngest daughter
Dark, and wife, is critically ill.

from

\N

of

esiey

Oliver McNeil and wife and Mrs. H. P.
MUisdell are among the many ill of grip.

Gladys, daughter of Henry Hardison
and wife, died Saturday, after a long ill-

|j meeting

Friday

visiting

afternoon.

Sowlt

night.

a

will

be

has

returned

from

Boston to go winter fishing with Joseph
White.

on

Mrs. W. H. Bunker is in poor health.
B. B. Havey, of West Sullivan, recently
visited his Bisters here.

J. H. Fressey is yet at Northeast Harbor
for Mr. McBride, who is now con-

valescent.

a

Alfred

Mrs. Ernest Spurling has returned from
Boston, and is cariug for M s.

May Joy.

Arthur A. Joy and wife are receiving
congratulations on the birth of a daughter.
[Leonora Mildred.)

Coolidge,
is home.

Leander

Rich

news

eldest
Thursday night
Mater, Bin. Linda Mitchell, of Bernard.
George Smith came near losing his
Mouse by fire Thursday. The fire caught
■round the stove pipe but was quickly
put out by the neighbors. Damage slight,
except by water and smoke.
Calvert and Frank Bridges came near
losing their mill Thursday by fire. It
caught .around the chimney on the outside
•f the roof, and had gained considerable
Mead way before it
Feb. 22.

was

noticed.
Spec.

This community is saddened by the death
mt Mrs. Linda G. Mitchell, wife of John B.
JCitchell, who passed away Tuesday aftermoon, of throat and spinal trouble, aged
sixty-five years. Deceased was a woman
Of sterling qualities, and was highly
esteemed and loved. She was a kind
neighbor, ever ready to administer to the
•ick and afflicted, a loving mother, and
faithful wife. She will be greatly missed
In the home circle. She leaves an aged
M. and
husband, two sons—Charles
William B. Mitchell, two brothers—Capt.
levi C. and Leander E. Rich, and two
sisters—Mrs. Mary A. Johnson and Mrs.

fttitiirai.

Plenty

MtefCasT

More Like This in

Ells-

worth.
Scores of Ellsworth people
about Doan's Kidney Pills.
py

citizen makes

a

public

Many

of

of

case
can

be

it.
had

Mrs. R. I. Moore, Ellsworth Falls, Ellsworth, Me., says: "The cure Doan’s Kidney Pills

effected in my

ago has

proven permanent, and I

since recommended this

several years

remedy

have

to many

of my friends who have used it with good
results.”
On

February 7, 1905, Mrs. Moore
the following statement regarding
esse:

“In 1903 I

underwent

gave
her

operation

an

And after that was in misery all the time.
I did not regain my strength and my kidneys became badly disordered. The pains
in my back were almost unbearable, and
All the medicine and doctors’ treatment
had no effect on my case whatever.

Finally I began using Doan’s Kidney Pills,
procured from Moore’, drug store, and
ttey went at once to the seat of my
trouble. Doan’s Kidney Fills not only
cured the backache Vat bnilt

me

up in

general and corrected the difficulty with
the kidney Mentions.”
For sal. by all dealer*.
Prio. BO oent*.
Foster-Mil bum

Mrs. Alice O’Reily and daughter Vera,
Winter Harbor, were guests of Mrs.

;
!

their only child, Charles Curtis, who died
Feb. 10, aged four months.
Feb. 22.
H.
SULLIVAN HARBOR.

Harry M. Patten

is

visiting relatives in

Boston.
Frances Joy is
Winter Harbor.
a

j
i

visiting relatives ia

Ruth Allen went to Bar Harbor Friday,
guest of Pauline Morrison.

High school closed Friday lor a short
It is hoped Mr. Clarke will return
tor the spring term.

recess.

Mrs.

J

Moses Hawkins received word
Saturday of the death of her nephew,
Francis Arnold, in Waterbury, Vt.
The readings by Mrs. Crabtree, of Hancock, a guest of Mrs. Bart Joy, at Sorosis
Friday evening, were much enjoyed.
The remains of Daniel Banker, who
at his son's in Northeast Harbor,
were brought to East Sullivan for interment Thursday. Services were held at the
church Friday afternoon.
Feb. 22.
H.

j died

!

GOULDS BORO.

j

Sawing
Friday.

commenced

in

Hatchings' mill

Mrs. Amanda Wbittaker, who has been
very ill, is improving.

Lamoine, the past few weeks, j

who have been

j

Con Bafltlo,

New

York,

eddUfcMuW

ItaKU)

News

««

day afternoon.

M*ar l»«fsa

Miaa Beatrice Walls, who h,8
the E»stern Maine general
hospiu,,
treatment, is home, considerably im
w>n<
in health.

NORTHEAST HARBOR.

Small, Staples A Cto., druggists, have
dissolved partnership, and all liabilities
have been assumed by E. M. Staples, who
will continue the business.

F#b-22-_As,,.
DEDHAM.
Miss Ethel Rowe of Augusta, i,
vl
Mra. H. P. Burrill.

Reuben Lurvey is ill.
Charles Bunker is in poor health.
Stella Bartlett has been ill the past two

Clifford Burrill, of M. C. I.,
Pittafle,
borne Saturday and
Sunday.

was

weeks.

Little Bernice Graves broke her collar
bone last week.

Frank Stanley and wife are receiving
congratulations on the birth of a son,
born Feb. 19.
Elmer Davis and wife are receiving congratulations on the birth of a daughter,
born Feb. 18.
Arthur Coombs has the sympathy of his
many friends in tbe loss of his father, E.
Coombs, of Franklin.
Friends of Mrs. George A. Manchester
are much pleased to see her looking so
well since her return from Hebron sanitarium.
The basket ball game with Old Town is
indefinitely postponed on acccount of
the inability of some of the members to

[

The Woman’s mission circle
will m
with Mrs. Wsrren Miller Fob. 25.
Arvests Burrill. who has been
vi,iu
relaliyes in Lowell and

Mrs. Isaiah Sharp and
daughter u,
hoarding fora few weeks with Mrs. j0!*
*

Wolvin.
Feb. 22.

„
„_

SEAL HARBOR.
Miss Beatrice Pierce returned home
ttj.
*

week.

Ambrose Havey, of Mt. Desert
Kerry, a
visiting relatives here.
Ed Do« Jammed hia anger in the
dr-,
rick one day last week.
Mrs. Meda Lurvey, of Bar
Harbor, w
been visiting friends here.

play

Mrs. Augusta Oilpatrick died at her
home in Northeast Harbor Friday, Feb. U>,
after a short illness of pneumonia, aged
seventy-two years. The deceased had
lived here for many years. She was a
good neighbor and friend, and will be
missed in the community. She leaves two
sons Arthur GUpatrick, of Boston, and
Abram, of this place, and one daughter—
Mrs. Selden Tracey, of this place.
B.
Feb. 30.

Eeb. 22.

Melvi,*.

William Gillette tells an amusing
uory
an old sailor acquaintance of bis.
Coning across the old fellow, whom he ^
not seen for some time, Mr. Gillette
said“Well, and how have you been gettings

of

I last saw you?" “Pretty fair.”*,
plied the sailor, “pretty fair, but nr
left ear haa gone quite deaf, air." “Coat
come, never mind,’’ laid the actor rhaerilj
“you are getting on in years now, and
must expect—” “That may be,” inK,
ropted the old aatt testily, “but my U|
Baa got nothing to do with it, sir, tor as
right ear's aa old aa me left one. an’ icn I
since

hw foine ia

that.”’

A BAPTIST ELDER
Intend to Htolth

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.
W. T. Holmes is filling his ioe house
Gilley bill.

on

The cheerful bun of the motor sew is
heard. Waiter Stanley and Henry Gray
have sawed a good many cords of firewood.
Thomas Lawton has recently returned
from a pleasant trip to Niagara Falls, and
a short visit at
Washington and other
cities of interest.
Mrs. Roy Savage has returned from
Rockland, where she went to consult a
specialist on throat trouble; and has the
assurance of having her ulcerated throat
healed.

Msw*

Amcsbury,

ia home.

E.

at this time.
The community was saddened by the
death Thursday, Feb. 18, of Daniel Bunker,
of Sullivan, of pneumonia, at the home of
his son, Charles Bunker, of this place.
The deceased was about seventy-nine
He was a. veteran of the
years of age.
Civil war. Tbe remains were taken to
Sullivan.

Smith^^T'"'
0M*-

by Viad

"I was ran down and weak from la
digestion and general debility, also «.
fered from vertigo. I aaw a cod Urn
preparation called Vlnol advertised ss4
decided to give It a trial, and the re
•nits were meet gratifying. After tiling two bottles I regained ay
strength and am now feeling unusually
well.” Henry Cunningham, Elder Bap
tist Church, Kingston, N. C.
Vlnol la not n patent medicine—bat i
preparation composed of the medlotail
elements of coda’ livers, combined with
a

tonic Iron and wine.

Vlnol create

hearty appetite, tones up the organ
of digestion and makes rich, red blood.
In this natural manner, Vlnol creata
strength for tbs
run-down, overworked and debilitated, and for delicate children and old people, for
chronic coughs, colds and bronchlth
a

Much sympathy is felt here for Mrs.
Hannah Gilley in the recent sudden death
of her brother, Daniel Bunker, of Sullivan,
at the home of his son, Charles Bunker, at
He had made his
Northeast Harbor.
annual visit to bis sister here, but expected
to return after staying with bis son a few
Mr. Bunker wae seventy-seven
weeks.
years old, but his bright ruddy countenance and genial ways made him teem
much younger. He made friends wherever
he went. Besides his sister here, Mrs. Gilley, he has one other sister—Mrs. Emma
Black, of Alfred, one daughter—Mr«. Carrie Joyce, of Hall Quarry, and two tone—
Charles Banker, of Northeast Harbor,
and Daniel Bunker, of Snlltvan, where he
made bis home.
Feb. 22.
Sprat.

Vlnol U unexcelled.
All such persons In this vicinity 11
asked to try Vlnol on our offer to refund their money if It fnile to give satisfaction.

Geo. A. Parcher,

Druggist.

ELLSWORTH.

_

Tuesday evening,

and wife.

Feb. 22.

hap-

a

statement of

endorsement?

case

in

meet with Mr*. Maude

COUNTY NEWS.
-w

Mrs. Edith Yeaton, of Prospect Harbor,
Mrs. H. B. Haskell and two children, j
spending the month with ; is visiting friends here.
Feb. 2£.
her parents, Wr. S. Thurlow and wife, will !
Arb.
Little Lula Perry is very ill of whoopreturn to Ellsworth this week.
ing cough and pneumonia.
SUNSET.
^
At Rock bound Rebekah lodge Tuesday
Charles Tracy spent a few days with
O. W. Davis is hauling wood for parties
Mrs. Elizabeth Silver, who ha* friends at Bunker’s Harbor last week.
evening
i
at Sunset.
served two years as noble grand, was preCeroy C. Arnold, of Calais, a former
Mrs. Ernest Snowden is visiting her sented with a
past grand’s collar.
teacher in the public schools here, is in
Mrs.
Jason Gross, at Ocesnville.
sister,
The Stonington and Deer Isle Sunday town.
A. L. Small has gone to Sargentville. school association will hold its semi-anSmelting through the ice hss comwhere he has employment witn the Moun- nual session at the
Congregational church, menced in earnest. The fishermen have
tain Ice Co.
Several speakers
Stonington. Beb. 25.
had good success.
Quite a large party of friends met at the from out of town will be present.
Mrs. Abbie Hill, the oldest resident of
residence of
A. L. Small
Feb. 22.
Nihil.
Wednesday
this town, died Thursday, Feb. 18, after
evening. Ice-cream and cake were served.
an illness of one
SOUTH DEER ISLE.
week, at the borne of her
Feb. 20.
9.
PENOBSCOT.
Elizabeth Judkins is attending school niece, Mrs. Charles Corliss, of Cherryfleld,
where she was spending the winter. She
INDIAN POINT.
in Appleton.
Mrs. Una Bridges it ill.
is survived by oneVbrothrr-Goorge”w’
Charles Ahlblad will move to Bar
Capt. A. J. Stanley and Harry Stanley
Capt. J. B. Sellers and wife have reGuptill, of Steuben. Her body, ,was
Harbor this week, for the summer.
are home for a few days.
turned
home after an absence of two
here Sunday for burial in the
brought
Mrs. Charles Stover, who fell and broke
weeks.
Mrs. E. T. Sylvester, Mrs. J. E. Small
village
cemetery.
her arm recently, is slowly improving.
and Austin Smith are ill.
There were no services at the Methodist
Feb. 22.
Jen.
Friends of Eugene II. Higgins and wife,
church Sunday on account of tne illness
A daughter was borp to Mr. and Mrs.
of Bar Harbor, extend congratulations on Arnold
of the pastor.
Weed, of Corea, Feb. 8.
PROSPECT HARBOR.
the birth of a son.
Mrs. Ida Stinson aud daughters have
Congratulations are extended to Pearl
Mina Lelia Cole ia ill.
Frank Higgins and wife Friday evening been at Wallace Stinson’s the
Hutchins and wife upon the birth of a
past week. !
Calvin
Stinson has gone to Swan's
entertained a small party of friends. Rebaby girl Saturday, Keb. 20.
Miss Pauline Small, of Belfast, visited Island tor a visit.
freshments were served.
her sister, Mrs. Matilda Knowles, last |
There was a meeting of Penobecot
Mrs. Bert Yeaton has been visiting
Feb. 22.
H.
week.
chapter. O. E. S., at Masonic bsll Saturday
friends in Oouldsboro.
evening. Despite the storm and bad
SALISBURY COVE.
Ralph Saunders and family, of Provi- j Miss Alice
Cole, who has been visiting travelling, over forty members were
Miss Altavelia Emery is at Bar Harbor dence, R. I., are visiting Mr. Saunders' J relatives in
Steuben, is home.
present. After business the degrees were
mother.
for a short visit with relatives.
Mrs. John Stinson his left for a week's conferred upon one candidate. A pleasFeb.
18.__H. j visit
M iss Eva Craig, of Presque Isle, is visitwith her husband in South Hancock.
ing program was carried out. Cake and
MOUNT DESERT.
ing her sister, Mrs. A. W. Lorimer, at the i
Capt. George \V. Colwell and wife are coffee were served.
Baptist parsonage.
Alton Brown, of steamer Massasoit, is
Feb. 22.
Woodlocke.
receiving congratulations upon the birth
Miss Lizzie Fogg, a student of the Doe home for a vacation.
of a daughter, born Feb. 16.
LAMOINE.
business college, Bangor, is enjoying a
Mrs. Fred Hicks, of Bangor, is visiting
A party of young people
surprised E. W.
week’s vacation with her parents, W. O. relatives and friends here.
Mrs. Lucy Gray is quite ill.
Cleaves and wile

Fogg

tell you

can

his experience. Here is a
What better proof of merit
than such

is

|

TREMONT.

Case

Franklin,

___

1

received the sad
of the death of his

East

Henry E. Bunker have
Sargent last week.
j brought home new launches, which they Agnes
Miss Maud Stewart, who baa been at
have just had built for them
Mrs. C. L. Bunker’s and attending school
Capt. George R. llamor has sold his ( here, hss gone to Gouldsboro for an insloop Dauntless to Capt. William H. definite stay.
Bulger, who w ill sail summer company,
The dramatic club will present the
;
Millard Spurling and lieslie Rice are drama,
“Valley Farm,** in the church
building a naphtha launch for Wilford vestry Wednesday and
Thursday evenings,
one
B.
Steele
and
J.
is
Trusseli,
building
Feb. 24 and 25.
for Roy Bulger.
Charles My rick snd wife
have the
Th*re is much rejoicing among the
sympathy of their friends in the loss of
Elisha G. and

_

The valentine dance in the I. O. R. M.
Mall was a success financially. About f30
was received.

of

monia.

_

evening.

Sargent,

visiting his brothers here.
Adelbert, the youngest son of H. W.
Hooper and wife, is recovering from pneu-

visi* to

Vida

the

SOUTH GOL'LDSBORO.

caring

Everett Tracy is building bungalow
Mrs. Fred Donnell and son Theodore
the shore of Georges pond.
will this week go to Stonington, where
Walter Bradbury, who went West for
Mr. Donnell is employed.
his health last fall, returned home last
The X. E. C. club, which was pleasantly
week.
aatertained by Mrs. L. F. Springer last
Gladys, the thirteen-year-old daughter
week, will meet with Mrs. J. W. Blaisdell
of Henry Hardison and wife, died SaturThursday afternoon.
after a short illness. Sympathy
Mrs. Grace Rider, of Bar Harbor, who day night,
is extended to the parents in their bereave- lobster fishermen here that the lobster
was called here by the illness and death j
ment.
law they were so anxious to get enai her mother, Mrs. Francena Dyer, will
Ch’e'er.
Feb. 22.
forced two years ago, is to be repealed.
■anain with ths family several weeks.
Lewis G. Stanley ia on Bear island
The ladies of the Baptist and Methodist
OTIS.
to the lighthouse duties, while
attending
pocieties will unite in presentation of a
Bar
Harbor
from
is
home
Percy Grover
Capt. Sawyer is on a vacation, visiting his
Aram a, “The NewJW Oman’s. Re form Clob”, for a vacation.
!
son Heber, the Lighthouse keeper at Egg
the evening of town meeting day.
«a
Howard Salisbury is visiting his sister, ! Bock.
Their first rehearsal was Friday afternoon
Mrs. Bert Smith, at Bucksport.
R.
Peb. 17.
Mrs. H. G. Wooster and Mrs. Carroll
Mrs. David Philbrook and daughters, I
annivertheir
observed
2>onn
wedding
STONINGTON.
of Brewer, have been visiting her sister,
saries Friday, by invitations to family
Walter Blake and family have gone to
Mrs. J. L. Salisbury, for a week.
a
delicious
share
with
them
Attends to
Sound.
Those who are engaged in hauling stave
turkey dinner. Covers were laid for
C. P. Moon has returned from a business
wood to Salisbury’s mill at Lakewood are
twelve.
James Jordan. Emery Willey, Howard trip to New York.
B.
Feb. 22.
Kincaid, Willis, Eben, and Jed Sal is bn ry. i Roy E. Fifield, who has been visiting in
SWAN’S ISLAND.
Miss Lettie Lally is at Lamoine to spend Sedgwick, is home.
Mrs. D. M. Stinson is ill.
a few weeks with her sister, Mrs. Everett
j Krastus J. Carter, who has been quite
Miss Fannie Gott is in Boston for a few Higgins, while Mr. Higgins is in the ill. is convalescent.
woods.
«*JS.
It is rumored the Moose Island quarry
Feb. 22.
Davis.
The cared lobsters are all gone here but
will open again March 1.
about 6,000.
W\ H. Goss and wife, who has been on a
MARLBORO.
F. F. Morse is building an ice-house on
Miss Ruth Remick is visiting Mrs. E. G. visit to Camden, are home.
flAe side of his pond.
John Wood, of Bluehill, is here, manHopkins in Ellsworth.
Warren Staples' boy while sliding last
Mrs. John Wright, with son Hugh, of agerforthe Chase Granite Co. at Green
Week ran into a tree and broke his leg.
Ellsworth, is visiting her parents, F. T. island.
Mrs. Nellie Stinson and daughter Goldie Hodgkins and wife.
Dr. B. L. Noyes and Jewett Noyes have
were in Rockland a few days last week.
where they spent
Percy Bragdon, wife and little daughter returned from Augusta
The K. of P. lodge held an open installa- Belmont, who have spent the winter here, a week.
tion in Herrick’s hall Wednesday evening. have returned to their home in Nantucket.
Mrs. W. L. Greenlaw and daughters
Nanonie council worked the adoption
Mrs. Col man Hodgkins, who has been Laura and Doris are home from a visit in
Aegree on three candidates Thursday caring for her mother-in-law, Mrs. Newell Portland.
a

of the storm Wednesday,
10,
drama, “Milly, the QuadThe
roon, was postponed until Feb. 15.
following took part: George W. Mayo,
Ernest Hall, M. W. Hamor, Walter Clark,
Mellie Hamor, Chester Rich, Lelia Tripp,
! (Jerty Clark, Lillian Hamor, (da Mayo,
^Florence Rich. The parts were well taken.
} Kelley’s orchestra furnished music. The
1
proceeds are for the new grange hall.
Feb. 22.
M.
On account

Feb.

ball at town ball town

Charles Blackburn

relatives here.

loved by all who knew her. The
has the sincere sympathy of their
many friends here.

after profitable
has
returned to

Refreshments

following Friday. Mrs.
formerly of this place, and

family

served.

have

Town meeting March 15.
John McFarland, of New Brunswick, is

Pastor Macomber will direct a cottage
meeting at the home of Mrs. Abbie Dunn

Miss

There will be

WEST FRANKLIN.

ness.

closed

have

was

was

Patten.

gone
AlTln Norwood
family
to Oak Point to visit Mrs. Norwood s
*ife.
and
parents, J. Colson
The W. T. I. gave the drama, ‘‘The
Modern Sewing Circle,” at the new K. of
P. hall Wednesday evening. Ice-cream
aud cake were served; games followed.
Proceeds, for church debt and pastor, f20.
Thelma.
Feb. *30.

FRANKLIN.

other paget

The ladies' aid society will serve dinner
their new building town meeting day.

terms.

Thursday night.
and

tee

Arthur A. Joy has obtained the contract
mail carrier for the next four years.

Schools

COUNTY NEWS.
County A’fWJ

County Newt,

died the

Gilpatriek

CRANBERRY ISLES.

ca* is not the only paper printed in
20.__
Mancock county, and has never claimed to
WEST TR3MONT.
can propthat
it
the
but
is
only paper
is,
Mrs. George W. Murphy had an ill turn
the
all
be
called
a
County
paper;
erty
met are merely local papers. The circula- Thursday.
L. W. Rutnill spent e part of last week
The American, barring the Bar
tion
Marbor Record's summer list, i* larger at Augusta.
Ann that of all the other papers printed
Walter Lunt. who has been ill of grip,
Ms Hancock county.
has returned to Rockland.
-.mr~~' 7“.r
----Mrs. Otis Ingalls gave birth to twin
daughters Wednesday, Feb. 17. The babies
Jfct Additional

who

COUNTY NEWS.

Funeral services
H. Norwood.
were held st the church Thursday afterInternoon, Rev. Mr. Lincoln officiating.
raent at Wildwood.
N.
Feb.

subscribers at 101
«f the in post-offices in Hancock county.
MU the other papers in the County comMrned do not reach so many. The AmeriAmerican has

_

and

Miss Charlotte Gilley, of Hall Quarry,' enjoyed an old-fashioned
candy pull.
employed at Capt. W. W. Lunt’s.
Edwin C. Cole and wife entertained a
Mrs. A
C.
Fern aid and daughter party of seven at dinner on Friday. Cards
Eleanor are visiting Mrs. E. B. Hilsby in I was a feature of the evening s entertain-

R.

is

HANCOCK POINT.
Merton Hodgkins is much better.
A few of Mrs. Hattie Martin’s friends
spent the evening w ith her Feb. 17, it being
her birthday. Refreshments were served.

Rockland.

ment.

Mrs. Grace Somes Smith and two children, of Bar Harbor, are visiting J. J.
Somes and wife.

The Methodist Episcopal society had a
social at Columbus hall YVeduesday evening. The short program of music, reci-

C. A. Penney has gone to Bangor to visit
Harrison Hodgkins and wife and John
his son, b. C. Penney. Arthur Crabtree
Preble and wife, of Bar Harbor, are
and wife are with Mrs. Penney
during,
Mr. Penney's absence.
spending a few days at Mr. Hodgkins'
Feb. 22.
camp at Long pond.
E.
Feb. 22.
Rex.
NORTH LAMOINE.
DEER ISLE.
Miss Lettie
of Bar

tations, readings, concluding with a
dialogue, was good. Home-made candy
sold readily.
Feb. £1.

Lalley,

iting her sister, Mrs. E. E.

Harbor, is
Higgins.

vis-

William
wroods

one

Kellen hurt bis

day

from

Foley’s

Orino Laxative cares
andliver trouble sad makes

Hemambbr ths name—Doaa’*—and take
Matter.

ate.
ciue.

Wby take anything el set

West is still very ill at his home
Blunt's pond district.

There will be

a

social dance in

the town

Thursday evening. Feb. 25.
WesleykSmith is ill at his home, and his
brother Earle has taken bis place at Bay-

hall

side.

L. A. Springer

Mrs.

is

anstui

spending the

jTium cokPAinr. »**

Mrs.

<
For Sale at Your Grocer

Mrs. W. S. Archer, who has been living
corner this winter, moved to her
home in North Lamoine Thursday.
Feb. 22.
s.

Whitcomb, Haynes & Co.

week in

George

W.

Franklin,

the

guest

of

Butler.

ELLSWORTH FALLS. ME

__

HOME CURE FOR ECZEMA

NORTH FRANKLIN.
S. G. Haskell, of this place, master
Boston bark John S. Emery, met
A son was born to N. R. Collar and wife !
Mrs. Carrie Joyce was called to Sulliwith an accident recently that will lay
Oil a Wiaterfrcea. ThyaS, Glycerine Etc.. t«<*
Sunday, Feb. 21.
van last week by the death of her father.
him up for some time. The hark arrived ;
a SlaHs Wul
Miss Lillian Hooper has gone to Sullivan
Dalbert Reed returned Friday from
at Fort de France, Martinique, Jan. 4 with
to work for Mrs. Harvey Dunbar.
waf
It
where
seema
he
was
Frankfort,
called
really
'strange that so
cooperage from Portland, after discharg- |
by the
*•**
Johnnie Kief and Allan Brinton, of
people suffer year in and year out
ing which she sailed for Turks Island to illness of his brother.
Hancock, are visiting their sister and eczema, when it ia now no longer a usosl
ta.ce salt for Baltimore. When out only a
The grammar school gave an entertainMrs. Alonzo Wilbur.
that oil of wintergreen mixed w ith t»r
few days, in a heavy gale, Capt. Haskell ment Friday evening at Granite hall. The aunt,
glycerine, etc., makes a wash that"
.George Collar and little daughter, who mol,
had his leg badly bruised, and was forced partB were well taken and much
bound to cure.
enjoyed have been
his
N.
R.
visiting
father,
Collar,
to put into St. Thomas for medical assisOld, obstinate cases, it is true, can”"
by all. Much credit is due the teacher,
the past week, have gone to Great Pond be cared in a few days, but there n
tance. On arrival there, Feb. 10, he cabled
Miss Nelson, who instructed the
pupils.
lutely no sufferer from eczema who
the owners to have another captain sent The proceeds are for maps for’ the school. for a visit.
used this simple wash and did noth"
out to relieve him. Capt. Haskell will
Feb. £1.
There will be meetings at the school- immediately tnat wonderfully soothing
Pebble.
wrhenta
return home by steamer.
house Sunday afternoons at 3 o’clock for a calm, cool sensation that oomes
itch la taken away.
Inatantly upon *,
BASS HARBOR.
while, instead of the Wednesday evenreffW
the
plying a few drops of the wash
Thert »
WEST EDEN.
Miss Fannie Benson, of
take* effect, the hob is allayed.
Somerville, ing meetings.
kao
no need of experiment—the patient
Feb. 22.
T.
Mrs. D W. McKay was called to North- Maas., is visiting friends here.

j

!

_

foot in the
A.

PRETTY MARSH.
James Hersey is visiting relatives and
friends here.
Miae Myra Keniston, who has been visiting friends at Hall Quarry, is home.
Curtis Young, who has been employed
at Bar Harbor, is home for a short stay.
Feb. 22.
G.

■ole agents (or the United State*.

It is tested every half hour day and
most exacting scientific tests. This insures absolute satisfaction in baking
att Ihu lima.

night by the

|

home

last week.

Feb. 22.

flour.

George Sturk left to-day for Hardwick.
Vt.

Capt.

PARTRIDGE COVE.

was

Burk

perfect

of the

The ladies* aid society met with Mrs. C.
M. Kittredge Wednesday, and spent a
pleasant afternoon.
Feb. 20.
Y.

Clarence Young is ill.
Adelaide McFarland
Bar Harbor over Sunday.

HALL QUARRY.

The perfect system

at the great Ansted
Mills guarantees this

Charlie
in the

at the

_

-’OfM*'*''

constipation
the bowel*
G. A. Fan-

_

east
ness

Harbor Wednesday by the serious illof her siater, Mrs. Augusta Gilpatrick,

Foley's Honey and Tar clears the air passages, stops the irritation in the throat,
soothes the inflamed membranes, and the
moat obstinate cough disappears. Sore and
iaiaasod lungs are healed aad strength**,
and the cold is expelled from ibir BjBBsni
Refuse any but the genuine in ydUow package.

O. A. Pascaaa.

Mrs. E. F. Moore, of Cape
Elisabeth, ia
spending a few days with her sister, Mrs.
L. F. Gott.
Feb-18X. Y. Z.

OTTER CREEK.

Owing to the storml Saturday, the ladies did not hold their circle, |but will

_

For

mild, easy action of the bowels, a single dose of Doan's Becoleto ia enough. Treatment onrea habitual constipation. M cent* a
bos. Ask your druggist for them.-Advf.
a

p Hoarse coughs and stuffy colds 'that may
develop into pneumonia over night are
quickly cured by Holey’* Haney and Tar, «»s

tesyei/sM. wi&jrtus:.
O. A. Psacnna.

at

onoe.

Instead of trying to compound the
of wintergreen, thympi, glycerine. eK
the right proportions ourselves*®-,
using a prescription Which is noivensio
found tha moat effective. It ‘*,l£n,0«in.
the D. D. D. Prescription, or Oil
•
It ia made by
texgieeu Compound.
Co., ofChioago, aad out
■

^

ifoou, druggist, Ellsworth,

Me.

log. Fab. 1?, in celebration of hie birthday.

3oUNTVNEW&
bkookun.

Pab.

and wife came home
E. Farnsworth
Thursday.
Boston
n
bar
Eva Herrick accompanied
Wednesday.
to Boston
..

;£r

J,r

guest

is the

F Staples, of Surry,
Mrs. Fred Philllpa.

nieee.

home Monday
EC Jones returned

■

Arlington, Mass,
'Several weeks inhome
from Bangor,
is
loll.s Stanley
f has been attending commercial
lCjfCthe

of

formerly

ingeraoll,

■mersoii
is ill in

thia

city hospital, Boston,

typhoid pneumonia.

son Karl
Nellie Batcbeler, with
N. H., where
Mrs. Gardner

Bedstone,
mnte from
her daughter,

“visited
pckipy-

of Rrbekabs was held
district meeting
Harbor lodge, Feb. 19. Mrs.
,h center
I). I). P„ presided in a very
ice Stanley,
The president of the
Ming manne
of Maine, Mrs. Sarah
bekah assembly
was present, and
Cock, of Brunswick,
of instruction, commendation
, words
were fully appreciated and
d praise
The degree was conferred
,y helpful.
Mountain Kebekah
lour candidates by
which Is to be conlPi of Bluehill,
upon tho work. Tbs staunch
t

flated of

Nokomia lodge, Ellsworth,
bekahs
and rode over. Tbe
ived the elements
Mrs. H. M. Pease,
nonet, in charge of
140
*" excellent. There were about
entertainment was given,
sent. A Short
and
which "Tom” Stanley, In bia solo,
were
the
■m Edith Allen, reading,

passed,
An enjoyable evening
l,rs'
abont 3.15 a.
(last load left tbe ball at
Saturday.
UXB Fbmmk.
ftb 2>
was

I

.SEDGWICK.
Irs. F. H. Smith it ill.
Milton Goode left on foot Thursday for
ngor.
Dority purchased a span of horses
t week.
Mrs. Judith t'ole, who has had an attack
sciatica, is better.

K. N.

Notwithstanding the bad

Mon-

storm

evening t h r- was a go xi attendance
Masonic halt w hen the third degree was
jrked on one candidate.
Wilbur Choate died at tbe home of bis
y

nt, Mrs. George
of pneumonia.

Butler, Friday
He

morn-

about

was

nine-

years of age. The body was taken to
)rth Brooklin. where services were concted Sunday at one o'clock by Rev. E.

rn

nderson.

Eaton,

resident of

life-long
section, died Friday at the

lapt. J.ihn
is

He
years.
Frank
son

jbty-one
dow.

a

one

age of
is survived by a

W., and

daugh-

a

E. Bracy. The bereavement
Is exceptionally heavy on the aged
do.v, as scan-fly fair weeks have elapsed
Much
ICC tilt* death of a
daughter.
mpathy is felt for her. Services were
Id Sunday afternoon at the home, by
—Mrs. M.

Louise 1)., wife of John W. Faria, died

iday

after

week’s illness of

a

pneumonia,

e was the daughter of the late Robert
mdon, of Brooksville, and leaves besides
husband and young daughter, a mother
Mrs. J. F. Gray, a sister and a brother,

tneral services

were

held at the

home

is

afternoon, Kev. Elisha Handerson
Bciaiing. there were beautiful floral
itrates from Columbia chapter, O. E. S.,
which deceased was a member, and
relatives and friends.
Feb. 22.
om

___H.

_

BLI EH1LL.
Mrs. 0. M. Stover is visiting in Boston.
Miss Edith Chase attended the gov’aor s ball at
Augusta.
R. S. Osgood and wife went to
Bangor
few days last week.

>r a

Mrs. Sarah Gray and Mrs. Harvey Gray,
ho have been ill, are
improving.
P.8. Parker saw a
posse of rata approto their own nae the breakfast
folded for the hens. He fired one sbo
Bhem and killed six.
The ladies' Baptist circle was entertaed Peb. 18, by Mrs. G. W.
Butler, Mrs.

bating

-F.Townsend

and

'ver 100 tickets

were

Mrs. W. E. Grindle.
sold for the supper.

A

delegation from Mountain Rebekab
dge numbering forty-seven attended the
wnct convention at
&d report an

Feb. 19,
enjoyable session, generous
°*pitality and a good time.
The neighbors of Ed. Butler
gave him a

Brooklin

K**nt surprise party Wednesday

even-

Shhotumunia.

^

illLLION DOLLARS

FOR

, olier
*ls
Should Be a

Every

A GOOD STOMACH.
Warning

lo

Man and Woman.
he
newspapers and medical journals
Qtly have had much to say relative to
JJ®008 millionaire’s offer of a million
^lor

a new

stomach,

great

multi-millionaire was too
about the condition of his
h. ne allowed his
dyspepsia to
^ °®
bad to worse until in the end it

J/loworry

j!®5 incurable.
^misfortune serves

as

a

warning to

^ oue who suffers with
dyspepsia
lew years w ill
give everything he
°fa new 8touiach.
I>vsPepsia is
caused by an abnormal
^ 01 lhe
8;aBtr*c juiees. There is one
missing. The absence of this de°* 'he gastric fluids.
^

*

i»ylLMuncU‘,n
w»s>»»r
?°w

digest Jood.
power
*“*e *° 8uPPly ">e missing
*° ‘he gastric juices
ve
P°wer. and to make the
to

<nJ'!,P*“lore

"tkT,,

well.
"exa11 Dyspepsia Tablets

0.?*and

iltpJJm* ^hal
hfetM .ofif aPd Permanently
8lomai'hs, indigestion

E^iia.

cure

and

dis-

dys-

»m
'.° 'ry them and will reRi»ka » i?[“nPy if you are not more than
result,
jtil. c PPn”- Only at our store, or ttf
“h’Wli •"00RKi c°t- °PP- postoflic?.

Sie?‘‘h'he

jl arbar^

M.

NORTH CASTINE.
dipt. M. W. Orindle is ont again.
Wilbert Ordway and wife arrived Saturday from Portland.

[Copyright, 1909, by American Press Association.}
“How do you account,” Raid the EngMra. Alma Perkins and son Arno have lish girl, “for the way your American
returned from Bucksport.
girls marry our most desirable bacheFred Conner, of Castine, is cutting lum- lors? I mean those cases where money
Is not the prime motive."
Der here to repair his house.
“Well, I think Impudence has more
Fred F. Wardwell, who has been ill a
to do with It than anything else."
long time, is gaining slowly.
“Impudence! What do you mean?"
Miss Iva Leach, of Penobscot, was a
“Perhaps 1 had better Illustrate. 1
recent visitor at Melnor Orindle’s.
Hill tell you a story of which the heroFreeman Orindle, of Bluehill, was a ine. If she can be called such, is well
known to me. As a girl she was no
guest at W. O. Conner’s last week.
Mra. J. E. Blodgett .s spending a few more like the typical English girl than
a gypsy is like a queen. She was ninedays with relatives in Burry and Ellsteen years old, not very pretty, with
worth.
a thin, fairly tall figure and a pair of
Mrs. Mary lee Bowden, daughter of
eyes with whigh Rhe could express any
Fred F. Wardwell and wife, will enter the
emotion she felt or did not feel. She
Belfast hospital tbis week to have an
was 'doing’ England as thousands of
operation performed for appendicitis.
Americans ’do’ Europe—guldetmok In
Friends here of Hon. Oeorge M. Warren, band—in
company with a party from
of Castine, are glad to know that he has her native
state, Indiana.
so far recovered his health as to be able to
“Well, one morning two or three of
leave Thursday for New York, where he them, the glrl-EIlza
Kimball, I’ll cnll
will receive special treatment.
her—included, went to visit un English
Feb. 3.
l.
castle near the Scotch liordor. There
were two other girls, an elderly man
BROOKSV1LLE.
and a boy. They walked to the castle
Miss Rose Bowden, who has been in and stood at the
gate waiting to know
: failing health some
I if strangers were admitted; but, since
time, is no better.
Miss Mary Grindle has returned to West there appeared to be no gatekeeper
Sedgwick.
about, Eliza led the way In. They
Mrs. Henry Black, of Surry, was a week- hadn't gone a dozen steps before a man
in overalls, his hands covered with
end guest of her sister, Mrs. Sewell Peters.
black grease, came out of a basement
Friends of Mrs. Caroline Dodge, of
door and, seeing the party approachNorth Brooksville, were aorry to learn of j
ing, waited till they came up.
her death on Feb. 12. Sympathy is felt for
’Are strangers admitted to the casthe bereaved husband and grandchildren.
tle?’ asked Eliza.
Mrs. Eunice Saunders, J. H. Billings
‘Not today.'
and L. C. Roberts are ill.
'Oh, dear, we’ve come all the way
Miss Bernice Perkins, of North Brooks- from Indianapolis to see it. How disville, is visiting her uncle, Bentley appointing!''
'And where is Indinnapolis?’ asked
Grindle.
Mrs. Dudley Closson and Hattie Gray the roan.
‘Indianapolis! You don't know where
were thrown from their sleigh while turnj
ing their horse at F. H. Billings’ store Indianapolis is! I'm surprised. If you
bad our public school system in EngThursday. The horse fell and broke a
land even a mechanic like you would
The ladies escaped injury,
know where that is.
It's the capital
Feb. lft.
i
A.
of lndiuuu, United States of America.’
"
NORTH BROOK UN.
‘Well, since you've come so far to
Hawley Dow, Millard Leighton and see the castle 1 suppose I'll have to
give you a chance. Come with me.’
Mrs. John Eaton are ill.
"He showed them everywhere. In| Mrs. Grace Webber, of Stonington,
side and outside. Eliza walked beside
is visiting her father, Adelbert Seavey.
him. plying him with questions.
She
The young sports came out with their smut noticed
that any one they met
hounds last week and captured two foxes. showed
surprising deference to their
George Leighton and Ezra Phillips guide.
|
I have opened a baker shop in Somerville,
‘Who is the man In overalls?' she
asked of a lackey.
I Mass.
“'He's I.ord Walter Furgeson, his
Three more deaths, all in one day, was
I | the record in the bridge section last Fri- grace's youngest son.’
"'You don't mean it!
What makes
day. Mrs. John Paris and John Wilbur
him wear such togs?
Choate died of pneumonia, and Capt. John
'He has » fancy for machinery.
Eaton of a partial shock and old age.
Death has taken six within a month, all He's invented many valuable things.’
“'Oh. he has! Much obliged for the
within a half mile of the briige.
And she rejoined the
Information.’
Feb. 22.
Xenophon.
party. Sailing up beside I.ord Walter,
she said:
EAST ORLAND.
"'Come: we've had enough of these
A. M. Forsyth is at home from Boston
There's not a real
musty pictures.
for two weeks.
Show us
bright one among them.
Mrs. Carrie Jordan, who has been with
something more Inspiriting.’
Mrs. Rodick Dunbar two weeks, has re'There’s
"The young man smiled.
turned to her home.
nothing here less than 300 years old.
!
Miss Olive Parnham is taking a vaca- not even the furniture.’
| tion of a week from her work in the store
‘Well. then. 1 think it time you got
of W. L. Wentworth.
new
if a chair lasts
some
things.
Mrs. Sadie Haney, who has been visit- twenty years in America we think
We throw it away
ing ber mother, Mrs. Helen Biaisdell, has it's doing well.
after that and get a new one. It keeps
returned to Waterville.
T. F. Mason and wife and Miss Bernice ; things fresh.’
"'Everything is fresh in America, 1
Mason arrived home Wednesday from
believe.’
Augusta, where they attended the govWe haven’t any
'Even we girls.
ernor’s ball.
old fashioned notions. Now, In AmerM.
Feb. 22.
ica, if you. even in your overalls, were
BLUEHILL FALLS.
to show yourself worthy, you'd be
Mrs. Angie Bray is at work for Brooks ! treated just as well as any one.’
“'Would I, indeed?’
Weacott, Bluehill.
‘Certainly. You come to IndianapoCharles Friend, of Camden, was called
lis when I'm there, and I'll show you
here by the death of his mother.
around and Introduce you everywhere.
Brooks Gray and wife and Cecil Gray You can wear
your overalls too.’
and wife spent Thursday and Friday in
“They went through the rest of the
Buckaport.
old pile, and at everything that was
Friend died Tuesday particularly ancient Eliza would say.
Mrs. Amanda
night, Feb. 16, after a long illness. Inter- ■Why don't you freshen it up?- or
ment was at South Bluehill Thursday
‘Can’t the duke afford to buy a new
Deceased leaves a husband and eight one?’ or make some other equally depchildren. She will be greatly missed. The recating remark.
when their
And
family have the sympathy of all.
guide led them to the gate she took a
Crvmbb.
Feb. 22.
half crown from her portemonnaie and
bunded it to him. He didn’t want to
SABGE.NTVIU-E.
take It. but she said: ‘Nonsense!
Miss Abbie Snow, of Ellsworth, is visit- You've earned it. Never refuse what
That's the
ing friends here.
you've earned honestly.
Iriends
at way our men get rich and their daughvisited
Grindal
Albert
ters come over here to marry into
Brooksville last week.
and keep these old casMiss Edith Allen, of Haven, spent Sat- pour nobility
with their fathers’ forurday and Suuday with her aunt, Mrs. tles [latched up
tunes.'
Charles Babson.
“Lord Walter took the coin and
Mrs. Inez Grindle.who has been spendwent up to his apartments to change
Clara
Mrs.
Bowden,
weeks
with
a
few
ing
his costume for evening dress.
has returned to her home at South Penob••
-IIow I did fool that American
scot.
girl!’ he said to his valet.
Mrs. Koland Smith, of Koxbury, Mass.,
’I think not, your lordship,’ said
is speuriing a few days with her mother, the valet.
’Murphy told me she asked
called here by the death ol her sister, him who you were and he told her.’
Mrs. John Paris.
“The young man paused In putting
BlMFeb. 22.
white silk waistcoat with gold
en a
buttons and stared.
BUCKSPOKT.
‘By Jove!’ he exclaimed, and that
Col. Olouzo G. Putnam died Thursday, tvas his only comment.
Feb. 18, after an illness of several months,
“He joined a party of high bred Enga
aged eighty years. Col. Putnam was
lish girls at dinner, but he couldn’t disnative of Houlton and spent the most of miss from his mind that Impudent
bis life as a railroad man. At the outwho had dared to talk
break of the Civil war he enlisted from 1 American girl
Dover as a lieutenant colonel of the 22d
to him, knowing his station, as If he
succeeded Col.
aud
Maine regiment,
had really been a greasy mechanic.
Thomas Jerrard to the command, being That
night he lay awake thinking
For many j
colonel.
as
out
mustered
the Bucksport
about her thin form, her American acyeara he was conductor on
service
the
from
branch trains, but retired
cent and, above all, those eyes of hers
eleven years ago.
—expressive brown eyes that looked so
gmocent—and he tumbled all over the
IX) the right thing if you have Nasal Bed.
Catarrh. Get Ely'a Cream Balm at once.
“Well, to make a long story short in
Don’t touch the catarrh powders and snnffs,
about two months he went to IndianBalm
for they contain cocaine. Ely’s Cream
nasal
apolis, was introduced to all Eliza
releases the secretions that inflame the
whereas medicities Kimball’s friends and took her back
passages and the throat,
the with him to
England.
made with mercury merely dry up
secretions and leave you no better than you
"That’s what I mean by impudence
is
a real
Balm
Cream
In a word, Ely’s
were.
winning your men over here. You
.*50
remedy, not a delusion. Ail druggists,
too timid.”
Engiis1' girl-Warren
56
Brothers,
mailed
or
Ely
cents,
by
I
VISE B. CUMMIXQS.

rOBKCLOSCRlT

Mn. Mery Fogg is ill.
Henry Bridge* is in Sorry for a few days.
Gilbert Garter has gone to Sargentville
to work on ice.
Mias Eulalia Garter is
at North Sedgwick.
Feb. 22.

sp?ht)Lng

a

,fete

days

Ies^S-aS-asSSI

B.

**9*1*#+**: |N ALL COUNTRIES.
Bmdntu tired with Wmakingtom
money and often the patent.
fatwt sad Infriopmoirt Praetf ot
Write or eoma to o* at

TRENTON.

WASH I NOTON, P. C.

evening.

I

■

legal Moticre.
To all persona interested in either of the estates hereinafter named.
At a probate coart held at Ellsworth, in and
for the county of Hancncfe, on the second
day of February, a. d. 1909.
following matters having been pre
sented for the action thereupon herein
after indicated, it is hereby ordered that no
tice thereof be given to all persons interested
by causing a copy of this order to be pub
lished three weeks successively in tbe Ella
worth American, a newspaper published »i
Ellsworth, In said couuty, that they may appeal at a probate court to be held at Ells
worth, in said county, on the second aav
of March, a. d. 1909, at ten of the clock
in Ihf forenoon, and be heard thereon if they

3febmt£nnntt&.

PATARRM THE
Remedy WJHIJlfl
Ely’s Cream 2alm
A Reliable

is quickly absorbed.
Gives Relief at Once.

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
TirHEREAS John W. McKay, of tbe tons
of Southwest Harbor, in the county of
▼ \
Hancock, and Stnte of Maine, by his mo(i>
gage deed, dated the twenty-filth day of April,
a. d. 190«, and recorded in Hancock county.
Maine, registry of deeds, book 430, page 2M^
conveyed to Leonfce Brown Pullen, of th*
city of Suco, county of York, and State of
Maine, a certain Jot or parcel of land situate4
in said Sou•hwesw Harbor. wi>h tbe buildinjp
iiierron. bounded and described as follows, I*
wit:
Beginning at a stake on the western
side of tee road leading to Clark’s Point on
the nor>b side of the unvute way near i^asitn
of the old brick yard leading to tbr sbtmFaiiA
running south titty-six and one* half degrees west live iods and thirteen links to*
stuae on the bank; theuce south eighty one
degre-e west five iods *rd thirteen links to a
stake in ibe beach; theuce north eight an4
one half degrees west on tbe beach iwo rods
and eighteen links to a Btake; thence norlfc
sixty nine degrees east four rods and tiveDta
links to the west side of said towu road:
thence following said road southerly lour roun
to the first mentioned bound and containing
one lourth of an acre mote or less, and
being
the same premises deeded to me, the sal*
John W. McKay by the said Leonice Brown
Pullen by deed of even date.
And wheraan
the condition of said mortgage has been
broken and remains so. now theiefore, by
reason of the breach of the condition thereof
I claim a foreclosure of said mortgage.
February 13, a. d. 1969.
LeonickIBbown Pullen.
By Geo. R. Fuller, her attorney.

It cleanses, soothes,
heals and protects
se< cause.
the diseas'd memGeorge H. Dority, late of Brnoklin, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purbrane resuming from
to be tbe last will And testament of
porting
Catarrh and drives
said deceased, together with petition for pro
bate thereof, presented by Joaua H. Dority.
away a Cold in the
Head quickly, lie- |JAV CCXiCO executrix therein tmnied.
William w. Cousins, late of Brooksville. in
stores the Senses of IlHI 5 blLil
said county, deceased
A certain instrument
Taste and S.u 11. Full size "iO cts., at Drug- j purporting to be tbe last will and testament
together with pe ition lor
gists or by mail. In liqci 1 form, 75 cents j of said dtceased,
thereof, presented
by Julia A.
probate executrix
ijy Brothers,Warren Street, New York. Cousins,
therein named.

James W. Robbins. )a>e of Eden, in said
Petition that Ralph J.
county, deceased.
Robbins or some other auitab e person be appoined administrator of the estate of said deceased. presented by Ralph J Robbins, guarantor of debts or said deceased
Charles P. McCartney, lute of Ellsworth, in
said county, deceased. Petition that Winfield
8. McCartney or some other suitable person
be appointed administrator of the estate of
said deceased, presen.ed by Winfield 8. Me
Cartney, a son of said deceased.
Julia A. Patten, late of Bucksport, in said
county, deceased. Petition tnai iheodoreH.
Smith, or some other suitable person, be ap
pointed administrator of toe estate of said
deceased, presented by Samuel M. Patten,
heir of said deceased
Elmer E. Young, late of Bluebill, in said
county, deceased. First and final account of
Lena R. Young, administratrix, filed for settlement.
Charles W. Beal, la’eof Ellsworth, in said
county, deceased. First account of Edmond
J. Walsh, administrn'or, filed for settlement.
William Dow, late of
i' emont. in
s»i
Final account of George
county, decei's d.
R Fuller, executor, filed lor s tt'emen*.
Tobias L. Robert-, late of
d’u, in said
First account o* Chat Its
county, deceased.
F. Paine, executor, fi'ed lor sett einent.
Fred W. Houston, laie of bucksport, in said
Second account of A ice
county, deceased.
M. Kenney, formerly Alice M. Houston, administratrix, filed for settlement.
Mary Downs, a peisou of unsound mind, of
Gouldsboro, iu said county. First account of
Bed'ord E. Tracy, guardian, fied for settle-

Pauper Notice.
contracted with the City of Ellaworth
for those who
HAVING
support and
need assistance
the
five
to

care

next
may
during
years and are legal residents of Ellswcrth. I
forbid all persons trusting them ou my account, ts there is plenty of room and accommodations to care lor them at Ihe City Farm
house.
M. J. Dkummuy.

Banking.
#

is whatyour money will
invested in shares of the

earn

if

illwonl Loan and Building Ass’d.
A
is now

NEW SERIES

open. Shares. SI each
monthly pay
merits, 81 per share.

WHY PAY RENT
when you can borrow on your
shares, give a first mortgage and
reduce it every mouth? Muiithlv
payments Mid interest together
will amount tQ but little more
than you are now paying for
rent, and In about ten years you
will

Elvira L. Jordan late of Ellworth. in said
Fiist account of Charles
county, deceased.
P. Dorr executor, fi ed for settlement. Also
private account of Charles P. Dorr, executor,
riled for allowance agajusi said estate.
Helen R. F. Davis *a person of unsound
mind formerly o» Castine. now of Ellfworih,
iu said conniy. Third account of Charles £.
McCluskey, guardian, filed tor settlement.
Samuel C. Leslie, jr.. late of Castme. in said
county, deceased. Petition filed by William
F. Leslie and Joseph H. Fisher, ariministra
tors, fur license to sell certain real estate of
said deceased, as described in said petition.
Helen K. F. Davis, a person of unsound
mind, formerly of Castine, now of r.llsworth.
in sai‘> county.
Resignation of Charles E.
McCluskey. guardian, filed.
Charles W. Beal late of Ellsworth, in said
county, deceased. Petition filed by Edmond
J. Walsh, administrator, that an order be issued to distribute among the heirs of slid deceased, the amount remaining in tbe hand* of
said aOministrator upi n the filing of his first

For

particulars impure of
O. W. Tapley. Sec’y,
First NatM Bank Bid*.
A. W. KiN<;, President.

BailtoaCa an6 Sttamfco.i.

____I
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Trains leaving Ellsworth at 7.13 a m and 4.39
P m. and arriving at Ellsworth 11.07 a ni, 10.52
p. m. connect with Washington Co R R.
7 Stops on signal to conductor,
c Stops to leave but not to take passengers
g Stops only to leave passengers from points
east of Washington Junction.
These trains connect at Bangor with through
trains on Main Line, to and from Portland,
Boston and St John.
Passengers are earnestly requestly to protickets before entering the trains, and
Ellsworth to Falls and Falls to
Ellsworth.
F. E. BOOTHBY, Gen’l Pass. Agent,
MORRIS M'DONALD,
Vice-Pres, and Gen’l Manager.
General office, Portland. Me.

cure

especially

Alexander Maitland, late of the citv, coun
and state of New York, deceased.
Petition tiled by Hobart L Maitland, of New
Rochelle, New York, one of the heirs and
next of kiu of said deceased, that the amount
ol collateral inheritance tax upon the estate
of said deceased, be determined by the judg.of probate.
EDWARD E. CHASE, Judge of said Court.
A true copy of the original order.
Attest:—'! h. Mahoney, Register.
STATE OF MAINE.
bs.—At a probate court held at
in
and for said county of Hancock,
Ellsworth,
on the second day of February, in the year of
our Lord one thousand
nine hundred and
nine.
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
a copy of the last will and testament of
Annis Lee Wister, late of the City and County
of Philadelphia, and state of Pennsylvania,
deceased, and of the probate thereof in said
state of Pennsylvania, duly authenticated,
having been presented to the judge of probate
for our said county of Hancock for the purpose of being allowed, tiled and recorded in
the probate court of our said county of Hancock.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to
all persons interested therein, by publishing
a copy of this order three weeks successively
is the Ellsworth American, a newspaper
printed at Ellsworth, in said county of Hancock. prior to the second day of March,
a.
d.
1909, that
at
may
they
apptar
a probate court then to be held at Ellsworth,
in and tor said county of Hancock, at ten
o’clocs iu the foi**uoou, and show cause, if
any thev have, aguinst the same.
EDWARD E. CHASE, Judge of Probate.
A true copy of the original order.
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney. Register.
Hancock

A

10 37 3 41
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A

^Iihb suoscnber

hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed administraof the estate of
HOWARD H. HOMER, late of FRANKLIN,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
All per
given bonds as the law directs.
sons
having demands aguinst the estate
of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment i n
Pbbcy E. Homer.
mediately.
February 17, 19C9.

X

tor

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURF..
Lydia M. Blake, of Sedgwick.
county of Hancock, and State «C
M.ii**e, by her mo. tgage deed dated the twenty-fourth day ot Feoiurtr.. one thousand nin*
hundred and three and recorded in tbe Hancock county registry of deeds, in vol. 38*.
page 301, conveyed to George M. Warren, af
Casiiue, in tbe county of Hancock, and Slate
of Maine, a certain tot of land in Sedgwick,
cant my and State aforesaid, to wit:
Beginning on the town load leiding from
Sargentvillt* to Joseph Gia.v’s corner, so
cal'ed, on line of land formerly owned by the
heirs of John Emeisou; thente southeasterly
by said Emerson’s laid eighty* nine rods to
btake and stone; theuce southwesterly thirtysix rods to land owned by Dudley Ciohsok;
thence northwesterly by land of said (Jloasoa
eighty nine rods to the towu roau; thence by
s ud toad to the first mentioned bound, containing twenty-two aefes more or less, together with the buildings thereon standing,
and, a hereas the said George M. Warren, by
his deed of assignment dated the 1th day «i<
November, 1901, and recorded in said re istty.
vol. 458. page 12, assigned to me, Celia Alexander, ot (Jasmine, in said county of Hancock,
and State of Maine, said mortgage deed.ank
whereas the condition nf said mortgage has
been broken and sv.iL remains so. now, therefore, 1, the said Celia Alexander, claim a foreclosure ol said mortgage, and give this notic*
ior the purpose ot foreclosing the same.

WHEREAS

ment.

OWN YOUR OWN HOME.

j

Street, New York.

I

timetM

C.

PNEUMONIA FOLLOWS LA GRIPPE
Pneumonia often follows la grippe but
never follows the use of Foley's Honey and
Tar for la grippe coughs and deep seated
colda. Refuse any but the genuine in the yellow package. G. A. Paroiibr.

|

__

amvet

■
CichuhtTy. ■

The drama, “My Wife's Relations,” will
be presented at Evergreen ball Wednesday
evening, March 3, followed by a sapper
and dance. If stormy, the first pleasant
Feb. 22.

^

MOTIC 1C or
the Brooksville Lumber Ok,
of Brookevllie. in the county of Hik*
cock, and State of Maine, by their mortgage
d.ed dated Feb. 8. 1907, ana recorded in tfik
Brooksville town regi*t<y, book No. 8, psgs%
conveyed to Chae L. Babsou. of Sedgwick, te
the said county of Hancock, and State off
Maine, the following described property iwc «ttd In said Bro »kaville, on me shore of Parker's pond so called, said property consists
•f a saw mill with all machinery comaiacdL
therein, including engine, boiler and all m*>
chines used for manufacturing different
kinds of lnmber now installed in said mill,
also all buidinga connected with said miiL
consisting of boarding house, stable aan
blacksmith shop.
Wheiess said Cbas. L. Babson by his dtei
of Assignment dated Msrcb 28, 1908, and recorded in Brooksville town registry, April V
1908, vo). 8, page 188, assigned to C. Roy Tapley, of Brooksville, in said county of Han*
c<y*k, and Htate of Maine, the said mortgage
d«ed.
Whereas C. Boy Tapley. of Brooksvlllg
county and 8tUe aforesaid, by bis deed of assignment dated Feb. 5, 1909. and recorded in
Brooksville ‘.own registry, vo). 8. page 164, assigned to O. L. Taplet, of Brooksville, the
8»ld mortgage deed. And whereas the condition of said mortgage has been broken sag
remains so, now therefore, 1, the said O. L
Tapley, claim a foreclosure of said mortgage
and give tb.s notice for the purpose of foreO. L. Taplsy.
closing the s* me.
Feb. 15, 1909.

WHEREAS

__________________

Elisha Sanderson.

v.

3._

friy! UotiOA.

Sktorruvntmt*.

WEST BROOKUN.

Mr. Butler haa been confined to the house
with rheumatism for many years.

I

Alexander.

By her attorney. William E. Whiting.
February lb, 109.

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
■VIT'HEREAS Erastus J. Moore, of Ells▼ f
worth, Hancock county. Maine, by his
deed of mortgage dat-d the 26tli day of November, A. D. ltwD, and recorded in the Registry ot Deeds fo. said County of Hancock, in
B ok 276, tJage 176, conveyed to me the undersigned. a certain iot or parcel of land situated iu said Ellsworth and bounded and described as follows, to wit:
Beginning ou New Street at northwest corner ot lot sold to Prank E. Garland; thence
northwesterly three and one-hulf ions to iron
stake; thence northeasterly ten rod's more or
less to Bayview Street or Hale land; thence
southeasterly three and on?-huii rods on said
line to corner of said Frank E. Garland lot;
thence following said Garland north line t«

place

of

beginning,

square rods

right

containing thirty-live

more or less.
Also reserving the
the water Irom aspring adjoining
and WHEREAS the condition of said

to use

this lot,
mortgage has been broken and still remains
broken. NOW THEREFORE by reason of
the breach of the condition thereof 1 claim
a foreclosure of said mortgage and give this
notice for that purpose.
Dated this 13th day of February, A. D. 1906.
Robert Gerry.

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
VIT'HEREAS Sarah P. Grindle, of Castine,
in the county of Hancock, and State
▼V
of Maine, by her mortgage dated the twentyfirst day of April. 1906, and recorded in Hancock registry of deeds, vol. 430, page 161, conveyed to .viary E. Warren, of Castine. in said
county of Hancock, and State of Maine, a
certain tract or parcel of land situated in said
Castine. described as follows: On the uorthetst b> State street; on the southeast, by land
of heirs of the late Melissa Perkins; on the
southwest by land of the heirs of the late
Melissa Perkins, amt ou the northwest by
laud of said heirs, being the homestead of
said Sarah P. Grindle, containing two acres
more or less, with all the building thereon;
and
Whereas said Mary E. Warren by her deed
of as-igninent dated May 21. 19H6, and recorded in siid Hancock legistry of deeds, voL
456. page 199, assigned to me, Celia Alexander,
of Castine. in said county of Hancock and
State of Maine, said mortgage deed, and
whereas the condition of said mortgage ha?
been broken and still remains so. now, therefore, I, the said Celia Alt zander, claim a foreclosure of said mortgage and give this notice
for the purpose of foreclosing the same.
Chlia L. Alexander.
By her attorney, W. E. Whiting.
Dated February 4, 1909.

subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has beeu duly appointed executor
of the last will and testament of
COMMISSIONERS’ NOTICE.
JULIET M. LIVINGSTON, late of EDEN,
Hancock ss.:—Ellsworth, Maine, Feb. 2, a. d.
1909.
in the county of Hancock deceased, no bonds
being required by the terms of said will. TITE. the undersigned, having been duly
▼ V
appointed by the Honorable Edward
All persona having demands azainat the
E. Chase. Judge oi Probate within and for
estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted i said county, commissioneis to receive and decide upon the claims of the creditors of
thereto are requested to make payment immeSimeon Mil liken, late of Lamoine. in said
Philii* Livingston.
diately.
whose estate has been
coauty. deceased,
February 11, 1909.
represented insolvent, hereby give public
subscriber hereby gives notice tiiat notice agiteably to toe order of'the said judge
she has been duly appointed executrix of probate, that six months from and alter
February 2, 1909, have been allowed to said
of the last will and testament of
creditors to present and prove their claims,
MARIA T. 8CAMMONS, late of FRANKLIN, j and that
will attend to the duty assigned
in the county of
Hancock, deceased, and us at the ofnce of William E. Whiting. Ellsbonds
as
the law
uirecis
given
All
worth. Maine, ou the 25th day of February,
persons haviug demands against the esly09, and the 3lst day of July, 1909, at ten of
tate of said deceased are debited to present
the clock in the forenoon of each of said days.
the same for settlement, and all inde ted
William E. Whiting,
thereto are requested to make payment nn
Edmond J, Walsh.
mediately.
Alice H. Scott.
Commissioners.
Ellsworth, Feb. 16, 1909.
ff^HE subscriber Hereby gives notice that
rilHE subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed adniinis.1.
he has been duly appointed adminis- I trator of the estate of
X
trator of the estate of
CLARA E. LADD, late of CRANBERRY
ANGELINA INGRAHAM, late of EDEN,
ISLES,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
All pergiven bonds as the law directs.
bonds as the law directs.
given
All persons
having demands against the estate sons
having demands against the estate of
of said deceased are desired to present
said deceased are desired to present the
the same for settlement, and all indebted
same
for settlement,
and all
»prfrh-d
thereto are requested to make payment imthereto are requested to make pavm*-,.Bloomfield Higgins.
mediately.
Alfred E I.-i d
mediately.
Bar Harbor, Feb. 16. 1909.
Cranberry Isles, Feb. 3, 1909.

THE

THE

!

Mount

Desert and Blnehlll Division

FIRST CLASS FARE
Between Bar Harbor anil Boston

$8.00.
Steamer

Catherine

leaves

Bar

8

Harbor

at

am, Monday and Thursday for Seal Harbor, Northeast Harbor, Southwest Harbor,
Stonlnigton North Haven and Rockland, cod.
nectlpg with steamer for Boston.

Steamer Juliette leaves Bluehtll at 8 a m
Mondays and Thursdays for 8outh Bluehlll,
West Tremont. Brooklln, Sedgwick, Deer Isle,
Sargentville, 8outh Brooksvifie. Dark Harbor
and Kockland, connecting with steamer for Boston.

subscriber

hereby gives notice that
subscriber hereby giv
be has been duly appointed adminis- THE
THE
he has been duly appoi
trator of the estate of
trator of the estate of

RETURNING
Steamer leaves Boston at 5
and Fridays for Rockland.

pm,

Tuesdays
7

Leave Rockland at 5.SO a m, or on arrival of
steamer from Boston, Wednesday and Saturday
for Bar Harbor, Bluehlll, and intermediate

landings.

K.

S. J. Mouse, A/rent, Bar Harbor.

WILLIAM GUPTILL, late of GOULD8BORO,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having
demands against the estate
of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make paymtut immediately.
Emerson C. Smith.
West Sullivan, Feb. 16,1909.

tin

■!

t

ADA F. ALLEN, late of SEI
WI K.
the county of Hancock
rased, and
bonds as the law dir,
.u
pt-rsotis
aving demands against the estate ot -» d
deceased are desired to ,/rr n tb* want* tor
settlement, and all indebted i! » to are requested to make payment lmiutv.
ely.
Isaac M, Allen.
North Sedgwick, Feb. 8,1909.
in

given

v

ftfebmitrauMt.

SBbntfKmtnt*
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CHOIR LEADER I ::
A

Tills How Pe-nt-na Rid Him of AH

THE SAVING OF
J
NED PARKER. J

STATE

StobfTtifrmmtf.

OF MAINE.

A

Lilt of candidate* nominated, to be voted for, In the aeveral warda In the City of

Catarrhal Troubles.

[Copyright, IMS, by American Press Asso- E Ha worth, March 2,1208.
ciation ]
Penally for wilfully defacing, tearing down, (amoving or deatroylng
Timothy Bnrke and Edward Parker Cindidatea or
epeclmeo ballot—five to one hundred dollar* fine
were partners In a hole In the ground

a

Hat

of

Burke was sp oldish
Colorado.
Clerk.
THOMAS E.
Tarker
was
and
thirty-five.
Bnrke lived with his family in a cabin
To vote a Straight Ticket, make a X within the Square above the
near where his Interest lay, and Parker lived in a cabin by himself. Ellen Party name. To vote a Split Ticket, mark X in the Square over
Party
Burke kept the cabin for her father,
or Mayor,
erase printed name in lit>t under X and fill in new name.
name,
he being a widower. She was comely,
but the Burkes were not a refined famI
FRANK F
IMONTON, Ward Two.
ily, and despite her olive complexion
and red cheeks she was not good to
She had a lustrous black
look upon.
WARD ONE.
r Alderman,
eye, which puzzled most people who
gazed Into it to know whether she
was friend or enemy.
She would nevI. HAMILTON. Ward 4.
WILLIAM
er be either In a half hearted way.
Ned Tarkcr was a young man who
had come out from the east with
For Warden,
to engage in mining.
means
Bnrke
had met him and persuaded him to
EUGENE H. MOORE, Ward 4.
grub stake him while he made some
diggings in a region where he susBnrke was
pected there was gold.
under contract to give Parker a half
For Ward Clerk,
interest in any paying mine he might
strike.
For Mayor,
WINFRED 11. MADDOCKS, Ward 4.
ForJMayor,
While Burke was working with his
pick and shovel Parker was paying
FRANK F. 8IMONTON, Ward Two.
more attention to Ellen than was good
for either of the two young people,
For Constable,
considering the difference Id their staFor Alderman,
There
was
tions.
For Alderman,
HOYT E. AUSTIN, Ward 4.
something wild
about the girl that fascinated Parker,
and at the same time he felt that if be
ALBERT F. STOCK BRIDGE., Ward 1.
won and Jilted her she would prove
a dangerous person to cast off
Not
that he had any Intention of doing
For Warden,
For Warden,
anything of the kind. He was simply
permitting himself to drift to the edge
MILTON BECKWITH, Ward 1.
of a cataract.
The day came when he felt that it :
was time to break with her.
He told
her that he had done very wrong to be
For Ward Clerk,
For Ward Cleric,
with her as much as he had. for there
were insurmountable objections to a i
BENJAMIN 8. STEVENS, Ward 1.
match between them. If she thought ;
best be would go away. She listened
to him calmly and admitted the truth
For Conetable,
For Constable,
of what he said, but denied that there
was any necessity for him to go away.
For Mayor,
REUBEN 8. SARGENT, Ward 1.
They were sitting on a bench outside
the cabin at the time, a board with
s
FRANK F. 81 MONTON, Ward
four sticks for legs, and he bent forward to get beyond her unkempt locks
falling over her temples to see into her
For Alderman,
eyes. He got a view of them. and.
though what he saw he couldn't make
out. it didn’t please him.
WILLIAM SMALL, Ward 5.
While Parker was sliding into a dangerous situation Burke was striking
ore that
paid better and better the
For Warden,
farther he went down. He regretted
that for a paltry grub stake he sbonld
CHARLES E. ALEXANDER, Ward 5.
have to divide with any one else. His
mind was so intent on his find that he
failed to notice what was between
Parker and his daughter. The evil
For Ward Clerk,
one. who is constantly lurking about
For Mayor,
gold, finally secured a hold on the old
For Mayor,
JOHN A. LORD, Ward 5.
miner, and he began to wish his partner ont of the way
The wish intensiFRANK F. SIMONTON, Ward Two.
fied until he began to think of ways
For Constable,
by which Parker could happen to ellmlnate himself.
For
Alderman,
Parker was used after supper to go
For Alderman,
over for a chat with his partner. At
HOLLIS B. ESTEY, Ward 2.
least that was what be tried to make
himself believe was his intention,
though It was really to be under the
spell of Ellen’s strange eyes. One
For Warden,
For Warden,
gvonlng, as usnal. he went over and
Fbr Additional County .Vfwi. mc other
page*
was chatting with the old man on the
HENRY A. EPPE8, Ward 2.
very bench where he hgd told Ellen
WINTER HARBOR.
there could never be anything between
Charles Bickford ia quite ill with rheuhim and her. She was moving in and
FOT W#rd
natlam.
out, putting things to rights, and Parfor Ward Clerk,

HALE, City

In

man,

!

tke

!

REPUBLICAN.

DEMOCRAT.
For Mayor,

j

SPECIMEN

REPUBLICAN.

PE-RU-NA SCORES

Another Triumph in Canada.
"A Relief

to Breathe

Freely

Once

More."

BALLOTS.

For Alderman,

For Warden,

DEMOCRAT.

For Ward Clerk,

For Conatable,

■

WJTR. G. W. MARTIN, Hwtrort,
JVl Ont.f choir leader at St. Paul’o

Episcopal church,

writes:

“Peruna is a wonderful remedy for
catarrhal troubles.
“I have been troubled with catarrh
for a great many years, and always trying something for it, but was able only
to secure temporary relief until I used
Peruna.
“Only five bottles rid my system of
all traces of catarrh, and I have not
noticed the slightest trouble for several
months.
“My head was stopped up, my breath
offensive, and it is a relief to be able to
breathe freely once more

COUNTY NEWh.
Woe additional County yev$

nee

other page*

CASTINE.
Mrs. R. B. Brown has the grip.
Mrs. James Coombs, alter an illness of
several days, is back at the office.
F. W. Vogell, who has been visiting his
brother here, ha6 returned to Bangor.
The Red Men on Monday visited the
Belfast order. A good time is reported.
Another basket bail game was played
Saturday evening, Castine defeating the

Bucksport

team

The supper given Friday evening by the
men of the Congregational society was a
great success.
Mr. and Mrs. Pierce have been making a
short visit with Mrs. Pierce’s parents,
Charles Bevan and wife,
Perkins A Bowden are tearing down
their stable, and will rebuild down over
the bank, making a big improvement.
Senator and Mrs. Walker came home
Jrom Augusta Saturday, after an absence
Mr. Walker returned
el two weeks.

REPUBLICAN.

REPUBLICAN.

ker saw that there was something
•tray down in hef h§ari hd CGum n’t
churches will bold union serfathom. Presehtly he felt a desire to
vices commencing next Sunday evening
sMoks and, going on, took np several
and continuing through Lent. The first
that lay on a rude shelf, looking
one will be held in the Methodist church. piped
them over successively. One, be noThe address will be given by Itev. Mr.
was filled with tobacco.
Patterson, of the Congregational church. ticed.
“Don't smoke that ’nn.” said Ellen.
There will be special music.
•Tve filled it for myself.”
Feb. 22.
G.
"You smoke!" exclaimed
Parker,

|

|

C|erk,~

astonished. “I never saw you do that."
She took it out of his bond, and be
When he bad lighted
filled another.
Ellen followed
it be went outside.
with the pipe he bad first taken np
She put the
and a lighted match.
stem tu her mouth and was about to
touch the flame to It when her father,
white as a cloth, dashed toward her
and. seizing the pipe, threw it far
There was a terrific explosion
away.
that wonld have blown the girl to

Everybody

is

pulpwood, logs
road station

is

the wood aud

of stone bases

busy getting

or
a

busy place,

also

firewood

stave wood, and the raila

as

much of

considerable amount

shipped by rail. The
quarrying and cutting of stone bases furnishes employment for quite a number of
men

are

here, and the demand

seems

to

be

increasing.

For Constable,
HOWARD F. WHITCOMB, Ward 2.

The

orchestra

"Somethin'

must

'a'

got

Into

Representative Herbert T. Silsby spent
Sunday with his family, returning to Augusta Monday.
Mnch sympathy is felt here for Mrs.
Edward Jordan, of Ellsworth, in the serious illness of her daugh' r Althea, who
the Eastern Maine general
hospital last week.
was

taken to

I

ton.’’
Parker went up to Ellen, took her
hand, pressed it and without a word
turned and went to his cabin.
He
was never seen in that
region again,
but sent papers transferring his interest In the mine to Ellen.
She did not
live to enjoy the fortune he had given
her
BERTHA HALSOP.

A

Groevenor Wills has moved his family
from Schoodic into the Irvin Sumner
bouse.
The Baptist circle will prepare a town
meeting dinner at the vestry Monday,
March 1.

Capt. C. H. Davis

has been in New York
past week in the interests of J. S.

tbe

|

Kennedy,

REPUBLICAN.

DEMOCRAT.

a

FRANK F. 8IMONTON, Ward Two.

For Alderman,

E.
EAST LAMOINE.

A. R. Devereaux and wife went to Castine Friday to visit relatives.
Lon Haslem, who has been
employed
here the past month, has returned to I
Albion.

For Alderman,

IRA B. HAGAN, JR., Ward 3.

For Warden,

For Alderman,

For Warden,

Mrs. Mabel Dorr, who has been spendthe winter with her brotber, W. C.
Wallace, has returned to Northeast Haring

For Warden,

bor.

LEVI W. BENNETT, Ward 3.

For Ward Clerk,

For

ConaUble,

-»_

—

_—

Keith’s Theatre, Boston.
Next week Mr. Keith wUl add at.other
attraction, Jefferson De Angel is, the comio !
opera star, who has made a great -uccni
in vaudeville.
Another headline feature will be Clairi
Romaine, the English girl, who ha*. t*eeni
success in boys’ character
parts, und who
is known as
“Loudon’s pet boy ’. S*
baa a splendid repertoire of songs.
As was predicted, ’-Circumstantial Evidence,” the jury-room sketch, has proved
one of the
biggest hits of the season, and
the

management has decided to hold it
for another week.
The bill will be remarkable for the
number of acta aeen in Boston for the flrrt
time; among them will be Long Acri
quartette; Harry B. Lsater, and Hugh J*
and Hildred
Emmett. Others are tin
Joeettis and their Lilliputians, Edgar
Allen A Co., Anderson and Goines; the
Flying Martins end some special attractions to be announced later.
over

steam

ng.
Feb. 22.

For Mayor,

For Mayor,

For Mayor,

who is

contemplating purchasyacht to replace the Ladoga.
A monthly rally of the Christian Enleavor unions was held at the Baptist
■hnrch Wednesday afternoon and evening.
Rev. Mr. Keyes, of Prospect Harbor, delivered an interesting sermon in the evening

the

composed of Miss Florence Dunn, piano;
mistake. 1 don’t like keepln’
Miss Gladys Bragdon, cornet, and Miss pipe by
this blastin’ material about the cabin,
Mabel Donnell and Miss Meta Springer,
violins. They plan to practice together and-1 won’t do It no more.”
and be ready to play for other entertainGradually a false explanation began
ments.
to creep over Parker.
He attribute)!
Feb. 22.
Spec.
the filling of the pipe with an explosive to Ellen, thinking she had inAURORA.
«
tended to end her life and blight bis.
The sewing circle will meet with Mrs
Her father had filled the pipe, intendErnest Richardson Thursday.
ing that Parker should smoke it ElHoward Crosby’s bid for the mail route len had seen him do it and suspected
here for the coming year has been ac- his design.
It was as much this as
her thwarted love for Parker that bad
cepted.
Howard Grosby and wife are in Ells- led her under an Impulse to an inworth, the guests of Sheriff F. O. Silsby tended suicide.
“I’ve somethin’ to tell you,” pursued
and wife.
conscience stricken.
"I’ve
Miss JLulu Rowe, who has been visiting Burke,
■truck payin' dirt.
I took some ont
her cousin, Mrs. Vira lacghlin, at Hallolast
week that assays $300 to the
well, is home.
is

George J. Hamilton, who has been iU tbe
past two weeks, is out again.
Mrs. N. A. Bickford, who bos been quite
ill of bronchitis, is improving.

For Conatable,

1

Hewing Society” was presented to a good audience Wednesday
atoms.
evening, in the town hall, by the ladies of
Parker stood locking at the other
the Baptist society, and was rou^h enjoyed
two In astonishment.
Their hands were busy bnt their tongues
"Why didn't you let me alone, dad?”
were busier, and while they professed to
The words came from the girl, a
be very much opposed to gossip and scanwall of despair.
dal, they managed to talk about several of
"What does all this mean?" asked
their neighbors and start several stories
Parker.
about them. Music for the occasion was
By this time Burke had sufficiently
furnished by an orchestra of four pieces,
recovered himself to say, though he
which has just been organized.
They was trembling like a leaf:
furnished excellent muBic.
“A modern

is visit-

ng

Miss Harriet SmaBidge ia viaiting at
Sar Harbor for a tew days.

—--

FRANKLIN.

Mis* Gladys Tripp, of Steuben,
friends here.

JOHN F. ROYAL, Ward 2.

j

DEMOCRAT.

DEMOCRAT.

COUNTY NEWS.

Jfoaday.
Tfc« **ree

,

Feb. 22.

IE

COJ1MONWEALTH HOTKI.
Rev. J. W.

Ch«pman and Worker*
Quartered Ther«*.
Rev. J. Wilbur Chapman, D. D., who is conducting the wonderful aeries of revival meetings in Boston, which have aroused intered
not only in New England but all over the
country, with his band of workers, is nicely
quartered at the Commonwealth hotel Bolton, of which 8torer F. Crafts, i* the proprietor.
•"'tat*
.Splendidly situated, opposite the
house, the Commonwealth make* a centra*
headquarters for this band of willing workThe Commonwealth is a strictly temper*•
hotel, and for that reason appe*1*
tM
thousands. Its cuisine is of the best.
wi
rooms are all beautifully furnished, ami
all the conveniences of a modern hostelry,
the Commonwealth has proved a Plea"*®
rev v
abiding place for the workers in the
ers.

ance

meetings.

TRENTON.
For Ward Clerk,

For Ward Clerk,

MARTIN A. GARLAND, Ward 3.

*******
Among nominations by Gov. Fernald
Advertising is like learning to
yesterday was that of Frank Have confidence, strike out and itou
Dunbar, of this town, as justice of the surely win.
mnounced
peace.

For

Constable,

2U>bnti«mn«t*.

For Constable,

,

WILLIAM H. BROWN, Ward 3.

WHEN YOU ARE
I

ELLSWORTH

Steam Laundry and Bath Rooms.
‘•HO

PAT, HO WASHII,"

All kinds of laundry work done at short notice.
Goods called tor and delivered.

H. B. ESTEY A CO.,
WEST EVP

BRIDGE,

ELLBWOBTH Ml

ELECTRICAL

PALE-71

There is something wrong. The simplest way to bring healt
to the body and color to the cheeks is to correct the
.*
weakness of the system. An occasional dose of the true* L.
»
btliousn
Atwood's Bitters gives prompt relief from headache,
indigestion and kindred ailments. The standard familyre J
de
Av constipation for fifty years.
35 cts. a bottle at your

faj“ts

WIRING.

Full Lilies of

i

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

I

AND

FIXTURES.
Estimates [»a Wlrl.j ul s^lita
Chetrtellj Ohm.
ANDREW M. MOOR.
Main 8t, (under DlrlgoClub)
Ellsworth.

"

E&wk

~

Indian Point, Me.

H*ve used *L. p.* Atwood's Bitters and have greatly ber»-e;
feted thereby. 1 keep a bottle ot it in the house constantly
—Mks. E. P. Hioqina.

J

